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1. Which one is the biggest National Park in 
India by area? 

o Namdapha National Park 
o Hemis National Park 
o Sundarbans National Park 
o Bandipur National Park 

2. In which year was the capital of India 
shifted from Calcutta to Delhi? 

o 1918 
o 1907 
o 1911 
o 1916 

3. Which one is the longest rail tunnel in 
India? 

o Karbude 
o Karwar 
o Pir Panjal 
o Khowai 

4. What was the code name of the first 
nuclear tests conducted by India on May 
18, 1974? 

o Operation Vijay 
o Operation Shakti 
o Smiling Buddha 
o Operation Ashwamedh 

5. What was India’s first satellite? 
o INSAT 
o Aryabhata 
o Bhaskara 
o Rohini 

6. Who was the first Indian to be a member 
of British Parliament? 

o Jamshedji Tata 
o Raja Ram Mohan Roy 
o Surendranath Banerjee 
o Dadabhai Naoroji 

7. Which is the highest waterfall in India? 
o Kunchikal Falls 
o Barehipani Falls 
o Jog Falls 
o Kynrem Falls 

8. When was India’s first metro launched? 
o 1984 
o 1990 
o 1992 
o 1995 

9. Who is the metro man of India? 
o C. Rangarajan 
o E. Muralidharan 
o E. Sreedharan 
o Sundar Pichai 

10. Which is the first national park in India? 
o Kaziranga 
o Sunderban 
o Gir 
o Ranthambore 
o Jim Corbett 

11. Which is the longest river bridge over a 
single river in India? 

o Vikramshila Setu 
o Godavari Bridge 
o Mahatma Gandhi Setu 
o Howrah Bridge 
o Dhola-Sadiya Bridge/ Bhupen 

Hazarika Bridge 
12. Who is the “Birdman of India”? 

o Humayun Kabir 
o Salim Ali 
o Biswamoy Biswas 
o Neerja Chopra 

13. Satyameva Jayate was adopted from: 
o Mundak Upanishad 
o Samaveda 
o Yajurveda 
o Prashna Upanishad 

14. Who is the Father of the Indian Space 
Program? Who was the first Director of 
Indian National Committee for Space 
Research (INCOSPAR)? 

o C. V. Raman 
o Vikram Sarabhai 
o M. G. K. Menon 
o A. P. J. Abdul Kalam 

15. Name India’s first indigenous aircraft 
carrier. 

o Viraat 
o Vikrant 
o Viral 
o Vishal 

16. Name India’s first planned city post-
independence. 

o Chandigarh 
o Durgapur 
o Gandhinagar 
o Mohali 

17. Rivu, Rijuda, Rudra are fictional 
characters created by which Bengali 
author? 

o Sunil Gangopadhay  
o Buddhadeb Guha 
o Tarashankar Bandopadhay 
o Sharadindu Bandyopadhyay 

18. Doctor’s day is celebrated in memory of? 
o Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy 
o Dr. Devi Sethi 
o Dr. I. K. Gujral 
o Dr. Manmohan Singh 
o Dr. Mammen Chandy 

19. First Bengali movie to win the best feature 
film national award is: 

o Pather Panchali 
o Kabuliwala 
o Sagar Sangamey 
o Apur Sansar 

20. What do the following sites have in 
common in West Bengal? 

o Sundarbans National Park 
o Mountain Railways of India 

India 75th Independence day Quiz 
(Answers on page 73) 
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স াদকীয় 
উৎসেবর হাত ধের চৗর ী এবছর ২১ তম বেষ পদাপণ করেলা। গত 
বছর পয  কেরানা িবিধিনেষধ অবল ন কের আমােদর পুেজার সকল 
ব ব াপনা করেত হেয়িছল।  স ূণ না হেলও, এবছর আমরা আেরা 
খািনকটা াভািবক জায়গায় পৗঁছেত পেরিছ, াণ খুেল এেক অপেরর 
সােথ মলােমশা করেত সংেকাচ বাধ করিছ না।  আ জািতক যাতায়ােত 
িনেষধা ার জন  ২০ তম বছের আমরা কােনা বিহভূত 
কলােকৗশলীেদর আম ণ জানােত পািরিন, তাই  ২১ তম শােরােদাৎসেব 
আমােদর িবেশষ স ার থাকেছ ' দাহার' এর লাকসংগীেতর আসর। 
আশা কির য স া ােমে া অ েলর সং ৃিতি য় বাঙািলেদর এই 
অনু ানিট উপেভাগ  তীয়মান হেব। রেস-বেস বাঙািলর আেগর বার 
'পাত পেড় খাওয়া' হয়িন বেল পুেজার আনে র বশ খািনকটা ফাকঁ 
থেক িগেয়িছেলা, আশা করিছ এবছর আর সই আে প করেত হেব 

না।  
 
এবছর আমােদর স াদক দেল জন নতুন সদস  যাগদান কেরেছন 
- অয়ি কা ভ াচায  এবং দব প ঘাষ। চৗর ীর স াদকম লীর 
প  থেক জনেকই াগত জানাই। তােদর নবীন িচ াধারা আগামী 
িদেন চৗর ীেক আেরা পিরপূণ কের তুলেব - এই আশা রাখিছ। 
ভিবষ েত আমরা এই দেল আেরা নতনু মুখ দখার ত াশী থাকলাম। 
 
কেরানা মহামারীর উ রপেবও উৎসেবর নবীন সদস রা সারা বছর ধের 
িবিভ  দাতব  কেম িল  থেকেছ। উৎসব মূলত একটা সমাজেসবী 
সংগঠন - তােদর কাযকলােপ এটা আেরা সুদৃঢ়ভােব িত ািপত হেয়েছ। 

ােসবী কমসূিচর একিট ধারািববরণী 'িবিবধ' অনুে েদ সংেযািজত 
রেয়েছ, উৎসকু পাঠকেদর িজ াসা শিমতােথ।  
 
িবগত বছের আমরা অেনক সৃজনশীল বাঙািল িতভােক হািরেয়িছ। 
স া মুেখাপাধ ায়, বাি  লািহড়ী, ত ণ মজুমদার, নারায়ণ দবনাথ 
..., এবং আেরা অেনেক আেছন। আমােদর অেনেকরই হাঁদা- ভাঁদা, 
নে -ফে  বা বাঁটুল িদ ট ছাড়া গরমকােলর পুর েলা কাটেত 
চাইেতা না, ' ীমান পৃথীরাজ' বা 'দাদার কীিত' েলা আজও ৃিতেত 
অমিলন থেক গেছ, 'I am a disco dancer' চািলেয় নাচ না হেল 
পুেজার িবসজেনর ষােলাকলা পূণই হেতা না। এঁেদর কীিতমান িচর ন 
এবং আগামী জে র িদকিচ  হেয় রেয় গেলা। 
 
জ ভূিমর াধীনতার ৭৫ বষপূিত উপলে  চৗর ীর স াদকম লীর 
প  থেক সকলেক জানাই অিভন ন। চৗর ী ২০২২ এর সকল 
যাগদানকারীেদর অেনক ধন বাদ, তােদর হাত ধেরই চৗর ী আজ 

বতমান মানদ  অজন করেত পেরেছ।  আগামী িদেন উৎসব ও বাঙািল 
স দায় েচ ায় চৗর ীর এই মবিধ ু ইিতহাসটােক আেরা সুদৃঢ় 
ও সমৃ  ক ক, এটাই কাম ।  সকলেক শারেদাৎসেবর আ িরক েভ া 
িনেবদন কের শষ করিছ - 

 
নম ারাে  - 

মনাক ব   

Editorial 
Chowrongee is embarking on its 21st anniversary 
alongside Utsav. Till last year, we were under the Center 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) regulations to 
overcome the COVID-19 crisis. With the number of 
current active COVID-19 cases drastically down, we are 
in a more comfortable zone to organize a community 
gathering. All of us are less hesitant to mingle and enjoy 
companionship. Last year, due to international travel 
restrictions, we couldn’t stage external artists as part of 
our cultural celebration. This year we plan to host a 
popular Bengali folk band – Dohar. We hope the Bengali 
community will savor this musical fiesta and will make it 
an event to cherish. Last year we had to resort to 
packaged food distribution to mitigate the spread of the 
pandemic, hopefully we shall be sitting together at the 
dinner table to enjoy some wonderful camaraderie this 
time. 

 
Chowrongee editorial committee is delighted to welcome 
our newest members – Ayantika Bhattacharya and 
Debrup Ghosh. We are sure that their talents, ideas, and 
thoughts will take Chowrongee to new heights. We also 
hope to see more new faces on our team down the road. 

 
Several charitable activities were undertaken by the 
Utsav Youth Volunteer team last year. That Utsav is a 
charitable organization has been reinforced by its efforts 
and presence within the community. A detailed article 
describing different projects executed by the team has 
been included in the ‘Miscellaneous’ section; interested 
readers are encouraged to read it for details. 

 
We lost quite a few Bengali legends last year. Sandhya 
Mukherjee, Bappi Lahiri, Tarun Majumdar, Narayan 
Debnath ... and many more. How fondly we enjoyed the 
gags for Handa-Bhonda, Bantul the Great or Nonte-
Fonte, movies like ‘Sriman Prithwiraj’ or ‘Dadar Kirti’ 
are timeless, and the pujo procession in the 80s and 90s 
would not be complete without a street dance of ‘I am a 
disco dancer’. Their creations are time immemorial and a 
benchmark for generations to follow. 

 
As we commemorate 75 years of India’s independence, 
we send our heartfelt congratulations to all of you. We 
also thank all the contributors of Chowrongee, whose 
efforts have kept the magazine alive and thriving since its 
inception. We hope our community will leave no stones 
unturned to enrich it even further in the years to come. 
On behalf of the Literary Committee of Chowrongee, I 
wish you all a very happy Durga Pujo 2022. 

 
With Best Compliments, 

Mainak Banga 
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Since 2008, Chowrongee is online and can be accessed at https://www.utsavsac.org/copy-of-magazine 

 
Disclaimer 

The views and opinions of authors in this magazine do not necessarily state or reflect those of Utsav, Inc. 
For writings published in this magazine, Utsav does not warrant or assume any legal liability and 
responsibility for accuracy, completeness and usefulness of any information disclosed and/or published. 
Information provided is accurate as of the date of going to press; Utsav or Chowrongee is not responsible 
for any errors or omissions. Opinions expressed are those of individual authors. Advertisers are solely 
responsible for the advertisements, not Chowrongee or Utsav. Utsav acknowledges and thanks online 
sources for providing many images used in the text. In our picture collage for the commemoration of 20th 
year of Utsav, we have tried to include a representative picture from each of our member families. If we 
have inadvertently missed any, please forgive us. Thanks for your understanding. 

 
Utsav Inc. 

11230 Gold Express Drive 
P.O. Box 310-412 

Gold River, CA 95670 
www.utsavsac.org 

 
Chowrongee is published annually for Utsav members by Utsav, Inc., Sacramento, CA, USA 

(www.utsavsac.org) 
Printed at: J. Prassa Printers, 2313 C Street, Sacramento, CA 95816 

Phone: (916) 446-7865; http://www.jpprinting.net  
 
 

Postmaster: If undelivered, please return to Utsav Inc., 11230 Gold Express Drive, P.O. Box 310-412, Gold 
River, CA 95670. 
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Message from the Utsav Boardroom 

Dear Utsav Families and Friends,  
 
It is my great honor and immense pleasure to 
write for the annual magazine of Utsav, 
Chowrongee. Another year has passed; Utsav 
has grown and evolved over the last twenty-one 
years. Let’s take a moment to acknowledge the 
commitments from all of you, your enthusiasm 
and hard work; you have remained focused on 
helping others, promoting a culture of fellow 
feeling, caring for your community, and 
advocating for the people who need help. Your 
work is important and impactful, and I am 
deeply appreciative of the generosity of our 
sponsors, donors, members, and volunteers 
and your continued support.  
 
I am incredibly grateful to Utsav youth 
volunteers and the guiding adult volunteers for 
your community service - your passion knows 
no bounds.  I’m constantly awed by your grit, 
willingness to rise to any challenge, and  
dedication to serve through the myriad 
programs under Utsav’s umbrella. I am proud 
of the coordinators and the parents as well; 
they are the torchbearers guiding the 
youngsters to take the charitable activities of 
Utsav to the next level. Please keep up your 
good work. This is the first time in Utsav’s 
history that Youth Volunteers, along with 
Utsav’s adults, raised over $16,000 (in 2021) 
and $5000 (till August 2022), for a total of over 
$21,000 (2021-22) solely for charitable causes. 
We are thankful to all the donors, volunteers, 
and you - what a great way to celebrate Utsav’s 
20th and 21st year of existence. Please stay 
tuned for upcoming charitable activities.  
 
The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) have updated their COVID-
19 guidance, and screening tests are no longer 
recommended in general community settings; 
still, be safe and be well; take your own 
precautionary measures to be healthy. I can’t 
imagine the pain and heartache of those 
affected in California’s recent unprecedented 

heat emergency and wildfires; there are many 
opportunities for you to open your arms and 
stand by them to transform the feel and ethos 
of our community during this recovery. Please 
show your kindness and compassion. 
 
Now, it is the time of the year to enjoy 
Sharodotsav with your friends, family, and 
loved ones. Our volunteers have worked 
diligently for months to put up a great show,  
from the worship to cultural programs to the 
variety of food items in every meal and, last but 
not the least, to this magazine. They all deserve 
a big round of applause. We can’t thank our 
sponsors and members enough; you make a 
difference.  
 
We pay our tribute to the Late Kalika Prasad 
Bhattacharya, the founder of DOHAR band. 
His untimely passing has left a void in the 
music world, but we are looking forward to his 
team’s concert; they exemplify the spirit of 
carrying on his vision and values - kudos to the 
entire group.  
 
This is the first time in Utsav history that Youth 
Volunteers along with Utsav adults raised over 
$16,000 (in 2021) and $5,000 (till August 
2022), that’s totalling over $21,000 (2021-22) 
Shubho Sharodiya wishes to everyone! Let’s 
continue our friendship and collaboration for 
many more years. 
 
Sincerely, 
Somen Nandi  
President, Utsav 2021-22 
 
Governing Body Members (GBM): 
Somen Nandi, President 
Anima Kumar, Vice President and Treasurer 
Rajat Saha, Public Relations 
Mainak Banga, Food and Literary Lead 
Saurajit Ghosh, Website Lead
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Utsav Accounts (July 2021 – July 2022)* 

Revenues  Individual 
Amount Total 

Balance saving from 2020-2021 (Excl $2,115 from Savings)  $6,369  

Membership Fees (Sharodotsav 2021)  $38,265  

Membership Fees (Bani Bandana 2022)   $150  

 Total 
Revenue 

 $44,784 

Standing Expenses    

Utsav Website Renewal  $22  

Insurance for 2021-2022  $749  

Gold River Storage Rental Fee (2021 - 22)  $1,540  

Tax Preparation & Submission Fees  $25  

   $2,336 

Sharodotsav 2021    

Hall Rental (Orangevale Community Center) 
Magazine Printing & Mailing 

 $7,313 
$1,389 

 

Transport & Set-up  $750  

STL (Rentals)  $1,354  

Drama Props Rental  $1,569  

Kitchen Help  $1,100  

Priest Officiation ($201 – member sponsored)  $0  

Sound & Audio (Suresh Kumar) & Dhak Purchase  $3,840  

Camera & Electronics Rental  $642  

Banners & Supplies (Home Depot)  $2,190  

Food and Misc. supplies  $12,862  

Pujo Proshad Expense  $504  

Cultural Program (Supplies for Props)  $175  

Photo booth for 20th year  $115  

Charity  $1,500  

   $35,303 

Bani Bandana 2022    

Hall Rental (Folsom City Hall)  $1,070  

Transport and Set Up  $270  

Kitchen Help  $610  

Donations (Vedanta Society)  $300  

Food & Supplies  $1,803  

Pujo Prosad  $202  

Total Expenses   $4,255 

Basanta Utsav and Bengali New Year 2022   $793 

Annual General Meeting-cum-Picnic 2022   $730 

 Total 
Expenses 

 $43,417 

* To be Audited Net Balance 
2021-2022 

 $1,367 

This is the first time in Utsav history that Youth Volunteers along with Utsav adults raised over $16,000 (in 2021) and $5,000 (till August 2022), 
that’s totalling over $21,000 (2021-22) 
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Tentative Program Schedule* for 21st Sharodotsav, 2022 
 

Friday, September 30, 2022 

 
Saturday, October 1, 2022 

 
Sunday, October 2, 2022 

 
*Subject to change 

Registration 05:00 PM onwards 
Sharodotsav (Shoshthi, Bodhon and Aarati) 06:00 PM – 06:45 PM 
Cultural Program (“Agomoni” song and Dance) 07:00 PM – 07:30 PM 
Dinner 07:30 PM – 08:30 PM 
DOHAR (North Indian Folk Band) 08:30 PM – 11:00 PM 

Registration 09:00 AM onwards 
Sharodotsav (Saptami and Mahashtami) 09:30 AM – 11:30 AM 
Aarati and Pushpanjali 11:30 AM – 12:30 PM 
Prasad 12:30 PM – 01:00 PM 
Lunch 01:00 PM – 02:30 PM 
Break 03:00 PM – 05:30 PM 
Shondhi Pujo and Aarati 05:30 PM – 06:30 PM 
Cultural Program (Theme Dance by Kids) 06:40 PM – 06:45 PM 
Tribute to the recently passed away Legends 06:50 PM – 08:00 PM 
Utsav Annual Award Ceremony 08:00 PM – 08:20 PM 
Dinner 08:20 PM – 09:15 PM 
Bengali Drama 09:15 PM – 10:30 PM 

Registration 09:30 AM onwards 
Sharodotsav (Nabami and Dashami) 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM 
Aarati and Pushpanjali 11:30 AM – 12:00 PM 
Bishorjon, Shantir Jol, Dhunuchi Dance, and Sindur Khela 12:00 PM – 12:30 PM 
Prasad 12:30 PM – 01:00 PM 
Lunch 01:00 PM – 02:30 PM 
Cultural Program (performance by Utsav members) 02:30 PM – 03:15 PM 
Bengali Adda and Quiz 03:15 PM – 04:15 PM 
Vote of Thanks 04:15 PM – 04:30 PM 
Snacks and Wrap-up 04:30 PM – 06:00 PM 
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Community News 

 

Khounish Sharma graduated Summa Cum Laude from 
University of Southern California (USC) in May 2022 with dual 
Bachelors degrees in Human Biology and Economics. He joined 
FTI Consulting’s Center of Healthcare Economics and Policy as 
an Economic Consultant before pursuing a career in Medicine. 
His passion for healthcare led him to become the President of 
USC KDSAP (Kidney Disease Screening and Awareness 
Program); he will be representing the California chapter in 
September 2022 in Boston as part of the National Coordination 
Committee. He was also actively involved in cancer research at 
the Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles. He is the eldest son of 
Ashru Kana and Dr. Kingshuk Sharma. 

 

 
Shimika Basuroy, daughter of Nirupom Basuroy and 
Sudeshna Ghosh, graduated Cum Laude from the University of 
California, San Diego, with a Bachelor of Science in Cognitive 
Science (specializing in Design and Interaction). She is now 
employed at Scripps Research Institute, San Diego as a User 
Experience Researcher. 
 
 
 
 

Sunoy Nandi, son of Rashmi and Somen Nandi, graduated 
with a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of 
California, Davis, in June 2022, with a major in Mathematics 
and minor in Economics. We wish him all success in the future 
ahead. 

 

 

 

 

Archita Bhattacharya graduated from the University of 
California, Berkeley, with a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Computer Science. We wish her the best in her future endeavors. 
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Anish Adoni, son of Subhra Chakraborty and Anand 
Adoni, graduated from the University of California, 
Berkeley, in December 2021 with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences. 
Anish is working as a Software Engineer at Two Sigma 
Securities in New York City. 

 

 

 

Chandreyi (Zini) has graduated from Oakridge High School 
and is now attending Georgia Institute of Technology with a 
major in Computer Science. We wish her all success for her 
undergraduate studies and beyond. 

 

 

 

 

Sneha Banerjee graduated with a B.S. in Neurobiology, 
Physiology and Behavior from the University of 
California, Davis. 

 

 

 
 

 
Siddharth Ray (popularly known as Neil), son of Joydeep 
Ray and Dipanjali Banerjee, had his sacred thread ceremony 
(Upanayana) on June 10, 2022, in Folsom, CA. The ceremony 
was officiated by Pandit Harekrishna Mohapatra of Shiva 
Vishnu Temple, Livermore.  It was well attended by friends 
and family, as well as viewed by family members in India via 
webcast. 
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Utsav Award Winners (2003-2021) 
Utsav gratefully acknowledges the winners of Utsav Awards in past years! 

Cultural Award 
2003: Somen Nandi 
2004: Shyamal Chattaraj 
2005: Nabanita Sen 
2006: Shashwati Roy 
2007: Sharmila Mukherjee 
2008: Marvel Gima 
2009: Joydeep Roy 
2010: Mala Paul 
2011: Tuhina Ghosal and Sanjib Sarkar 
2012: Ajay Joshi 
2013: Bipasha Chowdhury and Rajat Saha 
2014: Joydeep Ray and Snehungsu Guha 
2015: Sanhita Bandyopadhyay 
2016: Tanushree Ganguly 
2017: Suvra Mukherjee 
2018: Manas Ray 
2019: Tanusree Ganguly 
2020: Poulami Chatterjee and Rittwika Ghoshal 
2021: Joya Banerjee 

Literary (and Educational) Award 
2003: Arijit Chatterjee 
2004: Arun Das 
2005: Dilip Roychowdhury 
2006: Rashmi Nandi and Pat Chatterjee 
2007: Santana Das 
2008: Manas Ray 
2009: Rashmi Nandi 
2010: Manas Ray 
2011: Tapati Bhowmik 
2012: Prodyot Bhattacharya 
2013: Avishek Nag 
2014: Shimika Basuroy 
2015: Manju Roychoudhury 
2016: Barin Kumar 
2017: Tapati Ray 
2018: Najmus Saquib 
2019: Nirvik Basuroy 
2020: Siddhartha Dey 
2021: Mahika Chowdhury 

Fundraising Award 
2003: Udayan Chanda 
2004: Deb Saha 
2005: Anita Ghoshal 
2006: Somen Nandi 
2007: Deb Saha 
2008: Anima Kumar 
2009: Ajay Joshi 
2010: Deb Saha 

2011: Anima Kumar 
2012: Deb Saha 
2013: Joy Mukherjee 
2014: Udayan Chanda 
2016: Marvel Gima 
2017: Sanjib Nayak 
2018: Pradeep Devavarapu 
2019: Shyamal Roy 
2020: Subir Sarkar 

Outstanding Volunteer Award 
2003: Suvayu Bose 
2004: Shashwati Roy and Mala Paul 
2005: Santana Das 
2006: Joy Mukherjee 
2007: Seema Chanda 
2008: Rupa Chowdhury and Koushik Das 
2009: Subir Sarkar 
2010: Anima Kumar and Rashmi Nandi 
2011: Koushik Das and Arun Chowdhury 
2012: Biswanath Mukherjee 
2013: Mitra Choudri and Pulak Chowdhury 
2014: Subir Sarkar 
2015: Shomeek Paul 
2016: Prodosh Chakraborty 
2017: Sangita Biswas 
2018: Adi Choudri 
2019: Mainak Banga and Saumen Dey 
2020: Biswanath Mukherjee and Shomeek Paul 
2021: Poulami Chatterjee and Sandipan 
Samaddar 

Outstanding Youth Volunteer Award 
(This award was initiated in 2004) 
2004: Joey Chakraborty 
2005: Mohana Roy 
2006: Natasha Choudri 
2007: Aninda Chowdhury 
2008: Robby Chakraborty 
2009: Arunav Sarkar 
2010: Rudrani Ghosh 
2011: Sunoy Nandi and Sharod Nandi 
2012: Sunoy Nandi and Sharod Nandi 
2013: Neel Chanda 
2014: Avishek Umesh Jadhav 
2015: Ayan Chowdhury 
2018: Ena Nayak and Sayak Datta 
2019: Siddharth (Neil) Ray 
2020: Dayita Biswas 
2021: Esha Banerjee 
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আঁিকবিুক
Drawings 
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“Winter Holiday” by Ayantika Bhattacharya, an IT analyst at the State of California 

 
“ মঘ বেলেছ যােবা যােবা” by Ayantika Bhattacharya, an IT analyst at the State of California 
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“Madhubani blend of Durgotsav” by Gaurav Jha, Faculty at Montana State University, Bozeman 
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“Above the World” by Rishan Dey (3rd grader) 

 
“Still Life” by Rishan Dey (3rd grader) 
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“Epitome of Strength” by Amrita Chakraborty (graduate student in Transportation Science at UC Davis, CA) 

 
“শারদ েভ া” by Avighna Bhattacharyya (3rd grader)
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“Graduation Lei” by Esha Banerjee (10th grader) 

 
“Draco Constellation” by Shriya Banerjee (6th 

grader) 

 
“Rainbow Princess” by Ileena Saha (2nd Grader) 
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“Evening by the Waterfall” by Toushini Banga (3rd grader) 

 
“Cardboard Loom Weaving on Twig” by Aayan Banerjee (4th grader) 
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“Flame” by Evani Paul (10th grader) 

 
“Humming Bird” by Evani Paul (10th grader) 
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“Butterfly” by Anaisha Mitra (Pre-Kindergarten) 

 
“Baby Dino” by Vivan Mayukh Chowdhury (1st grader) 
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“Landscape” by Srija Bhowmik (12th grader) 

 
“It’s a Magical World” by Srija Bhowmik (12th grader)  
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Poetry 
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ডঃ তপতী রায় 

ঐকতান 
 

িকিচর িমিচর কের িতিতর  
আয়না দেখ ময়না  

িটয়ার গােয় নামাবিল 
কাঠিবড়ািল িদে  উঁিক  

প াঁচা বেল েতাম েতাম  
পায়রা কের বকম বকম। 

 
জানািক েল সারারািত 
চােমলী এেলা রাতারািত  
হাসনােহনা ধের বায়না  
গাইেব স রাগ সাহানা  

িটকিটিক ডন বঠক কের  
ব াঙািচর ল াজিট পের খেস  

শািলক িদেয় িশস 
চাঁদ ক কের কুিনশ।   

 
ে র ঘাড়া চড়ল খাকা  

জােন না স যােব কাথা।   
রা া না পেয় খুঁেজ  

এেলা স িফের মােয়র কােছ।   
বেল এবার গ  শানা  

মা বলেলা এক য িছল রাজা  
রাজার  দখেত দখেত  

খাকা পড়ল ঘুিমেয়। 

 
 

তারার নীেচ  
মািটর শয ায় গহৃহারা মু  মানুষ ব হীন দেহ তারার আ াদন। 
সবহারার শাি -মাখা িন াল ু চাখ  
একািকে র দৃঢ় আিল েন আব   
িঝঁিঝঁর ডােক রাত মােতায়ারা  
কাঁেচর ল েন ভীড় কের পাকারা  
পাগল কািকেলর আকুল গােন 

ৃিতর াত আেবেগ ভােস।  
নীলাভ লপ  িহমালেয়র কােল  
দূের কাথাও মি েরর ঘ া বােজ। 

 
ডঃ তপতী রায়, অবসর া  এনাে িসওলিজ , বাংলা ও ইংেরিজ িট ভাষায় 
লখােলিখ কেরন, িনউক াসল, ক ািলেফািণয়া  িনবাসী। 
 

পৗেলামী চ াটাজী 

রিবর বাঁধন 
 

তামার সুের তুিমও রিঙন, লািগেয়ছ রঙ নানান মেন; 
তামার েমর রাগ রািগণী, তামার মেতাই বুঝেত জােন। 
তামায় মাপেত িফেত ফুেরায়, তব ুআঁেতলেদর লড়াই জেম 

রাতারািত; 
তাই ঃখসুেখর সাত সাগের, তামার সােথ একলা মািত। 

বাঁিশ থেক বাঁিশওয়ালা, জেনিছ ধ ুস িয়তার সে াহেন! 
আবার জেলর মেতা জাল িবিছেয়ছ গ ে র ধেন; 

ছয় ঋতরু দাপাদািপ তামার কথায় জীব  হয়; 
এক ী  গরম মেশ, -এক পশলা ভােলাবাসায়। 

কাশ- িশউিলর কেথাপকথন শারদ ােতর আিঙনােত, 
আ া জেম তুে  ওেঠ, িহেমল রােতর শষ বলােত। 

শীত সে র হালকা আেমজ, ন িনেয় সুর আর তােল; 
ফা েনর তুিল ম এঁেকেছ, আবীর ধাঁয়ার িশমলূ ফুেল 
তামায় িচিন মেনর মেতা, শা  থেক ভানুিসংেহর গজেন 

জীবন-মৃতু  পােয়র ভৃত , িফের িফের আেস রবী নােথর উদযাপেন। 
তামায় রণ কির নােতা, বাঁচিছ সময় তামার সােথ! 
ব  সংসাের তুিমই ঠাকুর, বাঁধছ জীবন একতারােত।। 

 

 
পৗেলামী চ াটাজী, ইউিনভািসিট অফ ক ািলেফািণয়া, ডিভস-এর িডপাটেম  

অফ মাইে াবােয়ালিজ ও মিলকু লার জেনিট  এ পা -ড রাল ফেলা। 
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সমিয়তা ভ াচাযী 

শীেতর ছুিট 
 
সানালী রােদ জাগেছ আমার শহর 

নতুন িদেনর খবর িনেয় আেস 
সার িদেয় ন আসেছ যাে  কত 
নতুন েড়র গ  হাওয়ায় ভােস। 
  
শীেতর িদেন রঙ- বরেঙর সাজ 
ছুিটর আেমজ— ম  আিম তুিম 
বালপুেরেত কিব র গান 

এই আেয়াজন সানার চেয়ও দামী। 
  
এরই মােঝ িবেয় বািড়র ধুম 
আেলার িভেড ়কাটেলা শীেতর রাত 
কড়াই ঁিটর কচুির, আলুর দম 
আর িফশ াই করল বািজমাত। 
  
অন  চােখ আমার কলকাতা 
জাড়াসাঁেকা আর জা ঘেরর পেথ 

কেলজ ীট ত া মটায় যত 
পুরেনা বই, আর ডাব শরবেত। 
  
ছুিটর শেষ এবার ফরার পালা 
পলাম অেনক— িফরিছ সটাই জেন 

নাই বা হল বইেমলােত যাওয়া 
আগামী হাক খশুীরই রশ টেন। 

সমিযত়া ভ াচাযী, ইউিনভািসিট অফ ডিভস, ক ািলেফািণয়ার চতুথ বষীয় 
াতক।  গত বছর থেক উিন উৎসেবর সােথ যু ।  

িনভীক বসরুায় 

পুেজার িভড় 
 
শরেতর েত, 
দবী পে র িবেশষ িদন েলা আেস। 
সিদেনর হাওয়া-বাতােস, 

কাশ ফুল এিদক-ওিদক দােল। 
 
কুমারটুিল থেক অেনক িভড ় পিরেয়, 
মূিত েলা পৗঁছেলা অবেশেষ। 

েত ক রা া ঠাসা িভেড।় 
College Square ঢাকা আেলােত। 
 
একডািলয়ােত শাখঁ বাজেছ। 
বাবুঘােট কলা বউ ান হে । 
Salt Lake-এ ঢাক বাজেছ। 
বাগবাজাের মা গােক াগত জানােনা হে । 
 
প াে েল সবাই পু া িল িদে  
মা গার পােয়র িনেচ। 
কউ হােত ধুনুিচ িনেয় 

সি  পুেজায় খুিশেত নােচ। 
 
দশমীর সে র িভেড,় 
রা ায় ঢাক আর কাঁসেরর আওয়ােজ, 
লােকরা নেচ গেয়, 

বেল,  “ বেলা গা মায় িক” । 
 

িনভীক বসুরায় Folsom High School-এর একাদশ ণীর ছা । 
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ডঃ িশব সাদ রায়েচৗধুির 

িবদ াপীেঠর ত লতা 
নরম রৗে র রিঙন এক শীেতর পুের 
হািজর হেয়িছেলম িবদ াপীঠ দওঘের, 
িদগ  িব ৃত মেঠ 
ন ন পাহােডর় পাদেদেশ এক আন  িনেকতেন। 
 
ডাক এেলা মহারােজর সি কেট! 
মেন ভািব, এিক বাস তামার রাজন? 
মুি ত ম ক, গ য়া ব  আর খড়ম যুগল চরণ! 
তারপর কত কথা - িক খাই, িক পিড?় 
ক ি য়- পেতৗিদ না চুনী? 

আ া বাবা, সাত সকােল উঠেত পােরা? 
গলক েলর ইংেরিজ বল? 
“ এ”  াস “ িব”  হাল ায়ার িক? 
আেরা কত .........িক? 
 
একিদন ডাকঘর থেক এল জীবেনর সই ডাক, 
এল সই  পুর ার, একিট ছা  পা কাড। 
বাবার আন  অ  আর মােয়র অিবরাম চােখর জেল, 
িদেনর পর িদন, রােতর পর রাত আেলাচনার পের, 
িপতা মাতা িদেলন সঁেপ স ান িজর চরণতেল, 

ীরামকৃ -মা সারদার পাদ পে । 
 
হাডক়াঁপােনা শীেত িহম শীতল জেল ান, 
ীে র খর রােদ িবজিল পাখা িবিহন ধাম, 

তাও কেটেছ িদন আনে , 
আমবাগােনর কাঁচা আেমর ােদ, 
খলার মােঠ, শশেবর কলরেব। 

 
খলা, খলা আর খলার মােঝ, 

লালন করেল তুিম, 
পালন করেল তুিম, 
কাচঁা বয়েসর কামল মেন িদেল পূণতা, 
সমেয়র সােথ িদেল য় রতা, 
যৗবেনর শি  আর জীবেনর জয়গােন, 

পাঠােল িবদ াপীঠ থেক িব িবদ ালেয়র া েন, 
 
ছা  থেক ছ ধর- 
আমরা আজ িবে র িবদ ামি ের। 
 
তামার ত লতায়, তামার ত ছাযা়য়, 

মু  এই জীবন হ িবদ াপীঠ জননী, 
ব জন িহতায়, ব জন সুখায় অমৃত বািহনী। 
 
ডঃ িশব সাদ রায়েচৗধুরী, ইউিনভািসিট অফ ক ািলেফািণয়া, ডিভস এর 
শারীিরক িচিকৎসা িবভােগ কমরত।  উিন রামকৃ  িমশন দওঘর এর 

া ন ছা ।  ২০২২ এ ুলিট শতবেষ পদাপণ করেলা। মুহূতিট 
উদযাপনােথ এই কিবতািট সংেযাজন করা হেলা। 

 
Ramkrishna Mission, Deoghar, Jharkhand 
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Rajat Chakravarty 

What the Dhaak?
When the northern world likes to celebrate fall 
Us Bengalis answer to a different call 
Of a Queen, adorned in gold and red 
And four other idols to complete the spread 
 
The daily Durga is forgotten for a couple of 
weeks 
The housewife, the daughter, the solace she 
seeks 
Much easier to discuss that new saree in vogue 
Than address patriarchy over khichuri and 
bhog  
 
Raising kids and cooking has to please a 
Talented soul, in a trap, called the H4 visa 
A car, a house - the American dream isn't so 
phony 
For that annual pic taken of the lady's 
agomoni 
 
An invitation goes out - "Please dance and 
donate 
There's pujo and programs for three days 
straight. 
Don’t worry about your skill level or age 
Just dress traditionally, and we will put you on 
stage!" 
 
As is with these emails, on deaf ears it falls 
The shilpis are waiting for their personalized 
calls 
"Please perform for us, don't be so hard to 
please 
Isn't it why you paid that pricey sponsorship 
fees?" 
 
A few calls and meetings later, a schedule is 
decked 
With the handful of items we've come to 
expect 
Dhunuchi, natok, songeet - no need to try for 
more 
Than to go beyond our roots of Ray and 
Tagore 
 

Kids need a nudge to our culture that's so 
good 
So, let's have them do an item number from 
Bollywood 
Maybe speak some Bangla for the weekly 
audition 
And amassing extracurriculars for college 
admission 
 
The protimas are decked with pomp and flair 
And elaborate meals are prepared with care 
Amidst the dhol and kanshor, the mic is 
passed 
For prayers to the priest we still find by caste 
 
Anjali and sindur khela is the devotion we 
need 
To take countless selfies for that Facebook 
feed 
In clothes that step out only annually from the 
rack 
With “friends” who do PNPC behind our back 
 
The curtains are raised, we see shilpis abound 
With whatever's left working on lights and 
sound 
The audience clapped anyway, to nobody's 
surprise 
"Pada'r pujo toh, this was bound to arise!" 
 
Yet we bideshis love our pujo with splendor 
and pride 
And lots of negative things have their positive 
side 
if you'd find yourself saying - "This poem is so 
bad!" 
I'll say - "Read the other stuff, or use it as a 
mouse pad!" 
 
 
Rajat Chakravarty works as a machine 
learning and AI consultant for several Fortune 500 
companies. Much like his work in creating things 
so that humans aren't needed, he dabbles in 
writing poems that no one should read. 
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Dr. Tapati Ray 

Destination Life 
Came out of the dark womb -cave 

in to the well-lit cold world 
first breath instilled precious life 

prophecies on the wall 
all became true in the end. 

 

Story of the Night 
For whom does the night mourn? 

Is it for the sun’s sojourn? 
A lost precious day 

True love lost its way 
Flowers that dried 
Animals that died 
Trees that decayed 

Humans that passed away. 
The nightly ghosts and ghoulies 

Perform an impromptu gala dance 
Create shadows in the dark 

The night hugs the moon and stars 
and waits for the beloved sun to return. 

 
Dr. Tapati Ray is a retired anesthesiologist. She has a great passion for poetry and literature, both in 
English and Bengali. She lives in Newcastle, CA. Recently she published a book of her poems called “Poetic 
Reflections”. It is available via Amazon: 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1953710700/ref=cm_sw_r_em_api_glt_fabc_3QPMPBRNM5GVM5E8
6TEA 
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গ                                                                                                                                                         রি  ন ী 

িচমিট ঘিড় 
রণু বলেলা - িদিদ তামার িচমিট ঘিড়টা বশ িদিব  হেয়েছ। 

 

িচমিট ঘিড়? সটা আবার িক র?  

 

আিম খািন ণ বাকার মেতা ওর িদেক তািকেয় রইলাম, তারপর ফর 
িজে স করলাম - িচমিট ঘিড় িক র? কােনািদন তা এমন নাম িনিন!  

 

হ া ঁ গা - এই তা তামার হােতর ঘিড়টা। 

 

তাও আিম হাঁ, আমার হতবাক মূিত দেখ রণু বেল - তুিম বুিঝ িটিভ 
ত দেখা না িচমিট ঘিড়র িব াপন? 

 

নাহ তা!  

 

এমন সময় পােশর ঘর থেক আমার ভাইেয়র আওয়াজ এেলা - ওের 
ও HMT ঘিড়র কথা বলেছ।  

 

হ ঈ র!  

 

আমার বােধাদয় হেলা এত েণ … Hindustan Machine 
Tools সংে েপ HMT কা ািনর ঘিড় আমােদর ছাটেবলায় খুব 
িবখ াত িছল, সই সদ  কনা আমার ঘিড় িনেয় এেতা কা । 

 

এবার ল া পেয় বেল রণু - বুেঝেছা তা আিম িক বলেত চাইিছ?  

 

অবশ ই বুেঝিছ - মাথা নেড় সায় িদই। 

 

বলাইবা ল  - রণু আমােদর বািড়েত সাহায  করেতা কােজ আর 
নানারকম অপ ংশ শ  িছল ওর ভা াের। 

 

রণুর িদিদ গীতাও িকছ ুকম যায় না, যমন স কােনািদন রসেগা ােক 
রসেগা া বেল ডােকিন, সবসময় জেলর িমি  ডাকেতা, আমরা খুব 
হাসাহািস করতাম এই িনেয় িক  এখন যখন ডায়ােবিটক সে শ, 
রসেগা া, পা য়া  ইত ািদ িমি  দিখ তখন মেন পের গীতার কথা আর 
ভািব সিত  ও দূরদশী িছল, িচিন-িবহীন িমি  ক আর িক বলা যায় - 
জেলর িমি ই তা! 

 

সই রণু অথবা ফলুেরণু ক িনেয়ই আজেকর এই গ ।  

 

িচমিট ঘিড় শানার পর থেকই আমােদর মা উেদ াগ িনেয় লেগ 
পড়েলন রণু ক অ র ােন পিরিচত করেত, ট চক এবং বণপিরচয় 
িনেয় পুরেবলা কােট রণুর, আমােদর ভাইেবােনরও চ  উৎসাহ, 
িনেজেদর পড়া েনা িশেকয় তুেল রণুর উ িতসাধেন লেগ পড়লাম - 
আমােদর পরী া য নােকর ডগায় - সসব কােনা ঁশই নই !  

 

মা সকাল িবেকল রণুেক কােজর ফাঁেক ফাঁেক লখাপড়া শখাে ন, 
সে  সে  যন আমােদরও রণুর ওপর মা ািরর নশা চেপ বসেলা।  

 

একিদন দখা গেলা রণু হােতর কােছ একটা পি ল পেয় বািড়র 
দওয়ােল িদিব  সু র গাটা গাটা অ আ ই ঈ িলেখ ভিরেয় ফেলেছ - 

সবনাশ আমরা ুল থেক িফের ওই অব া দেখ তা আমােদর চ  ু
চড়কগাছ। মা-বাবা বািড় ফরার আেগ কােনা ভােব মুেছ ফলা িক 
স ব? িক ভােব রণুেক বকুিন থেক বাঁচােবা সই আমােদর িচ া ! 
রণু িক  খুব গিবত িনেজর কলাকশুলী ত, তার িব ুমা  দৃকপাত 
নই।   

 

ভােলাই িশখেছ বাংলা ও একটু একট ুইংেরিজ পড়েত ও িলখেত িক  
তারপর যা হয় রণুর িবেয় হেয় গেলা, মা বাবার কােনা ওজর আপি ই 
কােন তুলেলা না রণুর বাবা।  রণু অবশ  র বািড় যাবার সময় ট াঁেক 
কের বণপিরচয়, ছাটেদর কিবতার বই  চারখানা, ওর খাতা পি ল 
সব িছেয় িনেয় গেলা।   

 

এরমেধ  বশ ক'বছর পিরেয় গেছ - আমার ুল জীবন শষ - তখন 
কেলেজ পিড় - এক রাববার সকােল ছাট বা ােদর গলার আওয়ােজ 
ঘুমটা ভেঙ গেলা, উেঠ এেস দিখ এক িদিদ আর তার ভাই ঘুরঘুর 
করেছ, সামেনর ব ালকিনেত দাঁিড়েয় িনেচর রা া দখেছ ও িনেজেদর 
মেধ  গ ীর আেলাচনা করেছ - ক এরা - কাে েক এেলা? মা 
কও দখেত পাি  না ধােরপােশ, হঠাৎ পছন িফরেতই দিখ রণু 

আমার জন  হােত এক কাপ চা িনেয় দাঁিড়েয় - ওমা - রণু - তুই 
কাে েক এিল - এরা তার ছেলেমেয়?  

 

হ া ঁ গা িদিদ - রণুর যন অন  প … 

 

এতদূর অি  পেড় িন য়ই ভাবেছন এবার গে র সই িচরাচিরত মাড় 
ঘুের যােব - রণুর বর ছেড় চেল গেছ, রণু ছেলেমেয় িনেয় 
অকূলপাথাের পেড়েছ - না, একদমই না - রণু িদিব  সংসার করেছ, 
িনেজ সে েবলার বয়  িশ া কে  িগেয় লখাপড়া িশেখেছ, সারািদন 
একটা ুেল িশ কেদর সাহায কারীর কাজ কের, ছেলেমেয়েকও ুেল 
ভিত কেরেছ, এমন িক ওর ামীেকও রণু অব হিত দয়িন, তােক 
পড়া েনা িশিখেয় ুল পাশ কিরেয় একটা অিফেসর কােজ ঢুিকেয় 
িদেয়েছ। ধিন  মেয়।  

- হ া ঁ র গীতার িক খবর? আর তার ছাট ভাইেবােনরা?  
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িদিদ - সবাই ক লখাপড়া শখাি  - রণুর মুেখ িবজয়ীর হািস।   

 

জেলর ােতর মেতা সময় বেয় গেছ, ৩০ বছর পিরেয় গেছ, মাস 
েয়ক আেগ কলকাতা গিছলাম - আবার দখা হেলা রণুর সে , খবর 
পেয় দখা করেত এেসিছেলা, সে  মেয়, জামাই ও নাতিন; মেয় 

একিট ুেল পড়ায়, জামাই সরকাির চাকির কের, ছেল ইি িনয়ািরং 
পেড়েছ, ধ ু রণুর কতা আজ আর ইহেলােক নই।  রণু আমার মন 

াণ গেব ভের িদেলা, তার মুেখ ধ ুএকটা কথাই ঘুেরিফের েন গলাম 
- িদিদ তামােদর জন ই আজ আিম উেঠ দাঁড়ােত পেরিছ, আমার 
মােয়র কথায় চােখর জল আর মােন না রণুর, তেব আমার জন  য 
আেরা বড় চমক অেপ া করেছ স ক জানত ! 

 

রণু বলেলা িদিদ একিদন তামার আমােক সময় িদেতই হেব এক 
জায়গায় িনেয় যােবা - কথা িদি  তামার ভােলা লাগেব। বললাম বশ 
যােবা।   

 

পেরর শিনবার ভারেবলা আমরা বিরেয় পড়লাম, রণু বলেলা আমরা 
যাি  আমডা া - গেল তামার অন রকম লাগেব - দেখা। ায় ঘ া 
খােনক লাগেলা পৗছঁেত - িক সু র চারিদেক সবুজ ধােনর ত, 
মেঠা রা া ধের সাইেকল, ির া যাে , ছাট ছাট ছেল মেয়রাও 
হঁেট হঁেট ুেল যাে , আজ বাধহয় হাট বার, িকছ ু মানুষজন 
সিদেকও ছুটেছ। একটা িবশাল গেটর সামেন গািড় ক দাঁড়ােত বলেলা 
রণু - আিম তা হাঁ কের দখিছ আর ভাবিছ এ কাথায় এলাম? গেটর 

ওপর বড় সাইনেবােড লখা "আেলা", গট খুেল ঢুকেতই ৪-৫ জন 
মিহলা এিগেয় এেলন আমােদর সাদর অভ থনা করেত, ভতের িবশাল 
ক া াস, একট ুদূের সবুজ ঘােসর মাঠও দখেত পাি  এবং অেনক 
ছাট ও কেয়কজন একট ু বড় বা ারাও খলাধুেলা করেছ। এপােশ 

ওপােশ অেনক একতলা টানা ছাট ছাট ঘর - আিম অবাক িব েয় 
দেখ যাি  ও অনুধাবন করার চ া করিছ। এরমেধ  চ লা িদিদমিন 

িনেজর পিরচয় িদেয় বলেলন উিন এখানকার দািয়ে  তেব সবাই 
আমােক চেনন ধ ু রণুর সুবােদ না আমােদর মােয়র কল ােণও ।  

 

তাই? িক  আিম তা এর িকছুই জািননা।   

 

রণু বেল ওেঠ িদিদ - জিঠমা ক আিম এখােন িনেয় এেসিছলাম 
একিদন - জিঠমার এেতা ভােলা লেগ যায় য জিঠমা ায়ই আসেতন 
আর আমােক একটা কাজ িদেয় গেছন। কােন নেত অসুিবেধ িকংবা 
কথা বলেত যারা অপারগ তােদর জন  এই আ ম বা ুল। জিঠমা 
আমােদর ছেড় চেল যাবার আেগ ওনার পনশেনর মাটা অংেকর টাকা 
আ েমর জন  িদেয় গেছন এবং আমােক বেল গেছন - য ছা -ছা ীরা 

াস টেনর বােডর পরী ায় সফল হেব ওেদর ক েত েকর জন  
একটা কের ঘিড় িকেন িদেত।  রণু বলেত থােক ও আিম নেত থািক - 
রণু এখন এখােনই সবসময় থােক ও িনেজর বািক জীবনটা এই 

আ েমই কাটােত চায়।   

 

আিম বাক হারা। চােখর জল আর বাঁধ মােন না আমার, সবারই 
অ িস  চাখ আর িবন  ায় মাথা নত।   

 

আবারও গেব আমার মনটা ভের উঠেলা, বললাম – রণু তুই িঠক পারিব 
মােয়র দওয়া এই ািয়  পালন করেত। ভগবান তার ম ল ক ন। 
আমােক জিড়েয় ধের রণু । 

 

চাখ মুেছ বিল - পারেল িচমিট ঘিড় িকেন িদস ওেদরেক যিদ এখনও 
পাওয়া যায়! 

 
রি  ন ী , ক ািলেফািনয়া গভনেমে  কমরত, ছাটগ  িলখেত ও পড়েত 
ভােলাবােসন।   
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সত  ঘটনা                                                                                                                                              আরিত সন 

সা জনীন 
সকাল সকাল। বাইেরটা ঝকঝক করেছ ।  ক'িদন ধের চলা িন চাপ-
টােপর ধা া কািটেয় তেড় রাদ উেঠেছ।  তাপটাও খুব বিশ। বারা া 
থেক দখলাম মােঠ বাঁশ ফলা। পুেজার তাড়েজাড়।এখনও আকােশ 
নই শরেতর মেঘর আনােগানা।  মেনও বাজেছ না আগমনী সুর।  অথচ 

এবাের তা িবশাল ব াপার।  একিদেক -িতন বছেরর লকডাউন-
কািভড পিরেয় এবাের বাধহয় িনয়েমর বাঁধন আলগা িদেয় পুেজা করা 

যােব। অন িদেক গাপুেজােক ইউেনে ার "Intangible Cultural 
Heritage" আখ া দওয়ায় সরকাির ও অন ান  িবিভ  ের চুর 
শারেগাল চলেছ। তবওু আমার মন ছেয় আেছ গত বছেরর পুেজার 

ঘটনা িলেত। 
 
আ া, গাপুেজা তা "সাবজনীন বা সবজনীন!" িক  সিত  িক তাই? 
আসেল আমরা য জায়গাটায় থািক সটা একটা িম  এলাকা ।  
আমােদর হাউিসং এর উ র-পি ম িদেক রেয়েছ মুসিলম বি  যা ত 

মবধমান। আমােদর গাপুেজায় ওরা খুব বিশ অংশ নয় না ।  
এখানকার লাকজনও তা চায় না বেলই আমার মেন হয়। বি  থেক 
ছােটা ছােটা ছেলিপেলরা কখনও সখনও আেস।  তাও সাদ টসাদ 
নওয়ার খুব একটা িভড় হয় না।  তার ওপােশ রেয়েছ একিট আিদবাসী 

উপজািত এলাকা। এরা সব ইটভাটায় কাজ করেব বেল িবিভ  জায়গা 
থেক এেস এখােনই রেয় গেছ ।  যিদও এখােন সাঁওতাল বসিত বেল 

এলাকাটা পিরিচত।  িক  এরা সবাই সাঁওতাল নয়- ওঁরাও,মু া আরও 
অন ান রাও আেছ।  এরা অ জ বেল মারাংবু  সহ এেদর অন ান  দব-
দবীেদরও অত কৗিলন  নই, সইজন ই হাক িকংবা এরা িনেজেদর 

িহ ু মেন কের বেলই হাক, এরা পুেজায় চেল আেস। 
 
আর আেছ দি ণ িদেক গ ার খাল ঘঁেষ িবরাট ি ান পাড়া ।  এেদর 

ায় সবাই গিরমাদী  আিদ ি ানেদর মত নয় ।  ই-িতন পু ষ বা 
চার পু েষর ি ান । যভােব বাংলার তথা ভারেতর িন ে ণীর 
লাকজন বৗ ধম বা ইসলাম িনেয়িছল এটাও ায় সই ি য়া।  িক  

ি ান তা বেট। এলাকায় বড় চাচ আেছ।  এখনকার ছেলেমেয়রা িবিভ  
জলার ি ান বািডং ুল েলােত পড়ার সুেযাগ পায়।  হয়ত বা আরও 

িকছ ুসুেযাগ সুিবধাও পায়।  এেদর খাল করতাল বািজেয় "জয় যী , 
জয় যী "বেল িবিভ  শাভাযা া ( যমন-বড়িদন,অে ি  বা অন ান  
পরেব ) আিম দেখিছ। আমার কােন সটা "হের কৃ  হের কৃ , কৃ  
কৃ  হের হের"র মেতাই িনেয়েছ। এেকই হয়ত বেল 
"Acculturation" ।  এরা গাপুেজায় আেস না।  ি ািনিটর দমাক 
আেছ।  তেব এরা সবাই (নানান স দায় বা সামািজক অথৈনিতক 

রেভেদ িবিভ  অব ােন থেকও) মলূ ধমীয় অনু ােন অংশ না িনেলও 
(বা না িনেত দওয়া হেলও) গাপুেজা উপলে  িবিভ  অনুদান যমন 
-শািড়,ক ল িবতরণ ইত ািদ সেবেতই অনুদান হণ কের। 
আেলাকমালায় সাজােনা শহর বা শহরতিলর রাজপেথ বা অিলগিলেত 
িভেড় পা মলায়। সবে ে  ব িত ম অবশ ই আেছ ।  িম তার যমন 
অেনক গ  বা ঘটনা আেছ, বিরতারও আেছ।  এবং েটাই সিত । 

যাইেহাক, গতবাের বািড় বািড় অ মীর ভাগ িবিল করবার সময় ি ান 
পাড়ার নিমতার বেরর ভ ানটা নওয়া হেয়িছল, ওটা একট ুকম ভাড়ায় 
পাওয়া যায় বেল। সারািদন বািড় বািড় ভাগ িবিলর পর সে র মুেখ 
ভ ানওয়ালােক পয়সাকিড় িমিটেয় দওয়া হল। যাওয়ার সময় ওর াপ  
ভাগটাও িনেত বলা হল । ও চেল গল, বলল ভাগটা পের িনেয় যােব। 

রােতর িদেক ওর বউ এল আমার কােছ। বলল হােত একদম পয়সা নই, 
ছেলেমেয় েলা িকছ ু খায়িন, ওেদর বাবা সে  থেক নািক বািড় 

আেসিন। কাথায় তািড় খেয় উে  পেড় আেছ। ওেদর বাবার খাবারটা 
িদেত পারেব? আিম বললাম দখ ছেলরা কাথায় রেখেছ, ােব বা 
পুেজার বিদেত হেব, ওেদর থেক িনেয় ন।  ও মুখ কাঁচুমাচু কের 
দাঁিড়েয় রইল।  তারপর বলল,আিম ওখােন যাব না,তুিম ওেদর একট ু
িদেত বেল দাওনা।  আিম যা বাঝার বঝুলাম ।  বললাম,আমার বািড়েত 
িখচুিড় তরকাির আেছ, িনেয় যা।  ইে  কের চেপ গলাম ওটাও 
ভােগরই ।  কারণ-ওর বীরপু ব ামী তািড়র নশায় এবং ি ািনিটর 
দমােক এই ভাগ আনার অপরােধ নিমতােক না পটায়।  আেগ 
েনিছলাম,নিমতারা িতন বান।  ওর বাবা িহ ু ছুেতার িমি  িছল। 

মৃতু শয ায় পয়সার অভােব নিমতােক ি ানঘের িবেয় িদেয় দয়। তার 
মােন নিমতা এক পু েষর ি ান,তাও িবেয়র সূে ।  সইজন ই হয়ত 
সং ােরর গাঁড়ািম এখনও দানা বাঁেধিন।  অথবা বা ােদর ি েদ মােয়র 
কােছ ধেমর অন  মােন আেন। আিম ইে  কেরই আড়াল রাখলাম,একট ু
িমেথ র আড়াল বা এিড়েয় িগেয় ি র আড়াল। িন য়ই আিম আমার 
ধমচু ত হলাম না? নিমতাও চেল গল। মােয়র ধম না অন  কােনা ধেমর 
তািগেদ বা ােদর খাওয়া ত গল ক জােন? 

 
আরিত সন, রবী নগর কলকাতা িনবাসী, অবসর া  িশি কা। উিন 
সমাজেসবা এবং সািহত চচায় িচ রােখন। উিন উৎসবসদস া পুবাশা দােসর 
মা ।  
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সত  ঘটনা                                                                                                                                                  িশখা ভ  

যা া 
আবার পুেজা এেস গল। এবার আিম িনেজ থেকই িলখিছ । ভাবিছ এই 
কথা েলা না বলেল একটা জীবন অস ূণ থেক যােব।  
  
অিবভ   বাংলার ছা  শহর। ুল, কেলজ, ব া , ট া  কােনা িকছুরই 
অভাব নই। কিবর ভাষায় বলেত গেল,  

"সকােল যতাম পাঠশালােত 
পেথ পেথ  ঝগড়া কের, পর ের 

 মশাই বসেল এেস, মাচার পেড় 
ভেয়  ভেয়  একই সেুর  পেড় যতাম পড়া 

দশ িবেদেশর গ  েন 
মেনর কােন উঁিক িদেতা 

সুখী গাঁেয়র ছিব 
আহা মার মেন পেড়" 

 
শহেরর সবেচেয় বড় আকষণ টাউনহল। মাটামুিট িত শিন রিববাের 
িথেয়টার জলসা লেগই থাকেতা। অেনক সময় ঢাকা কলকাতা থেকও 
আিট  আসেতা। তখন এেতা িভড় হেতা য িটিকট পাওয়া যত না।  
 
যার কথা আজ বলেত বেসিছ, িতিন আমার লালিদ। তখন আিম াস 
ফাের পিড়। গরেমর িদন সকােলর ুল। ুেল যাওয়ার পেথ দিখ, 

লালিদ তার ব ুেদর সােথ আেগ আেগ ুেল যাে । লালিদ আমােদর 
শহেরর ার। ওনার নাচ দখেত টাউনহল ফুল। আিম ভাবিছ - িঠক িঠকই   
লালিদ ক দখিছ তা ? আিম তাড়াতািড় হঁেট এিগেয় গলাম - একট ু
কােছর থেক দখেবা বেল। 
 
এমিন কের িদন চলিছল - হঠাৎ নলাম বে  যােব একটা নােচর দল। 
উ াদ আলী আকবর খােনর ভাইেপা আর আমােদর শহেরর নােচর 
মা ার ুপ তরী করেছন - তােত আেছন   লালিদ। উিন তখন াস 
এইেট। চেল গেলন বে  - পিরবােরর থেক দূের।  
 
আে  আে  আিমও ুেল াস টেন উেঠ গলাম। তখন হঠাৎ িন 
লালিদ িফের এেসেছন। ুপ ভেঙ গেছ। তেব তত িদেন লালিদর চীন 
রািশয়া ঘারা হেয় গেছ।  
 
তখন বাংলােদশ হয় িন - পূব পািক ান। লালিদ এেস বািড়েতই 
পড়া েনা  কের িদেলন আর সে  সতার িশখেত  করেলন। িঠক 
সমেয় ম াি ক এবং আই.এ., িব.এ. খুব ভােলা রজা  কের পাশ 
করেলন। তার পর কলকাতা চেল এেলন। ভােলা গভেম  চাকির ও পেয় 
গেলন। 

 
লালিদ আর ওনার বান একটা ছাট বািড় ভাড়া কের থাকেত  
করেলন । আমােক ও আমার বা ােক িনেয় ওেদর বািড়েত রেখিছেলন 
। আমার মেয়র জন  সু র ছাট ছাট ক বািনেয় িদেয় িছেলন। কত 
আদর য  পেয়িছলাম ।  
 

ছাট বােনর এক জেনর সােথ আলাপ - িবেয় িদেলন লালিদ ও 
আ ীয় জনরা। এবার িঠক করেলন আ ীয় জনরা লালিদর িবেয় 
দেব। িবেয় হেলা, িক  ছেলিট শারীিরক ভােব অসু  - িবেয় িটকেলা 

না। লালিদ িফের এেলন। তার পর আবার ভাকা ীরা ি তীয় িবেয় িঠক 
করেলা। ওনার কপাল এমিন য এবার লাক িট ির  - তার 
আেরকটা পিরবার আেছ। লালিদ আর িবেয় করেবন না িঠক করেলন। 
ছাট বান সটা মানেত রািজ না। ওর বেরর এক দরূ স েকর দাদার 

সােথ িবেয়র স  করেলা ।  
 
এবার িবেয় টা ভােলা হেলা। জেনর গভনেম  চাকির - আনে র 
সংসার চলিছল। একিট মেয় হেলা। লালিদর মা ও ওেদর সােথ থাকেত 

 করেলন - নাতিন ক দখা শানা করার জন । হঠাৎ িন ক া াের 
লালিদর বর মারা গেছন । মেয়র বয়স তখন নয়। লালিদ ক িক  
অিভেযাগ করেত িনিন। মা ও মেয় িনেয়, চাকির কের চািলেয় গেলন 
লালিদ। দখেত দখেত মেয় বড় হেয় গল। 
 
িক  আবার ভাগ  ওনার বাধ সাধেলা।  মেয় মা ক না জািনেয় িবেয় 
কের বসেলা, ুল ফাইনাল না িদেয় ।  িবেয়র িতন বছর পর জামাই 
মারা গেলা। লালিদ মেয়েক িনেজর কােছ এেন রাখেলন, ুল ফাইনাল 
পাশ করােলন।  মেয় বাবার গভনেম  চাকিরও পেলা।  ভালই চলিছল।  
মেয় আবার ি তীয়বার িবেয় করেলা।  ছেলটার লালিদর পািটর ওপর 

নজর।  মেয়েক রীিতমেতা অত াচার কের।  লালিদ মেয় ক িফিরেয় 
আনেলন । পের শানা গেলা, ছেলটা াগসও িনেতা - আর সই 
কারেণই মারা যায়।  লালিদ মেয়র আবার িবেয় িদেলা।  িহি  িরিপট 
হে ।  এবার িবেয় টা বশ ভােলা হেলা। জামাই লালিদেক খুব া 
কের। লালিদ জামাই িনেয় খুব খুিশ।  জামাই ও মেয় ক গািড় িকেন 
িদেলন। একিট ফুটফেুট নাতিন হেলা।  বািড় ত গেল একিট সুখী 
পিরবার দখেত পতাম।  মা- মেয় জনই লাক জন পছ  কের। আদর 
আপ ায়েনর শষ নই। খুব ভােলা লাগেতা দেখ।  
 
গত মােস খবর পলাম লালিদর মেয় হসিপটােল ভিত - ক া ার, লা  

জ।  মােসর মেধ  সব শষ। নাতিনটার বয়স সাত বছর। ভািব 
লালিদর কথা।  বুেক পসেমকার - এই বয়েস এই ক  িক ভােব কািটেয় 
উঠেবন। আবার ভািব - নাতিনর মখু চেয় হয়েতা এটাও সহ  কের 
নেবন।  

 
ওেদর একটু সখু িদেয়া ভগবান।  
 

 

 

িশখা ভ  গত পাঁচ বছর ধের ক ািলেফািণয়া ত আেছন। ওনার একােডিমক 
িড ীর সােথ আর একিট িবেশষ িড ী আেছ, MOTT - মাদার অফ তিনমা 
এ  ত য়।
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ব                                                                                                                                         ই িজৎ বে াপাধ ায় 

আমার চােখ দখা িকছ ু পূণ তথ  ১৪২৯ 
ছেলর কােছ িকছুিদন থাকেবা বেল ক ািলেফািণয়ার ফয়ারিফে  

এলাম। ন থেক নামার পর বিরেয় দিখ ছেল ও বৗমা জেনই 
উপি ত, খুব খুিশ হলাম কারণ ায় চার বছর পর ওেদর সে  দখা। 
এরমেধ  ওরা যেত পােরিন, না আমরা ওেদর সােথ দখা করেত 
পারিছলাম, তাই িগি র সবা িনবৃি  হেতই আমরা িঠক কের ফললাম 
য এবার ওেদর কােছ বড়ােত যােবা।  সান াি ে া থেক ঘ া খােনক 

িকংবা ঘ া দেড়েকর মেধ ই আমরা বািড় পৗঁছলাম ফয়ারিফে ।  
 
ক ািলেফািণয়ােত এর আেগ এেসিছ মু াই থেক টু ের মা  িদন 
দেশেকর জন , তখন ছেল সদ  ইউিনভািসিট অফ সাদান 
ক ািলেফািণয়া থেক ওর মা ােসর লখাপড়া শষ কের একিট নতুন 
কা ািনেত চাকির  কেরেছ, থাকেতা িমলিপটােস, টু ির  দলেক 

অনুেরাধ কের ফরার আেগর িদন রাে  ওর িমলিপটােসর বািড়েত িকছ ু
সমেয়র জন  যেত পেরিছলাম, তারপর ওেদর িবেয়র পর এই 

থমবার আসলাম।   
 
আসেল মানুেষর জীবনটা অেনকটা পািখর মেতা, যখন যখােন, তখন 
সখােন আনে  থােকা। ফয়ারিফে র কিমউিনিট লক এবং গােডন 

আমােদর খুব মু  কেরেছ। যিদন থেক এেসিছ সিদন থেক এই লক 
হেয় উেঠেছ আমােদর জীবেনর এক অিবে দ  অ , িতিদন সকাল-
িবেকল লেকর চারিদক হঁেট আিস। আেরকটা িবেশষ  হেলা 
ফয়ারিফে র হাওয়া, সারা িদন রাত কখেনা জাের বা কখেনা আে  

হাওয়া সবসময়ই বইেছ, থম থম একটু অসুিবেধ হেতা, িক  এখন 
অভ  হেয় পেড়িছ এই আবহাওয়ার সে । আমার সব থেক ভােলা 
লােগ এখানকার কিমউিনিট গােডন যটা িকনা ফয়ারিফে  ওয়ান-
লক কিমউিনিটর অনবদ  সৃি । য মিহলা এই বাগান দখােশানা কেরন, 
চােখ না দখেল িব াস করা যত না ওনার হােতর ণ। এেককিট 

ফুলগাছ তারঁ হােতর ছাঁয়ায় নতুন াণ পেয় নতুন ভােব জেগ ওেঠ।  
মানুেষর হােতর ছাঁয়ায় য জা  আেছ তা এই বাগােন এেল বাঝা যায়।   
 
কত জাপিত, মৗমািছ, হািমং বাড ঘরুেত থােক, আনে  নাচেত থােক 
তা অক নীয়। গােছ িনয়িমত জলিস েনর জন  ইরিরেগশন ি প 
িসে েমর ব ব া, মািট কনা, বীজ কনা, ীন হাউেস গােছেদর বড় 
করা, গাছ-পাতা থেক সার তির করা - সব িকছু সামলাে ন উিন একা 
হােত। দখার এবং শখার মেতা য  কেরন বাগােনর ।  আমরা আসার 
পর ভেলি য়ার হেয় বাগােনর িকছু কােজ হাত লাগাই। বাগােনর ফুল-
ফল িনয়িমত কিমউিনিটর সদস েদর িবনামূেল  দওয়া হয।় স ােহ 
অ ত -িতন িদন িবিভ  তির-তরকারী, যমন িবনস, ব ন, িভি , 
টম ােটা, কাঁচা ল া এবং ফেলর মেধ  মলন, ক া ালপু ইত ািদ দওয়া 
হয।় এছাড়া শসা, লব ু তা আেছই বাগােনর । এেতা িবিভ  ধরেণর ল া 
আমার চােখ পেড়িন আেগ কাথাও। আর এসব অগািনক সার িদেয ়
তরী হে , কােনা রাসায়িনক সার ব বহার হয়না।  এই বাগান থাকায় 

কিমউিনিটর ছাট- ছাট ছেল মেয়রা তােদর আ ীয় পিরজনেদর সে  
িনয়িমত আেস ও হৈচ কালাহেল বাগানিট মূখিরত কের রােখ। 
এেদেশর  জনসাধারেণর পিরেবশ দূষণ এবং কৃিত সংর েণর ব াপাের 
সেচনতা দেখ আমরা অিভভূত। গাছ-পালা লাগােনা হয় জলবায়ূর কথা 
মাথায় রেখ এবং ফাম হাউস িলর সে  সে  সি  বাজার যভােব 

যু  তা ধ ুপিরবহেনর খরচা কমায় না, াহকরাও উপকতৃ হয় এবং 
সেতজ টাটকা সি  ও ফল িকনেত পাের। এখানকার চাষ প িত এবং 
উৎপাদন মতাও শখার মেতা, ানীয় ল াির'স সি  ও ফল মােকট, 
পিডি  মােকট এেদর মেধ  অন তম। এই দাকান িলর িবি র সব 

ফসল িনেজেদর ত থেক উৎপ  হয।় িক পাওয়া যায়না এখােন - 
িভি , িসম, লাউ, কুমেড়া, িবনস, ফলুকিপ, বাঁধাকিপ, কচু এবং আেরা 
কেতা িক! নানারকেমর ফলও পাওয়া যায় যমন কলা, মলন, লব,ু 
কমলা লব,ু শসা, িপচ, াম আেরা অেনক িকছ।ু  ক ািলেফািণয়ায় তাজা 
এবং কেনা ফল ই-ই চুর উৎপাদন হয়, এখানকার কাঠবাদাম বা 
আম স তা জগৎ িবখ াত। 
 
আমরা কােছিপেঠ বশ িকছু জায়গাও ঘেুরিছ, যার মেধ  ইউিনভািসিট 
অফ ক ািলেফািণয়া, ডিভস (সংে েপ ইউ িস ডিভস) আমােদর মন 
যমন আকৃ  কেরেছ অপ প আরবেরটােমর শা  িনিরিবিল পিরেবশ, 
তমিন ইউিনভািসিট ক া ােসর একধাের বড় বড ়গাছ এবং অন  িদেক 

মেনারম জলাশয় ভূিম । ডিভেসর আশপােশ অন  িব তৃ মাঠ এবং 
নানান ফসেলর ত খুব দৃি ন ন ও মনেক আ  কের রােখ। 
 
এছাড়া স া ােমে া এবং ফলসেমও বড়ােত গিছ, ভীষন সু র। 
আমােদর ফলসম লকও বড়ােনা হেয় গেলা অেনকটা দববশতঃ । 
হঠাৎ জানেত পারলাম স া ােমে ােত গাপুেজা হয়, সংগঠনিটর নাম 
উৎসব। এরমেধ  একিদন িছল উৎসেবর বািষক সাধারন িমিটং এবং 
িপকিনক। ছেল- বৗমার আ েহ আমরাও ওেদর সােথ উৎসেবর 
মজােজ যাগ িদলাম। এবং সিত  বলেত িক আমরা ওনােদর আপ ায়েন 

অিভভূত। উৎসেবর িসেড  মহাশয় এবং ওনার অধাি নীর সহাস  
অভ থনা ও আিতেথয়তা আমােদর মু  কেরেছ । িঠক মত আমরা খাবার 
খাি  িকনা সিদেক ল  রাখিছেলন সিমিতর অেনেক। য কেয়কজেনর 
সে  পিরচয় হেলা তাঁেদর আ িরকতা আমােদর মেন িচর ায়ী হেয় 
থাকেব। এনারা অেনেক ইউ িস ডিভেসর সে  যু । িসেড  
মহাশেয়র সহধিমণী এবং আেরক জন সি য় সদস , পৗলমী, বারবার 
পুেজােত আসেত এবং সাং ৃিতক অনু ােন অংশ হণ করেত অনুেরাধ 
কেরেছন।  বশ িকছু পিরবার িনেয় এনােদর এই সং ান। বিশর ভাগ 
অ  বয় , যারা তােদর ভিবষ ৎ িনধারেণর জন  সুদূর ভারতবষ থেক 
এেসেছ, তােদর জন  রইেলা আমােদর আ িরক ভ কামনা। অেনেক 
এখানকার বসবাসকারী অেনকিদন ধের। আর িকছু বেয়ােজ েদর 
সে ও আলাপ হেলা, যারঁা ছেলেমেয়েদর অবল ন কের এেসেছন । 
যমন গাছ ক শকড ়সেমত উিঠেয় আনা হয়, তারঁা শারীিরকভােব 

এখােন আেছন িঠকই িক  মন পেড় আেছ ভারতবেষ িকংবা বাংলােদেশ। 
এনােদর সবাইেক জানাই আ িরক অিভন ন ও শারদীয় েগাৎসেবর 
অেনক েভ া, ভােলাবাসা ও বড়েদর া এবং নম ার। ভােলা থাকুন, 
সু  থাকুন -এইভােব আমােদর সং িৃত অ য় হাক।  ভারতীয় কৃি , 
সভ তা ও ঐিতেহ র ধারা বািহত হাক জ  থেক জ ।  
রবী নাথ, নজ ল, নতাজীর দশ, ীরামকৃ , সারদা মা ও 
িবেবকানে র এই বাংলা বঁেচ থাকুক তার িচ া ও চতনা িনেয় । 
 
ই িজৎ বে াপাধ ায় - ভারতীয় রেল কমরত িছেলন, এখন অবসর া , 
মু াই থেক এেসেছন পু  ভা র ও পু বধ ূ মামতনুর কােছ ফয়ারিফে  ।
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সত  ঘটনা                                                                                                                                          ীপণা ভৗিমক 

অনুব ন 
আিম আেগ জীবন িনেয় এেতা ভাবতাম না বা বলা ভােলা সময় পতাম 
না, কাজ-কেমর ব তা পছন িফের দখার মােটও অবকাশ িদত না । 
কািভড এেস আমােদর নতুন কের ভাবেত িশিখেয়েছ । আজ আমার 

এক ি য় বা বীর জীবন িনেয় িলখেত বেসিছ যা বতমােন খুব াসি ক, 
এই লখা আমােদর জীবন এবং পািরবািরক স েকর মূল ায়ন িনেয়। 
 
যার কথা িলখিছ স াব ী অ ােলন, ওর ামী মাইেকল অ ােলন। 

াব ী এেদেশ পড়েত এেসিছল এবং সই সূে ই মাইেকেলর সে  
আলাপ, জেনর জনেক ভােলা লেগ যায় এবং পরবতীকােল ওরা 
িববাহব েন আব  হয়।  াব ী ও আিম একসে  কাজ করতাম, সখান 
থেকই গেড় ওেঠ আমােদর ব ু , গত কুিড় বছর ধের আমােদর এই 

ব ন যন অটুট। ওেদর একমা  মেয় বি , ডা ািরর ছা ী, ায় 
শেষর পযােয় ওর পড়া েনা, ও আমার ছেলর ছা েবলার সাথী, যােক 

বলা যায় “diaper friends” .   
 
বশ িকছুিদন ধের দখিছ বি  যন একট ুঅন মন , িজে স করেল 

বেল ওর মা ক িনেয় ও িবেশষ িচি ত ও খািনকটা িবচিলতও; ওর মা 
ওর বাবােক িবেয় করার পর থেকই মােয়র পিরবােরর সে  যাগােযাগ 
িছ  হেয় যায় ভাগ বশত । াব ী অেনকবার চ া কেরেছ ওর দাদা 
রি ম ব ানাজীর সে  স ক িফিরেয় আনার, ফান কেরেছ, িচিঠ 
িলেখেছ, িক  কােনা উ র পায়িন। ইদািনং বি  দেখ ায়ই ওর মা 
খুব উদাসীন এবং মানিসক য নায় ভীষণ ক  পাে । একিদন বি  
সরাসির তার মােক িজে স কের বেস, াব ী বেল স তার ছাটেবলা, 
দশ, বািড়, পিরবােরর সবার অভাব িত মুহূেত অনুভব করেছ। িতিদন 

ডােয়ির লেখ াব ী, বি  ক বেল যিদ ভিবষ েত কােনািদন আমার 
িকছ ুহেয় যায় তা দাদাভাই বা তার মামুেক এই ডােয়িরটা পািঠেয় 
িদিব, এটা ধ ুআমার দাদাভাই রি ম ব ানাজীর জন ই লখা । 
 
এসব শানার পর বি  তার মামুর সে  যাগােযাগ করেত চায় ।  আিম 
ওেক ওর মামরু ফান ন র ও িঠকানার ব ব া কের িদই, এবং বিল য 
মামুর সে  যাগােযাগ কের তামার মােয়র সে  কথা বিলেয় িদও 
তাহেল হয়েতা জেনর মেধ  আবার পুেরােনা স ক িফের আসেব ।  
বি  এক রিববার সকােল ওর মামেুক ফান কের, পায় না, িঠক তার 
িদন পের রি ম ফান কের তখন ওরা জন জনেক িনেজেদর 

পিরচয় দয় ও ওেদর মেধ  অেনক ণ কথাবাতা হয়।  বি  মামুেক 
জানায় স তার মােয়র লখা একটা ডােয়ির পািঠেয়েছ।  ওেদর কশুল 
সংবাদ জানেত চায় রি ম, াব ী কমন আেছ এমনিক মাইেকল 
কমন আেছ? বেল স তার বানেক দখার জন  আকূল হেয় আেছ, 

ওেদর মেধ  িতিরশ বছর ধের কথা নই! ব বহােরর জন  অত  অনতু  
ও মা াথী, আেগর স ক িফের পেত চায় যিদও অেনক মূল বান 
সময় বেয় গেছ।  বি  জানেত পাের ইিতমেধ  ওর দা  ও িদদাও এই 
পৃিথবী ছেড় চেল গেছন।  াব ী ওর বাবার ঃসংবাদ পেয়িছেলা 
িক  মােয়র খবরটা জানেতা না, কােজই বি র কােছও সটা অজানা 
িছল। এই খবরটা মা ক িক কের দেব ভেব পায়না, মেন মেন িচ া 
কের যিদ ওর মামুেক এেদেশ কােনাভােব আনােনা যত তাহেল মা ক 
একটা চমক উপহার দওয়া যেত পাের, িক  এখন তা সারা পৃিথবীেত 
যা পিরি িত চলেছ, স িন পায়।  

বি  তার মামুর সে  মােঝমােঝই কথা বেল ফােন অথবা িভিডওেত ! 
ইিতমেধ  রি েমর হােত সই ডােয়ির ও িকছু ফেটা পৗঁছয় এবং স 
জানেত পাের াব ী অেনকবার যাগােযাগ াপেনর চ া কেরিছল মা, 
বাবা ও দাদার সে  ফান আর িচিঠর মাধ েম, িক  সফল হয়িন। িহ  ু
া ণ র ণশীল পিরবােরর মেয় াব ী, ওর অন  জািত ও ধেমর িবেয় 
মেন িনেত পােরনিন বাবা-মা, ফেল স ক িছ  হেয় যায় ! ঘটনাচে , 

রি েমর ী, মামন, একটু অন  ধরেনর মানিসকতার, নানান অিছলায় 
স াব ীর ফান আসেলও পিরবােরর সবার কােছ স কথা কাশ 

করেতা না বা ওর লখা িচিঠ বােজয়া  কের ফলেতা, তাই াব ীর 
খবর কােনািদনই তার বাবা, মা ও দাদার কােন পৗছঁয়িন।  বােনর 
ওপর দাদার রাগ, ঃখ, অিভমান বেড়ই চেলিছল, সৃি  কের দরূ ।   
 
ডােয়ির পের সব ঘটনা অবগত হয় এবং বািড়েত ওর ীর লুিকেয় রাখা 
বােনর িচিঠ েলা রি ম খুঁেজ পায় সমেয়, জানেত পাের য াব ী 

তার বািড়, ওর িনেজর হােত লাগােনা ফলু গাছ, বািড়র েত কটা 
জায়গা, ওেদর ছাটেবলার সব িকছরু অভাব কতখািন বাধ করেছ। 
জানেতা না কন বান বাবা মারা যাবার পরও দেশ যেত পােরিন, 
যিদন ন িছল াব ীর সিদন এয়ারেপােট যাবার পেথ ওর িবরাট 

গািড় এি েড  হয়, ফেল ওেক িতন মাস হাসপাতােল িচিকৎসাধীন 
থাকেত হেয়িছল । সব ঘটনা জািনেয় দাদােক বান িচিঠ িলেখিছেলা িক  
স তা তার হােত আর পৗঁছয়িন।  এইসব ঘটনা  ভাই- বানেক আেরা 

দূের কের দয়।  িদেন িদেন াব ী মানিসক অসু তার কবেল পেড়। 
িনেজর কৃতকেমর জন  অনুেশাচনায় ভুগেত থােক রি ম ।   
 
বি  িক  ওর মামেুক ওর মােয়র সে  কথা বলেত দয়িন, বেল ওর 
মা এখন আর কাজ করেত পােরনা, িকছু িকছ ুসমাজেসবা মলূক কাজ 
কের, মানিসকভােব িব , যিদ স ব হয়, তুিম একবার এেদেশ এেসা 
মামু, আিম তামার জন  িটিকট পাঠাব। পুেরােনা ৃিত ও রাগ মেনর 
মেধ  রেখা না , মােক একটা উপহার িদেত চাই মেয় িহেসেব - তামার 
উপি িত।  াব ী বশ কেয়কবার দাদার জন  িটিকট বুিকং করার চ া 
কেরিছল িক  উ র না পেয় আর এিগেয় যেত পােরিন, অেনক ক  
কের ও অেনক টাকা খরেচর িচ া কের ও ব ব া করেতা, মাইেনর 
একটা মাটা অংশ বিরেয় গেলও … 
 

াব ীর বৗিদ ওেদর  ভাই- বােনর মেধ  একটা িবেভদ বা দওয়াল 
তুেল দবার আ াণ চ া কেরিছল। তেব সেত র জয় আটকােনা যায় 
না! এই ঘটনাটা কািভডকােল আমার মেন খুব দাগ কেটেছ - এমন 
হয়েতা আমােদর কােরার জীবেন ঘেটেছ বা ঘটেতও পাের, জীবন খুব 

েময়ািদ, আমার সবার কােছ অনেুরাধ, আমরা যন সবাই সেচতন 
থািক। আপনােদর কােছ  - রি ম িক আসেত পারেব ও  ভাই-
বান এ িক আবার পুেরােনা স ক াপন হেব? হয়েতা আপনােদর 

মতামত আমােক নতুন িকছু ভাবেত ও িলখেত অনুে রণা যাগােব।  
 

 

ীপণা ভৗিমক, এ  াভ িনবাসী, শেখর রা া, সামািজকতা ও অবসর 
সমেয় িলখেত ভােলাবােসন।    
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Our services are in-person now, only for the vaccinated people.  Their schedule and other details are 
available in the Upcoming Events section at www. vedantasacto.org  

Our bookstore is now open only on Saturdays, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

1337 Mission Ave., Carmichael, CA 95608, Phone: (916) 489-5137 
Email: society@vedantasacto.org, website: www.vedantasacto.org   

  
Swami Prapannananda: Minister and Teacher 
Swami Ishadhyanananda: Assistant Minister 

 

 

The Society was started in 1949 and made a branch of Ramakrishna Math, Belur Math, India, in 1952. 
 

Activities at a Glance: 
 

● Daily worship and group meditation in the chapel, and vesper service on Sundays. 

● Sunday Lectures, Wednesday classes on Vedanta scriptures, Friday classes on Vedanta 
scriptures, Saturday classes on the teachings of Sri Ramakrishna and Swami Vivekananda, and 
also interviews to students and spiritual aspirants. 

● Lectures outside the Society. 

● Celebration of the birthdays of Sri Ramakrishna, Holy Mother Sri Sarada Devi, and Swami 
Vivekananda, and also a few other festivals. 

● Spiritual Retreats. 

● A library, a reading room, and a bookshop. 

● The Santodyan (Garden of Saints), a beautiful 4-acre retreat located behind the Society, is 
extensively used by the devotees. 

Bookstore: 
Our bookstore has a good selection of Vedanta, Ramakrishna, and Vivekananda literature; and books 
about the lives and teachings of saints in all major spiritual traditions. CDs and DVDs of classical music 
and spiritual topics are also available, as well as incense and burners, and a small selection of spiritual 
art objects. Please visit our website to view the catalog of books. 

Bookstore Timings: Wednesday: 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., Thursday: 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday: 12:00 to 
2:00 p.m., Sunday: 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. 
 
Telephone: 916-489-2116; E-mail: vedantabookstore@zoho.com. 
 
 

 

 

 

If you wish to get updates about the upcoming events, please visit vedantasacto.org, scroll down to 
the bottom, and subscribe to our monthly newsletter. 
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Photography                                                                                                                             Debrup Ghosh 

Chasing Waterfalls 2022 
In May 2022, we had the opportunity to 
explore the magical country of Iceland. We had 
very high expectations from the trip, given we 
had read and heard about the beautiful 
landscapes, stunning waterfalls, warm thermal 
pools, glaciers, and of course volcanoes!!! 
Iceland is roughly the same size as the US state 
of Kentucky, with a population of about 
340,000; it is only 60% of Sacramento or my 
hometown Durgapur. Although Iceland is 
small, it does pack a big punch, as there is so 
much natural beauty that you could spend a 
lifetime exploring the island. 
 

 
Seljalandsfoss Waterfall 

After arriving at Keflavik International Airport, 
which is where most international visitors to 
Iceland arrive, we spent the day in the capital 
Reykjavik, exploring the usual tourist hotspots 
like Hallgrimskirkja, The Sun Voyager, and The 
Harpa Conference center. We also enjoyed two 
must-haves in Iceland - Icelandic Fish & Chips 
as well as Icelandic lamb soup. Most people 
who visit Iceland do the Ring Road Tour. After 
picking up our rental car, we started our 
journey anti-clockwise around the Island. Our 
first stop was the Seljalandsfoss Waterfall, 
where you can also go behind the waterfall, but 
of course, be prepared to get drenched! This 
waterfall was the background of Gerua song 
from Dilwale - SRK, and Kajol’s supposed 
comeback movie (P.S: This author likes 
sarcasm). Next, we explored Skógafoss 
Waterfall, once again featured in Dilwale. This 
is a majestic waterfall, measuring 60 meters 
and a width of 25 meters, ranking in our Top-3 

waterfalls in Iceland. When you start seeing the 
waterfall from the ring road, it looks very much 
like a painting, ever so beautiful and 
mesmerizing. 
 

 
Skógafoss Waterfall 

The next day, our first stop was the Dyrhólaey 
Lighthouse Viewpoint. Dyrhólaey translates to 
"the hill island with the door hole". It is one of 
the best places to view puffins in Iceland. From 
this viewpoint you have breathtaking views in 
all directions. To the north, you see the 
Mýrdalsjökull glacier, to the east you will see 
the beautiful black lava sea stacks 
Reynisdrangar, and to the west, you can view 
the endless black coastline. About 10 minutes 
from Dyrhólaey is Reynisfjara Black Sand 
Beach, one of the most famous black sand 
beaches in the world. For Game of Thrones 
nerds, it is the beach at Eastwatch by the sea 
where the men in the night's watch are 
guarding the wall. Our last stop of the day was 
Jökulsárlón Glacier Lagoon and Diamond 
Beach. Words cannot describe the experience 
of viewing magnificent 400-foot glaciers about 
1500 years old silently drifting into the lake, 
and slowly melting away into the lake on their 
way to finally meeting the Atlantic Ocean. For 
movie nerds, this is where the Liam Neeson 
and Christian Bale sword fighting scene was 
shot in Batman Begins. At Jökulsárlón, we also 
realized Davis/Sacramento is a global 
community, as we ran into Selim Bhai and Lata 
Bhabhi, two generous and humble members of 
the Bengali community. 
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The next day was a lot of driving across the 
Eastern Fjords of Iceland. On our way, we saw 
hundreds of natural waterfalls, while we 
headed to Dettifoss, Europe’s most powerful 
waterfall. I would rank Dettifoss as one of my 
Top-3 favorites in Iceland, although it was 
quite a drive away from the Ring Road. While 
Dettifoss is more powerful, Selfoss which is 
about a 10-minute walk from Dettifoss is the 
prettier waterfall. We spent the night in the 
Dimmuborgir/Myvatn area - another area that 
was heavily featured in Game of Thrones, 
before heading off the next morning to 
Godafoss - ‘Waterfall of the Gods. Godafoss 
presents a semi-circular arc with an amazing 
background that presents exciting photo 
opportunities. 
 

 
Diamond Beach 

Finally, we headed off to the Golden Circle 
featuring four attractions Þingvellir National 
Park, Kerid Crater, Strokkur Geysir, and 
Gullfoss. Gullfoss sums up my Top-3 waterfalls 
in Iceland, as it presents both grace and power. 
We were also lucky to visit the Geysir, which 
has lent its name to geysers all around the 
world. Although it closed after an earthquake a 
few years back, we were able to view the 
Strokkur Geysir which is currently active, 
blasting water to heights of around twenty 
meters every five minutes. Our last stop of the 
day was the Blue Lagoon, Iceland’s most 
famous thermal bath. The Blue Lagoon uses 
geothermal seawater to provide you with the 
relaxation and rejuvenation that you deserve 
after your road trip, and it was the best way to 
end our road trip with this transformational 
spa journey.  
 
In summary, Iceland is a magical country with 
magical waterfalls, black sand beaches, and 
glaciers. There is something for everyone to do 
in Iceland, whether you are a casual traveler, 
avid photographer, or motivated hiker. I know 
I will go back to explore again, and I hope you 
do the same. 
 
Debrup Ghosh has been a resident of Davis for 
the past three years. Currently, he is aspiring to 
become a better landscape photographer, soccer 
coach, and chef. 
 

Gullfoss Waterfall 
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Perspective                                                                                                                      Debanik Chaudhuri 

Faded STOP Sign and Its Fading Magic
They seemed almost magical – the stop signs. 
Bright red metal octagons with the word STOP 
painted on them could make cars stop seemed 
unbelievable to me, especially with no one 
around to watch and enforce. And not only 
little passenger cars but big eighteen-wheelers 
that could crush an oncoming sedan like a bug.  
 
When I came to the USA, about 30 years ago, 
as a graduate student, I don’t remember seeing 
a stop sign in India. There were traffic lights, 
but most major intersections were controlled 
by traffic police using hand signals. If you 
violated any traffic law at the intersection, they 
were there to dole out a ticket or take a bribe 
and look the other way, depending on their 
mood. At smaller intersections, where there 
were no policemen, the drivers made their own 
rules, with larger and faster vehicles claiming 
an unfair advantage. So, the concept of 
stopping at an intersection when there are no 
other cars and no police watching seemed very 
alien and even foolish. As I settled down in the 
new country, and as days and months passed 
and initial excitement and bewilderment faded, 
it slowly dawned on me that the magic of red 
stop signs symbolizes the strength and the 
inner essence of the American democracy. The 
magic seems to be slowly fading. 
 
The stop sign was born in 1915 in Detroit to 
provide much-needed order to fast-growing 
automobile traffic, which in those days had to 
share the roads with horse-drawn carriages 
and pedestrians. Since then, the stop sign has 
evolved in shape, size, and color until the 
standardization of the now familiar red-white 
octagonal sign in 1954. We may not realize it, 
but significant efforts by private citizens and 
State Highway Officials (AASHO, now 
AASHTO) went into standardizing all traffic 
signs we see and follow today, including the 
stop sign.  
 
The birth and development of the stop sign 
essentially embody the democratic process in 
action. The all-familiar process goes something 
like this - the citizens of the country/state/city 

elect a government, the elected government 
identifies and recognizes the needs of the 
citizens, the government allocates necessary 
resources to understand the problem, and if 
needed, enacts a law to address the problem. 
The citizenry agrees to abide by the law, even 
when it causes minor inconvenience to some. 
Everyone knows the law, everyone stops at the 
STOP sign, and everyone goes home safe. The 
process also requires that the citizens provide 
the government with sufficient resources to 
research and evaluate the problem and also 
enact and implement the law. To stick to my 
STOP sign example, the local government 
responsible for the installation and 
maintenance of stop signs needs financial 
resources to do so. A functioning democracy 
also requires a feeling of citizenry, common 
courtesy, and the willingness to abide by not 
only written laws but unwritten ones as well – 
like waving the other driver through the 
intersection when you are not sure who arrived 
at the intersection first.  
 
Like STOP signs, national and local 
newspapers, local libraries, and post offices are 
some obvious symbols of a functioning 
government and democracy. I used to go to a 
small post office manned by a solitary old 
gentleman. He would engage in polite 
conversation as he processed mail and 
customer orders. During one of my visits, he 
informed me that the post office was slated to 
be closed and he would move to a larger facility 
further away. As I was driving out of the post 
office parking lot, I noticed that the stop sign at 
the end of the driveway had completely faded, 
with the word “STOP” barely legible. It was 
such a sad sight to see the bright red-white 
octagon reduced almost to a useless piece of 
sheet metal - like a Greek god fallen from grace, 
a hero whose glory days are behind him. 
Through the faded stop sign and post office 
closure, I could see the recent decline of the 
government and democracy in my adopted 
country, where I had spent more than half of 
my life. Like the faded stop sign at the street 
corner, the stop signs in our social and political 
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spheres that hold the system together are 
fading as well. With the erosion of the norms, 
we see the denial of a hearing for Justice 
Garland, the pushing of Justice Barrett through 
the confirmation process in a hurried manner, 
the overturning of Roe v. Wade, and a sitting 
President sending an angry mob to the seat of 
democracy. 
 
Like most of our democratic institutions, the 
stop signs by themselves do not have any 
intrinsic power. It is us, we the people, who give 
them the power. It is not solely for fear of 
punishment that most of us stop at the STOP 
signs; it is our willingness to follow the laws 
and norms, our sense of responsibility towards 
our fellow citizens, and our democratic values 
that are so entrenched. The functioning of our 
democratic institutions also depends on our 
trust in our government - trust that our 
government would do the right thing for us.  
 
Although Americans have always maintained a 
healthy skepticism of the government, the 
recent erosion of trust, in my opinion, started a 
little over 21 years ago when the most powerful 

man in the government uttered the words “… 
government is not the solution to our problem; 
government is the problem.” While those 
words were taken out of their context in the 
speech, their wide use has been successful in 
planting mistrust of the government in our 
collective psyche. That seed of mistrust has 
grown and is now bearing fruits like “don’t trust 
the media,” “don’t trust the elite,” “don’t trust 
the vaccine,” and the scariest of all, “don’t trust 
the election results.”  
 
Trust is a necessary ingredient for a functioning 
democracy – be it trust in our government, in 
our system, or our trust in each other. The 
official motto of the United States is In God We 
Trust. What good is trust in God if we don’t 
trust our neighbors, fellow citizens, and our 
system? 
 
Debanik Chaudhuri is a civil engineer by 
profession. He lives in Rocklin with his wife 
Shampa and their younger son, Dipon. In his spare 
time, he plays the sarod, cooks, enjoys a glass of 
good wine, and likes to engage in stimulating adda. 
This is his first attempt to write a non-technical 
article. 
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Technology                                                                                                                                  Barin Kumar 

Cosumnes Power Plant of SMUD
Following the closure and subsequent 
dismantling of Rancho Seco nuclear generating 
power plant, as mandated by a popular vote 
starting in 1990, Sacramento Municipal Utility 
District (SMUD), the owner of the plant, was 
looking for replacement power. When 
operating at full power, Rancho Seco was 
producing over 800 MW. That became feasible 
when SMUD decided to build the Cosumnes 
Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) power 
plant near Rancho Seco to make use of Rancho 
Seco switchyard. This 530 MW CCGT plant 
went into operation in 2006. 
 
In 2019, SMUD upgraded the capacity of the 
plant by an additional 15 percent or 76 MW 
with a total of 606 MW by modifying the gas 
turbines, steam turbine, and associated 
equipment. 
 
In the following section, I would like to explain 
why SMUD chose CCGT plant for the 
replacement power. 
 
The most common type of gas-fired power 
plant is CCGT plant because of its high 
efficiency and because it can be used as a large-
size power plant. The other types are single 
cycle gas turbine and reciprocating internal 
combustion engine. 

In a simple cycle gas turbine, also known as 
open-cycle gas turbine (OCGT), hot gas drives 
a gas turbine to generate electricity. This type 
of plant is relatively cheap to build and can start 
very quickly, but due to its lower efficiency, it is 
used for a few hours a day as a peaking unit. 
Reciprocating internal combustion engine or 
simply reciprocating engine tend to be under 
20 MW, so it is much smaller than other types 
of natural gas-fired electricity generator and is 
typically used for emergency power or to 
balance variable renewable energy such as 
wind and solar. 
 
CCGT power plants consist of simple cycle gas 
turbines which use Brayton cycle, followed by a 
heat recovery steam generator and a steam 
turbine which use Rankine cycle. The most 
common configuration is two gas turbines 
supporting one steam turbine. They are 
significantly more efficient than single cycle 
plants and achieve efficiencies up to 55 percent 
and dispatch time around half an hour. This 
provides more flexibility to the utility from a 
power operational standpoint. Nuclear power 
plants are not that efficient with the efficiency 
typically around 33 percent. Also dispatch time 
typically is around several hours at least. 

Exhibit 1. A Simplified Block Diagram of a Typical CCGT Plant. 
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Sizes of CCGT plants are getting bigger. CCGT 
plants are combustion turbines and steam 
turbines that operate in groups, commonly 
referred to as power blocks. Since 2014, the 
average size of a natural gas-fired combined 
cycle power block has increased significantly. 
The average combined cycle power block 
installed between 2002 and 2014 is about 500 
MW. After 2014, power block capacity 
increased, reaching an average of 820 MW in 
2017. Power blocks have increased in size as the 
performance of combined cycle units has 
continued to improve, and current and 
projected natural gas prices and supply provide 
a competitive advantage for the combined cycle 

technology. The most common configuration 
involves two combustion turbines supporting 
one steam turbine as shown in Exhibit 1. 
 
References: 
1. SMUD HiLines, April, 2019 
2. Google, March, 2021 
 
Barin Kumar is a resident of Sacramento for 36 
years. He is an electrical and nuclear engineer, 
who worked for Sacramento Municipal Utility 
District (SMUD) at Rancho Seco Nuclear 
Generating Station and SMUD Power Distribution 
for many years. 
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Technology                                                                                                                                  Barin Kumar 

Fukushima Nuclear Accident and Safety Analysis 
Introduction: On March 11, 2011, an extreme 
natural event at the Fukushima Dai-ichi 
nuclear power station, 155 miles northeast of 
Tokyo, set in motion a sequence of events that 
led to meltdowns of three of its six reactors. 
Unlike the nuclear accident of Three Mile 
Island (TMI), USA, in 1979 and Chernobyl, 
Ukraine (formerly in USSR) in 1986, this 
accident was caused by a 9.0 magnitude 
earthquake followed by a monstrous 46 feet 
high wave of tsunami. 
 
The nuclear accident in TMI occurred due to 
equipment malfunction coupled with operator 
error following a routine shutdown of the 
reactor that led to a partial meltdown of the 
core, but radiation was contained because of 
reactor pressure vessel and containment 
surrounding the vessel. 
 
The nuclear disaster in Chernobyl happened 
due to a series of operator errors, while testing 
for loss of offsite power, a design basis event, to 
demonstrate the operability of the reactor 
under such condition that led to the explosion 

of the reactor and widespread release of 
radiation as there was no reactor vessel or 
containment. 
 
A brief description of Fukushima Dai-
ichi nuclear power station: This coastal 
plant is located at an elevation of 33 feet above 
sea level. It is a six-unit plant, all equipped with 
Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) made by 
General Electric of USA. Each unit has 
dedicated Reactor Building to house the BWR 
and Turbine Building to house turbine-
generator set for generating electricity. 
 
The direct-cycle BWR nuclear system of each 
unit is a steam generation and steam utilization 
system consisting of a nuclear core located 
inside a reactor vessel and a conventional 
turbine-generator and feedwater supply 
system. Water is circulated through the reactor 
core, producing saturated steam, which is 
separated from recirculation water, dried in the 
top of the vessel, and directed to the steam 
turbine generator. 

Figure 1: Direct Cycle Reactor System by General Electric.
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The control rod assembly of each unit, located 
at the bottom of the reactor vessel, includes a 
hydraulic system to drive the control rods into 
the core from the bottom for maintaining the 
reactivity of reactor as required. Figure 1 shows 
a typical direct cycle BWR system. The plant 
has 12 diesel generators, two for each unit, for 
emergency cooling following shutdown of 
reactors to remove decay heat. They are located 
in the basement of turbine and reactor building 
excepting one diesel generator which is on the 
first floor of a building near unit 6. 
 
One special safety feature of BWR is that it has 
a backup cooling system, called an isolation 
condenser (IC), which can start automatically 
following shutdown of the reactor. This system 
does not need electric power to cycle steam 
through a cold-water tank on a higher floor and 
the resulting water drops back to the pressure 
vessel. 
 
The plant was built and operational since early 
1970 when the oldest unit #1 was installed. The 
other five units were added later to make a six-
unit complex nuclear power plant. 
 
Chronology of the accident: At 2:46 pm on 
March 11, 2011, a huge earthquake shook the 
plant and alarms sounded. Within 5 seconds, 
control rods thirsted upwards into the three 
operating reactors flawlessly and stopped the 
fission reactions. The other three of the six 
reactors were down for scheduled 
maintenance. Within 10 seconds, the plant’s 
emergency power system of all six diesel 
generators, two for each unit, were kicked in 
and running to send cooling water to the three 
operating reactors.  
 
At 3:27 pm, 41 minutes later, the first tsunami 
wave surged into the plant. The water height of 
the wave was measured by a tidal gauge as 13 
feet above normal.  
 
At 3:35 pm, eight minutes later, another set of 
much higher tsunami wave rolled in and 
obliterated the gauge. It smashed into the heat-
removal systems and submerged power panels 
that controlled the operation of pumps, valves, 
and other equipment. Six of the 12 diesel 

generators shuddered to a halt as floodwater 
inundated them. Fve other generators were 
inoperative when their power distribution 
panels were drenched. Only one diesel 
generator along with the power distribution 
panel on the first floor of a building near unit 6 
was operational. That saved reactor 5 and 
reactor 6, and did not cause serious damage.  
 
In the control room, the operators had to 
respond to the emergency without working 
instruments, as the floodwaters had even 
knocked out the control room batteries, the 
power source of last resort. The station now 
faced a cataclysmic scenario that nuclear power 
plant operators have long feared but never 
experienced: a Complete Station Blackout.  
 
At 4:36 pm, Tokyo Electric Power Co. (TEPCO) 
officially informed the Japanese government 
about the increasingly dire situation at reactor 
1. For this reactor, the company declared that it 
could not confirm if any water was injected into 
the reactor core. The core was getting hotter 
without any cooling and water level was 
dropping. This is because of the operator’s 
shutdown of the backup cooling system IC for 
this reactor, which started automatically after 
shutdown, before the tsunami as the core was 
cooling too quickly to avoid stress on the steel 
walls of the pressure vessel. With no electric 
power, valve of IC could not be reopened. The 
situation was better for reactor 2 and reactor 3, 
and idled reactors 4, 5, and 6 did not pose an 
immediate threat.  
 
At around 9 pm, operators finally plugged the 
car batteries they had collected into the 
instrument panels and got the value from water 
level gauges in reactor 1. It was little less than 2 
feet above the top of the fuel assembly. Though 
it was far below the normal safety level but was 
enough to assure the operators that no fuel has 
melted yet. 
 
But TEPCO’s later analysis found that the 
gauges were wrong. The water level was all the 
way below the bottom of the uranium fuel rods 
shortly before operators checked the gauges, 
leaving the reactor core completely uncovered. 
Exposed fuel rods got overheated. As the 
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temperature passed 1300-degree C, the 
zirconium cladding of fuel rod began to react 
with steam inside the vessel, producing highly 
explosive hydrogen gas. 
 
At 9:51 pm, entry to unit 1 reactor building was 
prohibited as the radiation level rose around 
the plant. It was a right and wise decision 
because the fuel meltdown had already begun. 
In BWR-type reactors used at Fukushima, the 
control rods thrust up into the pressure vessel 
from below, and the housings around each 
control rod’s entry point were essentially weak 
spots. When the melted fuel began to pool at 
the bottom of the pressure vessel, it likely 
melted through those vulnerable seams. 
 
TEPCO’s later analysis found that the pressure 
vessel was damaged around 11 pm, allowing 
highly-radioactive water and gases to leak into 
the primary containment vessel.  
 
As March 11 turned into March 12, TEPCO 
instructed the operators that they must bring 
down the pressure by venting the containment 
vessel. In order to vent the radioactive gases to 
the atmosphere, the residents around the plant 
must be evacuated first. 
 
The government was planning an evacuation 
order for residents living within 6-mile radius 
of the plant and the process of evacuation of 
residents was not expected to be completed 
before the next morning. 
 
That night, the desperate struggle to contain 
the peril at reactor 1 diverged into three tasks 
and to get ready for action as soon as the 
evacuation was complete. First group was 
preparing to vent the primary containment 
vessel. The second group was getting ready to 
receive incoming power supply trucks to supply 
electricity to restart the pumps and reestablish 
steady water circulation through the pressure 
vessel. The third group was focusing on short-
term plan to cool the core using fire trucks, 
which could inject water from emergency tanks 
into the cooling system of the reactor. 
 
TEPCO’s later analysis found that, at around 
12:30 am on March 12, the reactor 1 core 

transformed into molten sludge. The melted 
mixture of uranium, zirconium, and other 
metals had oozed to the bottom of the reactor 
pressure vessel, where it was gradually eating 
through the steel. 
 
At 9:03 am on March 12, the message came 
that the last group of buses evacuating 
residents had departed and workers set out for 
the reactor building to open the valves that 
would allow gas to flow out of the primary 
containment vessel. They entered the reactor 
building and began a long, dark trek around the 
primary containment vessel, guided only by 
flashlight beams and handheld dosimeters. In 
normal conditions, an employee’s radiation 
limit is 50 millisieverts (msv), but in an 
emergency it is 100 msv. After covering about 
half the distance to the valve, they were close to 
half of the limit, so they turned back and 
returned to the control room at 9:30 am. Over 
the next few hours, the operators scrambled to 
find another way to open the valves. They used 
a crane truck to haul a portable air compressor, 
the kind typically used at a construction site, to 
the crucial location of the valves. The vent crew 
switched the compressor on to open the valve.  
 
At 2:54 pm, the workers responsible for cooling 
the core using fire trucks were ready. With 
freshwater supply running short, as ordered by 
TEPCO, fire truck crews injected seawater into 
the pressure vessel through the fire protection 
line. Under normal conditions, saltwater is 
never allowed in a reactor pressure vessel 
because it would corrode the vessel’s protective 
steel walls and leave a mineral residue on the 
fuel rods. The decision was an admission that 
saving the reactor was no longer an option and 
that the operators could only hope to prevent a 
wide-scale disaster. 
 
At 3:30 pm, the workers could complete laying 
cables to the power control panel assembly 
after working all morning and into the 
afternoon. Current flowed from a power supply 
truck to the panel which was ready to switch on 
the pumps for a backup cooling system inside 
the reactor 1 building. Freshwater was flowing 
into the pressure vessel, a crucial step toward 
stabilizing the reactor. 
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By that time, it seemed that venting had 
worked and that the worst was over. The 
pressure had dropped significantly in unit 1’s 
primary containment vessel, suggesting that 
the valves had opened and that gases had 
rushed to the ventilation stack near the reactor 
building. But actually, leaks from the vent lines 
had added even more hydrogen to the gas 
collected below the ceiling of unit 1’s outer 
building and it was ready to blow. 
 
At 3:36 pm, a spark flashed in the darkness of 
the reactor building, and hydrogen gas ignited. 
With a roar, the top of the reactor 1 building 
exploded. The roof shattered, the walls 
splintered, and fragments of building material 
flew through the air. It was Fukushima’s first 
radioactive ruin. It would not be the last. The 
battle to contain the catastrophe during the 
first 24 hours was lost, and the explosions 
would keep coming. 
 
The failure of reactor 1 made efforts to stabilize 
the other reactors exponentially more difficult. 
At reactors 2 and 3, emergency cooling systems 
functioned for several days and then it failed 
for reactor 3 on March 13. Soon reactor 3 
followed the example of reactor 1. Leaking gas 
collected at the top of the building, and it 
exploded on the morning of March 14. 
 
On the morning of March 15, some explosive 
noise resonated inside unit 2 reactor building. 
On the same day, an explosion tore the roof off 
reactor building 4. The spent fuel rods stored in 
the spent fuel pools in reactors 4, 5, and 6 were 
covered with water throughout the accident 
event and never posed a threat. 
 
Cold shutdown and challenges: By the end 
of April 2011, the Japanese government and 
TEPCO jointly unveiled their plan to bring the 
damaged reactors of Fukushima plant to a cold 
shutdown and gain control of the release of 
radioactive materials by mid-January 2012. 
The plan included to address and mitigate the 
following massive challenges: 
 
 Fuel rod meltdowns in reactors 1, 2, and 3 

due to loss of cooling systems following the 
March 11 earthquake and tsunami. 

 Severe damage to the upper levels of reactor 
buildings 1, 3, and 4 and slight damage to 
reactor building 2, stemming from hydrogen 
explosions. 

 High levels of radiation and contaminated 
rubble, making working conditions 
hazardous and difficult. 

 Thousands of metric tons of contaminated 
water accumulating on the site and leaking 
out of reactors. 

 
As defined by TEPCO, cold shutdown means to 
achieve and maintain a temperature of less 
than 100-degree C at the bottom of the reactor 
pressure vessel, the vessel containing fuel rods, 
which itself is enclosed in a protective 
containment vessel.  
 
TEPCO initiated the process of reducing 
radioactive emissions and bring down the core 
temperatures of reactors 1, 2, and 3 with two 
steps. 
 
In step one, new cooling system was installed 
by July 2011 which had begun injecting water 
from the bottom into all three damaged 
reactors. In addition to cooling, the system also 
decontaminated the water accumulating in the 
basements of reactor and turbine building 
caused by injected water coming into contact 
with molten fuel in the pressure vessels. This 
combined filtration and decontamination 
technology was developed by TEPCO with the 
help from the French nuclear giant Areva and 
U.S. nuclear waste management company 
Curion. 
 
In step two, TEPCO installed core spray lines at 
the beginning of September 2011 to cool 
reactors from above. By late September 2011, 
as a result of injecting water to cool reactors 
from the top as well as from the bottom, the 
temperatures in all three reactors had dropped 
below 100-degree C for the first time since the 
accident. As of September 29, 2011, the 
temperatures were 77.5-degree C, 99.7-degree 
C and 78.7-degree C, respectively. 
 
Despite these positive developments, nuclear 
experts point out that achieving a cold 
shutdown does not make the troubled plant 
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completely safe, given that spent fuel continues 
to generate heat for years after use. And upon 
achieving a cold shutdown, TEPCO had to take 
a new series of challenges. These include where 
injected water is escaping, stopping those 
leaks, dealing with accumulated contaminated 
water, removing and storing thousands of 
spent fuel rods from the pools in reactors 1, 2, 
3, and 4, and then figuring out a way to remove 
the melted fuel. The last task could take a 
decade or more, according to experts. 
 
Lessons learned: The following is the list of 
safety lessons learned from the accident. 
 
 Emergency diesel generators should be 

installed at high elevations or in watertight 
chambers. Out of 12 generators of the 
complex, only one generator of unit 6 was 
on the first floor of a building near unit 6 
and the rest were in the basement. 

 
 If the cooling system like IC is intended to 

operate without power, ensure that all its 
components can be manipulated without 
power. IC of reactor 1 started automatically 
after shutdown following the earthquake 
but was turned off before the tsunami as it 
was cooling the core too fast which could 
stress the steel walls of the pressure vessel. 
With power out after the tsunami, the valve 
should be able to reopen without power. 

 
 Keep power trucks turned on or very close 

to the power plant. Eleven power supply 
trucks, outfitted with high-voltage 
dynamos, were stored 155 miles away from 
the plant site. 

 
 Install independent and secure battery 

system to power critical instruments during 
emergencies. The floodwaters knocked out 
control room batteries, and there was no 
power to respond to the emergency created 
by the earthquake followed by the tsunami. 

 
 Install power-free catalytic hydrogen re-

combiners (devices that turn dangerous 
hydrogen gas back into steam) at the top of 
the reactor building where the gas would 
most likely collect. There was no power-free 

catalytic hydrogen re-combiner in the 
plant. 

 
 Install power-free filters on vent lines to 

remove radioactive materials that would 
not harm nearby residents. There was no 
power-free filter on vent lines in the plant. 
Had there been such device, the radioactive 
materials would have been filtered as they 
were accumulating and there would have 
been no need to evacuate the residents.  

 
A comparison of calamities in TMI, 
Chernobyl, and Fukushima nuclear 
accidents: Nearly 32 years after TMI and 25 
years after Chernobyl, the Fukushima crisis 
became the only other civilian nuclear accident 
to warrant the highest possible rating of 7 on 
the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES). 
The scale judges the severity of nuclear events 
by their impact on people and the environment. 
 
By contrast, TMI rated 5 on the INES. The scale 
is logarithmic, meaning the U. S. event was 
roughly 1/100th as serious.  While Fukushima 
and Chernobyl received equally high ratings, it 
is not obvious they were equivalent in severity. 
 
When the reactor exploded at Chernobyl, there 
were 600 workers at the plant. Two died 
immediately as a result of the explosion, and of 
the 134 who acquired acute radiation sickness, 
28 died within weeks. The lack of containment 
vessel around the reactor and a graphite fire 
that burned for 10 days led to radiation 
spreading high and wide. 
 
By contrast, no deaths have resulted from the 
radiation released from the Fukushima 
accident, although 3 workers died in mishaps. 
The amount of Iodine-131 equivalent radiation 
released was about 1/7th the amount dispersed 
in Chernobyl. 
 
A comparison of these three nuclear accidents 
shows key differences in calamities of the 
following categories: 
 
Radiation released (petabequerels):  
 TMI – 0.062 
 Fukushima – 770  
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 Chernobyl – 5,200 (bequerel - unit of 
radioactivity equal to one disintegration 
per second) 

 
Evacuation zone: 
 TMI – 8 miles (advisory) 
 Fukushima – 12 miles (mandatory) 
 Chernobyl – 20 miles 
 
People evacuated: 
 TMI – Pregnant women and pre-school-age 

children within 5 miles; 140,000 estimated 
within 20 miles (voluntary) 

 Fukushima – 80,000 (mandatory) 
 Chernobyl – 116,000 in 1986 and another 

230,000 in subsequent years 
 
Deaths resulting from nuclear accident: 
 TMI – 0 
 Fukushima – 3; all from mishaps, not 

radiation 
 Chernobyl – 30; 15,000 to 25,000 by 

International Atomic Energy Agency; 
985,000 estimated by a Russian study 

 
Remarks from the author: There are 
currently 93 commercial operating light water 
nuclear power reactors [62 Pressurized Water 
Reactors (PWRs) and 31 Boiling Water 
Reactors (BWRs)] in power plants around USA 
which generate 20% of our nation’s electricity 
usage. Also, 14 new reactors with Combined 
Construction and Operation License (COL) are 
in various stages of construction and start-up 
in the country. 
 
So an obvious question - Can Fukushima type 
or any other type of nuclear accident happen on 
U.S. nuclear reactors in future? The answer is 
‘Very Unlikely’ and the reasons are:  

 
 None of the 93 operating reactors in the US 

are located on an island similar to Dai-chi 
nuclear power station, Fukushima, Japan. 

 
 All U.S. nuclear power plants located near a 

large natural source of water such as river, 
lake, ocean, etc. are required to 
demonstrate that such plants could shut 

down safely when they are hit with 
earthquake and tsunami at the same time. 
These are known as ‘Fukushima Initiatives’ 
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC). 

 
 Fukushima reactor design was inadequate 

to respond and shutdown safely when the 
operating reactors of the nuclear power 
station was struck by earthquake followed 
by tsunami on March 11, 2011. 

 
 We have NRC to oversee, monitor, and 

regulate nuclear power reactor safety in 
USA. Each nuclear reactor licensee has to 
operate its plant safely under all possible 
scenarios in order to maintain its operating 
license given by the NRC. 

 
 To oversee, monitor, and regulate 

Fukushima reactors, there was no entity 
like our NRC in Japan. The Japanese 
government and Tokyo Electric Power Co 
(TEPCO) were operating the nuclear plant 
jointly. In a situation like this, 
compromising safety of the plant for 
reasons other than safety is possible. 

 
Since the Three Mile Island (TMI), PA, nuclear 
accident in 1979, where partial core meltdown 
occurred, NRC issued a myriad of rules, 
regulations, and standards to prevent such 
accidents from happening in the future, which 
has been nuclear industry standard not only for 
USA but for all reactor owners of the rest of the 
world. 
 
References: 
1. IEEE Spectrum, November 2011 issue. 
2. NRC website: nrc.gov/reactors. 
3. Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster and Safety Analysis, 
Chowrongee 2021 issue. 
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Technology                                                                                                                                  Barin Kumar 

Sacramento – The Birthplace of the AC Grid – World’s First 
Generation, Transmission and Distribution of AC  

Starting in the late 1800s, Thomas Edison, an 
inventor and a businessman developed direct 
current (DC) to provide power locally to 
facilities. DC runs continuously in one 
direction, like a battery or a fuel cell. DC is 
generated and distributed locally as it cannot 
be transmitted over a long distance because of 
significant line loss. As a matter of fact, Edison 
was the main contributor for promoting DC, 
and those days electricity distribution was a 
short-range business, driven by nearby DC 
generators. Because of this, DC was the 
standard in USA during the early years of 
electricity usage. 
 
The problem of DC is that it cannot be easily 
converted to higher and lower voltages, and 
cannot go long distance because of significant 
loss. Nicola Tesla, a scientist and an inventor, 
solved this problem with the invention of 
alternating current (AC) which reverses 
direction a certain number of times per second. 
In USA, it is 60 times (or 60 Hertz (Hz)). It can 
be converted to different voltages relatively 
easily using a transformer, and this way losses 
can be minimized for transmitting current over 
long distance with high voltage. Tesla had the 
support of George Westinghouse, a 
businessman, for this effort. 
 
Edison, not wanting to lose royalties he was 
drawing from his DC patents, began a 
campaign to discredit AC. He spread 
misinformation saying that AC was more 
dangerous, even going so far as to publicly 
electrocute stray animals using AC to prove his 
point. That is how the ‘War of the Currents: AC 
vs. DC Power’ started those days between 
Edison and Tesla. 
 
General Electric, founded by Thomas Edison in 
1892, was selling DC power using Edison’s 
patent for localized electrification of events 
such as World’s Fair. That changed in 1895. On 
July 13, 1895, the Folsom Powerhouse in 
Sacramento, California, became the first 

facility to transmit high-voltage AC over long-
distance transmission lines using hydroelectric 
power. It brought electricity to Sacramento 
over a 22-mile-long transmission line using 
newly-invented AC generators by General 
Electric, recently-invented high voltage 
transformer by Stanley Transformer, and 
hydro turbine invented by John B McCormick. 
The facility generated three-phase 60 Hz AC 
electricity which is the standard in the USA 
today, and supplied power to Sacramento 
businesses such as Buffalo Brewing, as well as 
the California State Capital Building and the 
city’s streetcars. 
 
On the 126th anniversary of the achievement, 
on July 13, 2021, the Folsom Powerhouse was 
commemorated with an IEEE Milestone. The 
IEEE Sacramento Valley Section sponsored the 
nomination. The dedication ceremony is on the 
facility’s Facebook page. 
 
Administered by the IEEE History Center and 
supported by donors, the Milestone program 
recognizes outstanding technical development 
around the world. 
 
Stepping into electricity distribution 
from logging industry 
 
Horatio Gates Livermore moved from Maine to 
California in 1850 during the Gold Rush in 
pursuit of riches, according to the history of 
Folsom and the Facility, which is now a State 
Historic Park. After 12 years of mining gold, 
however, Livermore became more interested in 
building a logging business and sawmill. He 
sought to use water wheels powered by the 30- 
mile-long stretch of the American River to 
operate sawmills and other industrial plants in 
the Folsom area. The river runs from the Sierra 
Nevada mountains to downtown Sacramento, 
where it connects to the Sacramento River. 
 
In 1862, he and his sons, Horatio Putnam and 
Charles Edward, bought Natoma Water and 
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Mining, in Sacramento, to turn the dream into 
reality. The company owned a network of 
dams, ditches, and reservoirs that supplied 
water to the numerous gold mines located 
around the American River, according to the 
facility’s website. 
 
In the mid-1860s, the company started 
construction on a dam in the town of Folsom to 
provide a pond that would store the logs cut in 
the higher foothills before they were sent down 
the river to the sawmill. 
 
The company faced several challenges, 
including finding affordable labor, which 
delayed construction for many years. After 
Livermore died in 1892, his sons were able to 
complete the project by hiring inmates at the 
San Quentin prison. 
 
The brothers saw a business opportunity larger 
than just generating power for the sawmills - 
they set their sights on providing power to 
Sacramento with the help of a new technology 
using hydroelectric power.  
 
Bringing AC Electricity to Sacramento 
 
The two brothers built the first as well as one of 
the largest electric power plants in the world 
using AC generators. The Folsom Powerhouse 
main building contained four 750 kilowatt 
generators. Each generator was 8.5 feet tall and 
weighed more than 25 metric tons. The 
generators manufactured by General Electric 
in Schenectady, N.Y. were the largest three-
phase generator constructed at the time, 
according to the 1895 report in the Electrical 
Journal. 
 
A 1.8-mile-long canal parallel to the American 
River, completed in 1893, provided 
waterpower to the generators though four dual 
turbines invented by John B. McCormick. The 
turbines were powered by river water flowed 
through four 79-feet long penstocks with gates 
to regulate the flow and could be closed to turn 
off the water. 
 
The output voltage of the generators was 
increased from 800 volts to 11,000 volts by 

recently-invented Stanley Transformers. 
Because of the high voltage of 11,000 volts, the 
electricity could be sent to long distance of 22 
miles without much line loss to Sacramento. 
This transmission system was developed by 
Louis Bell, chief engineer of the power 
transmission department of General Electric.  
 
11,000 volts transmission line was terminated 
in a substation in downtown Sacramento where 
it was stepped down to a lower voltage using a 
step-down transformer for distribution of 
electricity in Sacramento downtown area. This 
substation site is presently owned by 
Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) 
known as ‘Substation A’ and was built in 1895. 
 
The electric power system was provided with 
two small DC generators as backup in case of 
failure of AC generators. 
 
Horatio Putnam, Charles Edward, and Albert 
Gallatin, a partner in Huntington Hopkins 
Hardware, formed the Folsom Water Power 
Co. It supplied water to Sacramento Electric 
Power and Light, which these three men 
founded in 1892. 
 
On July 13, 1895, with two AC generators in 
operation, AC electricity was successfully 
transmitted over 22 miles of un-insulated 
copper wire to Sacramento. 
 
The facility was acquired in 1902 by California 
Gas and Electric, headquartered in San 
Francisco, and three years later became part of 
Pacific Gas and Electric. 
 
The Folsom Powerhouse provided electricity to 
Sacramento for nearly five decades. In 1952, 
PG&E donated the powerhouse to California, 
according to an article about the facility on 
PG&E’s blog. The original Folsom dam was 
removed to make way for a larger dam, and the 
facility was designated a state historic park. 
 
The Milestone plaque is displayed at the 
Folsom Powerhouse State Historic Park. The 
plaque reads: 
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Folsom was one of the earliest electrical plants 
to generate three-phase alternating current, 
and the first using three-phase 60 hertz. On 
13th July, 1895, General Electric generators 
began transmitting electricity 22 miles to 
Sacramento at 11,000 volts, powering 
businesses, streetcars, and California’s 
capitol. The plant demonstrated advantages 
of three-phase 60 hertz long-distance 
transmission, which became standard, and 
promoted nationwide development of 
affordable hydropower. 
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The Folsom Powerhouse in California was the first facility to send high-voltage alternating 
current over long-distance transmission lines. It brought electricity to Sacramento over a 
35-kilometer-long distribution line using newly invented AC generators and hydroelectric 

power.
.  
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Short Story                                                                                                                 Anaya Bhattacharyya 

The Mask
Fay Mellark’s eyes were fixed on the clock, 
eagerly glancing at the time. Only a few months 
ago, she had moved to Granite City, and she 
had already developed a reputation as a weirdo. 
With her cropped red hair and her thick 
glasses, she could easily be seen as a nerd, but 
not only did she have unfortunate looks, she 
always wore a gray mask. Day in and day out, 
that piece of gray fabric always covered her 
little face, even when eating. No one else wore 
a mask, and when someone asked her why, 
she’d shrug her shoulders and walk away, 
giving her the reputation of a freak. Now, 
whenever Fay took a seat somewhere, people 
would slowly inch away from her, sometimes so 
far that they’d fall out of their chairs. The only 
person who seemed to tolerate her was her dear 
friend Fiona, a popular girl with the humanity 
to hang out with her. 
 
Briiing! The bell rang for lunch.  
 
Five minutes later, Fay and Fiona sat down at 
their usual spot on the low wall surrounding 
the gym.  
 
“Fay, why'd you wear the mask?” Fiona asked. 
 
Fay picked at the chipped pink nail polish on 
her pinkie. “Cause.” 
 
“Cause what? That isn’t an answer, you know.” 
 
Fay looked down at her friend’s shoes and 
began to study her friend from top to bottom. 
Pink Vans. Shaved legs. Shorts the exact same 
color of her nails. She didn’t dare look up 
anymore, for those blue eyes would lock in with 
hers the next moment. 
 
“I know you don’t want to see my face, but I 
want to see yours,” Fiona suddenly said after a 
minute of silence. 
 
“I don’t want you to see it.” 
 
“Why?” 
 

Fay sighed. “Covid.” 
 
Seriously? Fiona rolled her eyes. Last October, 
the CDC had given full approval for the vaccine 
for children under 12, and within a month, at 
least 200 sixth graders had gotten the first 
shot. By April, the WHO had announced that 
worldwide Covid cases had become zero, and 
everything was fine. Now, businesses were 
reopening, people were going to restaurants, 
and it seemed like the world had finally gone 
back to normal. When the CDC said masks 
were no longer needed, districts nationwide 
lifted the mask mandate. Fay was now the only 
one who even wore one. 
 
“But there’s literally ZERO Covid cases. 
ZERO!” Fiona made the “0” sign with her 
hands.  
 
“I don’t care,” Fay shot back with a harshness 
Fiona had never heard before. “It’s not safe.” 
She flung herself away from her and wrapped 
her flannel jacket around herself. 
 
Silence. 
 
“Fay, you know that it’s safe, isn’t it?” 
 
She didn’t reply. 
 
“Do your parents tell you to wear it?” 
 
“No,” Fay replied. 
 
“Then see? You can take off your mask for once. 
Unless…” Fiona’s voice trailed off. “Do you 
have a facial deformity? I won’t run away from 
you.” 
 
“No.” 
 
“Are you going to?” 
 
“Fine! I’ll do it!” Fay whipped around and faced 
her popular friend. “When do you want me to 
do it? The count of three?” 
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Fiona, obviously delighted at the thought of 
seeing her new friend, immediately agreed. 
Maybe she looks really pretty underneath that 
mask, like a princess, Fiona thought. “Three, 
two, one…” 
 
Fay ripped off her mask as Fiona gasped.  
 
Underneath the mask was nothing. Literally 
nothing. She didn’t seem to have a mouth or a 
nose or cheeks or even flesh underneath it. 
Instead, there was blackness, like the night sky. 
However, after blinking a few times, Fiona 
realized it was the night sky. There were 
colorful clusters of pink and purple space 
matter and stars, but it soon seemed to 
surround a black hole. Fiona may have been 
hallucinating, but she felt the gravitational pull 
of it. 
 
Fiona managed to stutter out, “Wh-what???”  
 
Fay laughed. “Silly earthling. You can’t even 
handle taking a little look at the galaxy, can 
you?” It seemed when Fay ripped off her mask, 
her voice had changed as well to a cold, robotic 
voice.  
 
Fiona cringed, and she gripped the wall. The 
pull was even stronger now.  
 
“You, dear Fiona, were too narcissistic to ask 
me where I moved from. Well, I came from the 
planet Zorgel. Zorgel was such a beautiful 
planet, more beautiful than your puny earth-
minded brains can imagine.” 
 
The pull kept tugging her in, and Fiona had to 
crawl into a bear hug to keep her ground.  
 
“Then one day, our dear home was destroyed 
by another rival of ours, so now we need a new 
one. And that’s earth. Now I suppose there 
won’t be humans anymore. That’s what we do 
back home. We get rid of things we don’t need.” 
 

Fiona’s hands curled around the bricks of the 
wall with all her might. 
 
“Well, I guess it’s goodbye now. Goodbye.” 
 
Zap! Fiona was lifted into the air! Her fingers 
were slowly losing grip on the brick.  
 
Three fingers on. Two fingers on. One finger 
on…. 
 
And Fiona was sucked into the portal as Fay 
began reaching for her mask. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Anaya Bhattacharyya is a 7th grader in Folsom, 
CA. 
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Travel                                                                                                                                      Siddhartha Dey 

A Road Trip 
As a family, we were planning to do a trip for 
Spring Break because we knew that it was 
coming. My parents have been in the US for 
over 18 years, but in these years, we didn’t 
really go on any “real” road trips, so this year, 
we finally planned to go on a road trip. We 
wanted to visit wonderful national parks and 
some iconic canyons. While we were planning, 
some friends wanted us to visit their places, so 
we decided to add those to our road trip. This 
was going to be a very exciting road trip for us.  
 
After the plan was made, we packed up a lot of 
supplies for the trip, including clothes, books, 
movies, snacks, and a lot of stuff. We were quite 
excited to go on the trip and were waiting for 
Spring Break to arrive, but we planned all that 
in March, so it was a long time before Spring 
Break could arrive. Since we were going to 
different states, there would be really long 
drives. We packed movies and a DVD and Blu-
ray player to watch those movies.  
 
We did plan all of that beforehand and we made 
it final that we are going as per plan, but 
something unfortunate happened. A week 
before April, I felt a bad pain in a tooth that was 
chipped way back in November 2021 while 
playing “catch catch”. It hurt so bad and I felt 
so bad that we almost had to cancel the trip. 
After a dental appointment, we figured we only 
needed to do a few changes. Per my dentist's 
advice, we canceled going to Bryce Canyon 
because it is at a high altitude and the tooth 
pain would get worse if we went up that high. 
We could still do the trip, except the Bryce 
Canyon part was canceled and we postponed 
our start date (originally April 14) to April 15. 
 
Finally, the day came, and we started our trip 
on April 15, our first destination was Riverside 
at our friend’s house. To get to Riverside, we 
had to do a very long drive, so it would take us 
till nighttime to get there. We took a lunch 
break on the way. We ate at McDonalds and the 
food was good. When we got there, we had too 
much fun staying the night there. That night 
Rishan and Joshil wouldn’t go to bed as they 

loved playing laser tag. It was after midnight 
when we went to bed. Mom and dad were in a 
nostalgic mood with Piyush uncle and Bindiya 
aunty while talking about Sacramento. I was so 
happy for them. We saw them after a long 5 
years. We played pool over there. Uncle taught 
us how to play pool. It was an interesting game. 
It was so great to see that Joshil had learned a 
lot of trick shots.  
 
The next day, we headed out to go to Chandler, 
Arizona, where another friend of ours lives. 
Before leaving, aunty packed hash brown 
sandwiches, lots of snacks, and chocolates for 
lunch to eat on the way. When we were on our 
way to Chandler, we watched some movies we 
had packed. The one I liked was the Home 
Alone movie. On our way, though, when we 
were on I-10 near Palm Springs, we got into a 
sandstorm that whipped at our car, flinging 
dust at it. It was over 20 minutes and we got 
really scared. We crossed the Colorado River 
and saw lots of cacti. We were thrilled that we 
drove into Arizona. We took a short break to 
feel the air in Arizona. We reached our friend’s 
house in Chandler that evening. We had great 
fun there. Jyoti uncle and dad cooked chicken 
on the BBQ grill. It was very yummy. I had 
great fun with Jishnu, and Rishan had a great 
time with Sai. Rishan and Sai had one thing in 
common - Beyblade and they played like crazy 
and did a lot of unseen stunts with Beyblades. 
Jishnu is a bookworm and he showed me a 
number of books that he enjoys reading. The 
next day, we left their house and went on a 
journey to the Grand Canyon. Our journey to 
nature just got started! 
 
It was a few hours drive to go from Chandler to 
the Grand Canyon. When we got there, it was a 
majestic view. This was my first time visiting 
the Grand Canyon and I realized why it's called  
“GRAND”. I was awestruck by the vastness of 
the canyon, almost speechless. We got a great 
view of the canyon from the Vista Pointe. We 
sat on a canyon rock. It was quite close to the 
edge. We sat there quite a while and I felt chills 
in my body as I was sitting on a rock which is 
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millions of years old! We started discussing the 
origin of the earth and the universe. Not only 
was it a deep canyon, it was also very broad. We 
did a small hike and visited many viewpoints. 
We saw many peaks and I could not believe that 
only a river with the help of wind has made so 
many artistic curves and peaks. 

 
After a very nice glimpse of the canyon, we took 
a two-and-a-half-hour drive to the small but 
beautiful city of canyons, Page. We stayed there 
for three days to stay submerged in nature. We 
found several good restaurants for dinner. It 
was a bit late when we reached the city Page 
from the Grand Canyon. We took away 
Mexican food and ate in our hotel room. It was 
delicious and we enjoyed it a lot - I love good 
food! But my mind kept going to how majestic 
our Lake Powell boat tour would be. Rishan 
and I were super excited and could not wait to 
see the morning sun. 
 

 
The next morning, we woke up, had an 
awesome breakfast at the hotel, and went to a 

boat station for the Lake Powell trip. We 
scheduled a time for the trip and when the boat 
arrived, we climbed onto it. There were other 
passengers, too, and we got to see a map of 
what Lake Powell looked like. It looked like a 
set of neurons. Lake Powell is what also eroded 
another canyon called Antelope Canyon. The 
tour guide told us that the water level decreased 
because of drought. He also mentioned that 
seven states and Mexico get water from the 
Colorado River, and this drought is impacting 
all these states very badly. There were lots of 
objects carved from the erosion of the water. It 
was spectacular that a lot of cool shapes were 
carved from just water erosion. 

 
After the boat trip, we went back to the hotel to 
prepare for a hiking trip down the lower part of 
Antelope Canyon. We went to a place called 
Ken’s Antelope Canyon Tours, and a tour guide, 
not named Ken, led us down to the lower part 
of Antelope Canyon. Every 10 years, a storm 
hovers above Antelope Canyon, causing a flash 
flood. The latest one so far happened in 2013. 
We had to go down steps to reach the bottom of 
the lower canyon. It was underground! When 
we finally reached the bottom of the canyon, we 
could see smooth textures on the walls of the 
canyon. It was very beautiful. It is difficult to  
imagine that a flash flood through the canyons 
could make this awesome canyon. We hiked 
and took photos to reveal mind-blowing 
illusions! There was a shark, a seahorse, and 
the woman in the wind carved into these 
underground caverns. There was another 
shape where there was an opening in such a 
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way that it looked much like a sunset. The 
colors were beautiful as well: red, dark brown, 
maroon, all kinds of colors! When we got out of 
the canyon, it looked like the entire canyon was 
just a crack in the ground. 
 
That evening, we went to see the Horseshoe 
Bend. The Horseshoe Bend was the Colorado 
River, bent around a cliff to make it look like a 
horseshoe. It was beautiful! There was also a 
rock stacking area where we could stack small 
rocks to build a rock tower.  We stacked some 
rocks and made a tower with a small rock on 
the bottom and a smaller rock on the top. 
People say if we go back 100 years later, this 
rock stack would still be there! That same 
night, we went to a fancy restaurant, named 
Sunset 89. There, we ate some scrumptious 
dinner. It was delicious, and we enjoyed it.  

 
The next day, we took a tour of the Upper 
Antelope Canyon, just a cavern above ground. 
While the Lower Antelope Canyon looked like a 
crack in the ground, the Upper Antelope 
Canyon was an above-ground canyon. When 
we went inside, it was much brighter than the 
Lower Antelope Canyon. In that part, there 
were also some objects carved from erosion just 
like the Lower Canyon, like a heart, a crack, and 
a light beam. We took photos of the objects 
carved from the natural process of erosion, and 
then we finally got out of the cavern. It was very 
windy. That was why there was sand falling 
when we were inside the upper canyon. The 
wind almost blew my hat away, but I caught it. 

Later, we went back to our hotel and relaxed 
after our long hike. 

 
Towards the evening, we packed up all of our 
stuff to go to Utah. While we drove, we watched 
some movies on our double DVD/Blu-ray 
player. We hit the Arizona/Utah border three 
times. We hit the border up north once towards 
the beginning when we were near Lone Rock. 
We were in Utah. It was very windy. We 
stopped to see the rock, and the car door flew 
open when we opened it because of the wind. It 
was almost impossible to close the door. We got 
driving again, and then we hit the border again 
down south, this time taking us back to 
Arizona. We had to drive a lot to get back to 
Utah. Our next hotel was in La Verkin in Utah. 
We got dinner from a Peruvian restaurant and 
took it to our hotel room. Our room was on the 
first floor, and as we ate and slept, I thought of 
our upcoming hike at Zion National Park. 
 
The next day, we went to Zion, a national park 
that is at the bottom of a canyon eroded by a 
river called the Virgin River. Our first stop was 
Stop 9, the Temple of Sinawava. There was a 
hiking point where we could go down to the 
Virgin River. Down at the Virgin River, we took 
off our socks and shoes. We then set foot on the 
rocks that were in the water. When our feet 
touched the water, it was super-duper cold, but 
we later got used to it. We threw small stones at 
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a very large stone. One of the stones was big 
enough to break when it hit the large stone. We 
got out of the water, and then went to the main 
part of Zion National Park.  On our way, we saw 
a big lone rock and saw two people attempting 
to climb that rock, which is very dangerous! We 
then completed a Zion Ranger Handbook and 
took an oath to be a junior park ranger. We 
then took a bus back to the stop where we had 
parked our car in Springdale. We ate dinner at 
a Thai restaurant and the food was very 
delicious with Zion mountains as our 
backdrop. We went back to our hotel, and 
Rishan and I discussed the Dinosaur museum 
we were going to visit the next day. 

 
The next day, we ate breakfast and then packed 
up our stuff to go to Las Vegas. Before going to 
Las Vegas, we made a stop at the St. George 
Dinosaur Museum. There was stuff that had to 
do with dinosaurs in the early days, like fossils, 
track marks, etc. There were some videos of 
dinosaur features and some discovered ground 
features that lead to the thought of dinosaurs. 
There was a ground feature where we could see 
small footprints, large footprints, raindrops, 
and mud cracks (cracks that happened when 
the ground dried up). There was a lab where 
scientists cleaned the fossils to get the dirt out 
so that the shape stays there. We said goodbye 
to dinosaurs and hit the road again. On the way, 
daddy asked if we wanted to visit the Valley of 
Fire. We happily agreed.  Then, we made our 
way to the Valley of Fire State Park. It was a 
very sandy area, and we saw a rock that was 
shaped like an elephant, known as Elephant 
Rock. We took a lot of photos at Elephant Rock, 
and we took a few rocks as something to 
remember the trip. It was quite crazy and 
fascinating that nature carved an elephant 

from a big rock. We did an amazing three-mile 
hike over there. We eventually reached an area 
that had very wavy sand. We went almost 100 
ft down and walked through high mountains 
standing very narrowly. It was scary and we 
were almost lost. It took us almost three hours 
to find our way out. We later came to know that 
the area was once the bottom of an ocean. That 
was our last hike of the trip, and we headed to 
the bustling city of Las Vegas! 
 
On our way to Las Vegas, we watched movies 
on our DVD/Blu-ray player, and we came into 
a large city with a lot of buildings and casinos. 
We stayed at Flamingo Hotel with a casino on 
the first floor, and our room was on the 27th 
floor. It was a city-view room. We could see the 
Hotel Bellagio, Ceasar’s Palace, and a couple of 
other casinos from the big hotel window. Our 
friend, Lipi Masi, who lived there, came to visit 
us with her family. Then, we went out to get 
dinner at an Indian restaurant. The food was 
delicious, and I couldn’t stop myself from 
eating until I was full. After that, we left for the 
hotel, and when we reached, our friends had to 
go back home. 
 
When we went back into our room, we saw the 
dancing fountains of Bellagio from above. They 
were breathtaking, and we recorded them on 
video so that we could see them later. There 
were so many people on the road that night. 
Nice to see that Las Vegas never sleeps at night. 
Then, we slept, and I was thinking that we had 
so much fun during our super amazing trip, 
and it was our first road trip ever! But it was 
over now, and that was where our journey 
ended. When we left for home the next day, we 
could not stop thinking about our amazing 
journey to some spectacular state and national 
parks, and some iconic canyons. We also got to 
see some of our old friends before beginning 
our journey to the iconic canyons, state, and 
national parks. It was an amazing journey, and 
I just know that there will be another journey 
just like this. 
 
Siddhartha Dey is a 9th grader in Sacramento, 
CA. 
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Travel                                                                                                                          Anaya Bhattacharyya 

Our Family Trip to Hawaii
Oahu isn’t called the Gathering Place for 
nothing. With nearly 4.7 million visitors 
annually, this island is the most visited of the 
Hawaiian chain, known for the bustling city of 
Honolulu, its historic monument where the 
Japanese bombed the United States, and their 
world-famous beaches such as Waikiki and 
North Shore. 
 
And yet, Oahu still has so much to offer. From 
its rich Polynesian culture to the beautiful 
nature surrounding it, this island has hundreds 
of hidden treasures in store for tourists. 
 
This summer, my family was fortunate enough 
to enjoy a 10 day vacation on the shores of 
Waikiki, Honolulu, where we interacted with 
the local culture, road-tripped to amazing sites, 
and found an escape from the modern day 
stress of the Mainland.  
 
Exploring Honolulu (Days 1, 2, and 3) 
 
After a 5-hour flight across the Pacific Ocean, 
my parents and I reached the airport on July 
10th. With Hawaiian music ringing in our ears, 
we waited for a long forty minutes before our 
luggage came tumbling down the carousel and 
we walked outside in search of a taxi. 
 
When we arrived in Honolulu, I was quite 
surprised. Instead of a perfect, touristy 
paradise, it had more of an urban setting. The 
streets were lined with homeless camps, tall 
skyscrapers, and tiny mom-and-pop shops.  
Once settled into our roomy hotel room at 
Hilton’s Grand Waikikian, we set out to explore 
the beach. One part of it had a gigantic lagoon, 
about 8 feet deep and with a small island in the 
middle. We even saw aqua bikes! As we walked 
around the lagoon, our eyes feasted upon the 
wide expanse of Waikiki Beach, flooded with 
tourists, but a deep blue ocean for as far as the 
eye can see. 
 
During the 19th century, Waikiki was a wetland 
area considered a playground for royalty, until 
the 1920’s, when the government made the Ala 

Wai Canal for future development, draining the 
wetland entirely. Translating to “sprouting 
waters” in Hawaiian, this beach attracts 72,000 
tourists any given day, making up around 42% 
of the state’s tourist revenue, about 2 billion 
dollars!  
 
For the next two days, we spent the majority of 
our time on Waikiki’s white sand beach. During 
the evening, we took the chance to explore 
Honolulu’s bustling nightlife. My parents were 
pleasantly surprised at how safe it was to take a 
late-night stroll, like Tokyo. For the entire 
night, hundreds of shops are open, leaving the 
city illuminated throughout the night. One of 
our favorite places to go were the local farmer’s 
markets. Unlike the Mainland, the majority of 
Hawaii’s food is local, such as the Ahi and Mahi 
Mahi fish, the pineapples, and even the 
watermelons! 
 
On the 12th, we booked a tour of Iolani Palace, 
the last home of the royal Hawaiian family 
before Hawaii was taken over by the United 
States in 1898. The only palace on U.S. soil, it 
was built in 1882 by King Kalakaua, the last 
king of Hawaii. After his death, the palace was 
inhabited by Queen Lilioukalani, his sister and 
successor, until 1893, when she was 
overthrown. The palace was then used as the 
capitol of Hawaii until 1969. Although the 
palace is quite small by Indian standards (look 
at Victoria Memorial), it’s just as grand. The 
royal family was quite influenced by Western 
culture, from a gigantic table of delicate china 
cups, to their study, with Western books and 
maps. Despite this, they somehow integrated 
their original Hawaiian culture with their new 
one, like their coronation ceremony. After our 
audio tour, we took an Uber home and retired, 
once again, to the beach. 
 
Beyond Waikiki (Days 4, 5 and 6)  
 
The next day, on July 13, my mom’s birthday, 
we traveled to the North Shore, where we got to 
see more of Hawaii’s attractions. Before we 
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started, we went to the airport to pick up our 
rental convertible car. 
 
Even just with the car, we all had the time of 
our lives when the top was down. Hair 
whipping in our faces, we arrived at the Halona 
Blowhole Lookout, known for its gigantic 
blowholes (of course) and its beautiful view. 
We were supposed to visit the tiny cove that 
was there, but since we were all wearing fancy 
shoes, we weren’t able to.  
 
After a few more hours of driving, we reached 
the Polynesian Cultural Center, Hawaii’s #1 
visitor attraction, a park that brings the spirit 
of Polynesia to life through its six island 
villages, Samoa, Aotearoa (New Zealand), 
Tonga, Tahiti, Hawaii, and Fiji. When we first 
stepped in, I was instantly reminded of a 
Disneyland theme park, with colorful food 
trucks, signs, and little shops selling pui 
necklaces and leis. Before we visited the 
villages, we went on a tour to see Laie and the 
temple.  
 
On the tour, we were guided by two teenage 
nuns from the church, who told us about the 
history of the Center. The Mormons had started 
missions in Polynesia from as early as 1884, 
and by 1865, they had purchased 6,000 acres of 
land that made up Laie. Soon, the temple began 
attracting more and more Polynesians, and by 
the 1920s, the Mormons had successfully 
spread their message throughout all of 
Polynesia. By 1921, McKay Foyer envisioned a 
new school for higher education along with the 
recently-built temple, and in 1955, Brigham 
Young University opened. Around the time of 
McKay’s visit, Matthew Crowley finished his 
first round of missionary service in New 
Zealand, where he fell in love with the Maori 
people and the Polynesian islands. He had a 
hope to see the Polynesians each have a little 
village in Laie. In the late 1940’s, the church 
members hosted a “hukilau” - a fishing festival 
and a luau feast - as a fundraiser. This attracted 
busloads of visitors in the 1950’s, where the 
collegers performed in a standing-room crowd. 
In 1963, the Polynesian Center finally opened, 
with the college students still working here.  

After the tour, we visited the village of Samoa, 
where we got to try fire dancing (not with actual 
fire) and see villagers climb coconut trees. 
Then, we went to the theater to see “Ha: Breath 
of Life”, a presentation about all six islands. It 
was incredible, seeing the students do the 
native dances and see their life play out before 
our eyes. However, the highlight of the show 
was definitely the fire dancing. They turned 
and twisted and flipped and nearly burned 
themselves with their fire sticks, but they 
always seemed to catch it. By the time the show 
ended, it was nearly 9:30 pm.  
 
The next day, my parents and I woke up 
extremely early for a very sentimental visit to 
the national monument of Pearl Harbor. 
Although we planned to arrive at 7:00 am, we 
ended up arriving at 10:00 am. Even then, the 
memorial was bursting with visitors! After 
squeezing through the tourists into the open-
air monument, we lined up to see the U.S.S. 
Arizona, the ship that still entombed 900 
soldiers that were unable to be recovered after 
it sank in 9 minutes. However, like many other 
attractions, there was a gigantic line. When we 
asked the park ranger how long it would take, 
he told us the average wait time for someone 
who didn’t have tickets was 3-4 hours! In the 
end, me and my dad decided to do the audio 
tour while my mom waited in line (we were 
more of the history geeks, anyway). After 
walking around for a bit, we looked at the 
exhibits. The first one was about the 
relationship between the United States and 
Japan before the attack, which was already 
strained because of their rivalry for the Chinese 
market and Asian resources. The second, 
though, was about the actual attack, from 
remnants of a soldier’s clothing to a gigantic 
piece of the U.S.S. Arizona. Something I 
remember was that the pictures of the bloodied 
and burnt soldiers really affected me, and the 
attack suddenly seemed much more serious. 
 
Throughout the day, my parents kept switching 
out places in line between themselves while we 
surveyed the museums. We didn’t even get to 
eat a proper lunch! All we had were some chips 
and a few coconut cookies. Towards the end of 
our three-hour wait, my dad and I visited the 
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U.S.S. Bowfin, a submarine that went on nine 
patrols throughout the Pacific from 1943 to 
1945. The submarine was definitely my favorite 
part of the tour, especially because of the gold 
machinery, which reminded me a lot of 20,000 
Leagues Under the Sea. After a long wait, we 
finally visited the U.S.S. Arizona Memorial. The 
memorial itself was made in 1961 under the 
guidance of architect Alfred Pries. The 
depression in the middle of the structure 
signifies the low America went through after 
the attack, and the uptake symbolizes new 
victory. Although we were told to treat the 
memorial with respect by not taking 
photographs, the other tourists were proudly 
flouting the rules by snapping pictures every 
five seconds. According to my parents, I was 
the only one who was taking the memorial 
seriously! 
 
Once we stepped off the boat, we rushed to 
catch the bus to the U.S.S Missouri, the last 
battleship commissioned by the United States. 
When we arrived at the ship, it was clear that 
my dad was in “Disneyland.” For the entire 
thirty minutes of the tour, he was talking 
animatedly about the history of the ship and 
what happened where. After the tour, we 
visited the Pearl Harbor Aviation Museum, 
where my dad had even more fun. There, we 
saw the actual Japanese bomber planes used in 
the attack, the American planes used to fight 
them, and even a base that was actually 
attacked. In fact, this was the last stop Amelia 
Earhart made before she disappeared into the 
Pacific Ocean.  
 
On Friday, we headed back to the Polynesian 
Center with one of our free three-day passes. 
There, we delved even more into the Polynesian 
culture, visiting the villages of Samoa, Aotearoa 
(New Zealand), Tonga, Tahiti, Hawaii, and Fiji. 
One interesting mannerism about Samoa was 
that the men were the ones who cooked and 
cleaned. In their culture, they’re never allowed 
to see a woman cry, and with the ashes from the 
fire, the men began cooking to prevent it. The 
Maori people (Aotearoa) were more martial, 
from the famous Haka to their everyday life. 
Tonga wasn’t very interesting despite the fact 
that it was the only island that hadn’t been 

invaded by foreigners, but we thoroughly 
enjoyed Tahiti’s dancing (well, at least I 
thought it was funny when my dad had to knock 
his knees back and forth!) Sadly, by the time we 
made it to Hawaii and Fiji, the islands were 
closing up for the day. At home, we hit the bed 
immediately, exhausted from the day’s 
activities.  

 
 
End of Our Trip (Days 7, 8, 9, and 10) 
 
With most of the things on our wish list 
accomplished, we decided to take things slow 
on Saturday with a short trip to the Aloha Meet 
and Greet Stadium Sweep Marketplace, a flea 
market with great deals. Upon arriving, we 
filled our bags with trinkets of all sorts. I even 
found two premade wristbands with my name 
on it! For the rest of the day, we stayed on the 
beach, splashing in the waves and having fun.  
 
Sunday, though, was the day we set out to 
Waimea Falls, but we found out midway that 
the road was closed. We had to turn back and 
drive for another hour! However, we did get the 
chance to drive along the coastline and past the 
Dole Plantation, Pupukea, and Haleiwa. (As 
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they say, “We went there, we just didn’t get 
down!”) Finally, we arrived at Waimea, even 
though it was only two hours before closing. 
There, we saw peacocks and a native Hawaiian 
village. Although we didn’t get much time 
there, we still had a great time, and we decided 
to end the day with a trip to Sunset Beach, 
known for its beautiful sunset and gigantic 
waves. 
 
On Monday, we visited Diamond Peak, a 
dormant volcano and military fort looking over 
Waikiki’s shore, notorious for its terribly long 
and difficult hike, which we soon experienced. 
After climbing up an extremely long trail 
winding around the volcano, we clambered up 
99 steps to the military fort, where we climbed 
up even more steps! Although the views were 
spectacular, after our hike, we were sore and 
achy from walking all day.  
 
For the next few days, however, we weren’t able 
to do much, because my dad suddenly fell sick. 
While my mom and I would shop around town, 
dad would be sitting in the hotel room. The last 

day was really memorable for me, though, 
because something completely unexpected 
happened. While I was swimming (and almost 
drowning) in the ocean, a man suddenly gave 
me a gigantic floatie. I had been asking for one 
for the past few days, so it was a complete 
coincidence that I got one. For my last evening 
at the beach, I rode waves wholeheartedly while 
my mom took pictures of me laughing and 
smiling, a perfect summary of our trip. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Ah, vacation. The one thing that we all want to 
continue forever, but it never does. Hawaii was 
probably one of my most memorable trips, 
especially with trips like these being a rarity on 
the Mainland. Although our trip ended with 
three positive tests from our at-home kits, we 
still had the time of our lives. 
 
Mahalo (thank you) for reading! 
 
Anaya Bhattacharyya is a 7th grader in 
Folsom, CA. 
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Travel                                                                                                                             Suhaan Devavarapu 

Magical Trip to Rajasthan 
This summer I visited my homeland India. It 
was the longest I ever stayed in India and was 
special for various reasons. I was able to spend 
a week in Visakhapatnam with my 
grandparents, moved into a new home in 
Mumbai, and got a chance to experience the 
Indian monsoon first hand. But, my most 
favorite part of this trip was an unexpected visit 
to Jodhpur and Jaisalmer in Rajasthan.  
 
When I think of India, a few things come to 
mind. It is the land of the maharajas, novelty, 
delicious food, warm hospitality, lots of 
temples, and beautiful architecture. These are 
things that I have read in books and seen in 
movies, but to be able to experience royalty 
firsthand when we stayed at the Umaid Bhawan 
Palace in Jodhpur made this trip even more 
memorable. Another great experience was our 
trip to Suryagarh - Jaisalmer located in the far 
north-western corner of India. It is a remote 
town that used to be the former medieval 
trading center used by the silk-route travelers 
centuries ago. Located in the Thar desert, this 
trip gave me a glimpse into the old world of 
ancient India, desert life, and the colorful 
Rajasthani culture. 

 
 
I remember we planned the trip hastily, so I 
was a little skeptical about how this trip would 
turn out. We left early in the morning, and took 
a direct flight from Mumbai to Jodhpur which 
took about an hour and half. We landed in 
Jodhpur airport at about 11 o'clock, and then a 

 
six-minutes cab ride took us to the lap of 
royalty which was Umaid Bhawan Palace. This 
palace was built in 1943 by Maharaja Umaid 
Singh and was the last royal building to ever be 
constructed on Indian soil. For those who do 
not know what’s special about this place, most 
recently Nick Jonas and Priyanka Chopra got 
married here, and the Indian Royal family still 
lives in the palace. When we entered the 
premises, we were given a royal welcome. Men 
played trumpets, drums were rolled, and rose 
petals were scattered on the red carpet to usher 
us into the magnificent palace. It was quite an 
experience! We were then swiftly taken by the 
hotel manager to the palace lobby where they 
welcomed us with a variety of refreshers.  Right 
above us was this massive dome, and I was 
awestruck by its beauty and architecture. While 
we waited in the lobby, a group of performers 
played a variety of traditional Rajasthani 
music. We took a tour of the palace and were in 
awe of its sheer size and beauty. We were then 
ushered to our historical suite located at one of 
the many corners of the palace. 
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The suite stretched out pretty far, consisting of 
three rooms and a large bathroom (with heated 
bathroom tiles!!). After we made ourselves 
comfortable, we headed to the restaurant to 
have lunch. The special part about this 
restaurant was that you could basically order 
anything like garlic bread, mishti doi to laal 
maas (which is a Rajasthani mutton delicacy). 
What stood out was the servers' warm 
hospitality and their interest to try to know us 
personally. Later in the day, we explored the 
exteriors of the palace which consisted of 
beautifully curated gardens. We got to see a few 
peacocks, visited the maharajas stable, and 

walked around acres and acres of lush green 
grass. 
 
The next day, we woke up and went to the royal 
car museum which is a part of the palace. Here 
we could see all the cars the royal family used 
over the century. We saw some extremely old 
Rolls-Royces and other vintage brands. Then 
we headed to the palace museum that 
showcased how the palace was built, the royals 
who stayed there, and various artifacts that 
belonged to the palace. Incidentally I was 
feeling a bit under the weather that day, so I 
stayed back in the room while my parents 
stepped out to explore the city of Jodhpur. 
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In the evening, I decided to order in-room 
dining as I did not have the energy to step out. 
Little did I know that I would be treated like a 
prince in the palace - quite unlike in the US 
where hospitality is not necessarily over the top 
unless you are visiting a Michelin-star 
restaurant. My food came with a personalized 
server. The experience felt like I was eating at a 
proper 5-star restaurant while sitting in the 
comfort of my own room. The food was 
absolutely delicious and clearly helped me feel 
better the next day.  
 
The car ride to Jaisalmer took about 5 hours, 
thankfully the roads were great so it didn't feel 
that long. We managed to go sand-dune 
bashing on a SUV at the Thar Desert for about 
an hour after we reached Jaisalmer. Then we 
checked- in to the hotel called Suryagarh. It was 
a beautiful hotel with an open courtyard in the 
middle and it had a great restaurant as well. 
They did well in carefully preserving the 
traditions of the old world and mixing them 
with modern amenities. Our suite was decked 
up in colorful Rajasthani decor and stately 
furniture and also came with a private pool. In 
the evening, we enjoyed a cultural program 
performed by the locals, and my mom even 
took part in it.  
 
The next day we went out and explored the 
Golden city of Jaisalmer. We visited a few Jain 
temples, and our guide took us through the old 
city of Jaisalmer and showed us the military 
and prison that was built when the royals ruled 
India. People actually live in these military 
quarters which is really shocking because many 
tourists come around that place. Imagine a 
whole bunch of tourists just coming around 
your house and taking pictures. Personally, I 

would not let that slide. We walked through the 
city of Jaisalmer, while my mom shopped for 
silver jewelry. After that, we visited the 
traditional Rajasthani homes called the 
Havelis.  
 
By mid-afternoon, the temperature was 
soaring and we headed back to our hotel. I 
decided to get a foot massage which really 
helped ease my leg pain. In the evening, mom 
and I explored the hotel and its farm animals. 
There were three beautiful horses named Bhijli, 
Akash, and Badal. We also played with the 
hotel manager’s golden retriever named 
Gabbar. At night, my parents went for a special 
Thar Desert dinner, which was inspired by the 
celebratory feast of the silk-route travelers 
under the starry skies while I enjoyed some 
delicious pizza that I ordered in my hotel room 
while catching up on my favorite YouTube 
videos  
 
From the royal treatment we received at Umaid 
Bhawan Palace in Jodhpur to staying at 
Suryagarh in Jaisalmer, where they preserved 
the ancient architecture so well, my experience 
was truly out of the world. Rajasthan truly lived 
up to its name. I had a chance to explore 
beautiful Indian architecture, eat delicious 
food, and enjoy some warm hospitality. 
Everything about this trip was cranked up to 11. 
For anyone wanting to visit India, these two 
destinations should be on your must-see list. 
 
 
 
Suhaan Devavarapu is a Freshman at Granite 
Bay High School. He is passionate about playing 
the guitar, loves sports and travelling, and enjoys 
spending time with his dog Joyce. 
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Perspective                                                                                                                      Dr. Shampa Sarkar 

I Have Removed My Chain
“Mummy, why do you wear these ornaments at 
home all the time? Aren’t they itchy 
sometimes?” 
 
“Well Shona, I have to, for the well-being of 
everyone I love. You see this iron bangle on my 
left forearm? It wards off any negativity 
creeping into my marriage with your Dad, 
keeps it strong, protecting our union. The chain 
I wear around my neck is for the well-being of 
my children. It protects them from any 
potential harm. These polas are for… ” 
 
As I listened to a litany of armaments meant to 
keep everyone else safe, I was awestruck and 
filled with admiration for my Mother and all 
other women carrying the weight and 
responsibility of protecting all of mankind!!! 
She reminded me of Ma Durga!  Every human 
is born from a woman. So women were just 
handed this huge responsibility just by merit of 
being female. Just part and parcel of being a 
woman! Wow!  
 
Did they ever feel tired? What if they didn’t 
want this responsibility? Did they have a say in 
the matter? Why not? 
 
Hmmmm… 
 
I started observing things as I grew up; things 
didn’t quite add up. 
 
Men died in combat, heroes, with their wives 
widowed, bangles still on, yet separated 
forever. Was the bangle not powerful enough? 
 
Countless children fall sick, suffer and die, with 
Mothers watching tragically, helplessly - 
twisting the chains adorning their necks 
around their fingers, till they are bruised, 
urging the chains to do their jobs. I am sure 
they tried their best, prayed as sincerely as they 
could. What went wrong? 
 
And I also watched as a woman lost her 
memory, her self-awareness, her identity, still 
wearing her amulets of protection for others all 

the time. What good are those symbols of 
protection my Lady, if you don’t remember who 
you are protecting, and from what, or even who 
you are?  Who failed to protect you from losing 
yourself? 
 
Should all these women be blamed for all that 
could not be protected from harm? 
 
Can you blame someone who doesn’t have the 
power to block everything that is happening 
around her, suffering losses herself, watching 
in powerless anguish? 
 
Slowly, steadily a thought trickled into my 
mind, and started taking root, and sprouted 
tiny branches, as I opened my mind to things 
happening around me, to me… that maybe… 
maybe… life just happens… keeps happening in 
its own time and pace, no matter what I do, or 
don’t. No matter how hard I try to prevent 
something, stop it, hasten it, or make it happen, 
what will be will be. Life will move on. 
 
Life will keep moving along its own path. 
 
I can take credit for trying, but nothing else, not 
for what is happening, or will happen. Events 
will unfold whether I choose to fetter myself in 
bangles, chains, or any other culture or society 
decreed ritual, or choose to wear nothing at all. 
 
I can choose to feel angry or upset when things 
don’t go the way I was trying to manipulate 
them by weighing myself down, raving and 
ranting at the injustice of it all when I fail. 
 
Or, I could do everything in my power for what 
I feel is right and watch curiously as it turns 
around to fit the direction of motion decided by 
the Universe around me; like a child floating a 
paper boat in a stream and watching it float 
away/get stuck/sink with avid curiosity. I 
choose the paper, make the boat, let it float, and 
that’s where I have to let go. 
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I have power over my own actions and 
reactions, but none whatsoever over the 
consequences of my actions. 
 
I am like a dew drop sitting precariously on a 
leaf of one of the innumerable trees next to the 
highway of life, watching life flow by me, 
knowing subconsciously that one day I will 
evaporate, or fall off this leaf, and cease to exist, 
or maybe life will cease to exist to me. 
 
But till then, I can probably do as I please, 
believe what I want, ignore what seems illogical 
to me, and do what brings my current being 
peace and joy. For I, the little dewdrop on a leaf 
am transient too, and I can choose to do what 

feels right and choose to be happy or unhappy 
as I watch eternal life unfold its glorious wings 
and fly around me till I cease to exist. 
 
I choose to remove my chain and choose to be 
happy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Shampa Sarkar is a graduate of R. G. Kar 
Medical College, Kolkata, India. She is a 
psychiatrist and moved to Northern California five 
years ago. 
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Travel                                                                       Mahika Adishree, Sanchita and Pulak Chowdhury 

Ripped Pages from the Rockies and Arches Diaries
Riding the Steamboat 
(Pulak Chowdhury) 

 
The all-wheel-drive SUV got airborne for a 
second and landed on a puddle, generated by a 
flash stream of rainwater running across the 
dirt road; Mahika from the back seat screamed, 
“DADDY, GO SLOW!” I was like, “It is not my 
fault, the road beneath is bumpy and bruised by 
mudslides that happened during the previous 
night’s torrential rain.”  It was still drizzling, 
and Soma was talking my ear off, “Maybe, we 
should go back, this is an awful decision to go 
on this very high-grade dirt road with no phone 
signal and with two kids. We may get stuck!” I 
was also beginning to doubt my decision! 
 
This was a decision made hastily to spice up our 
yearly road trip in the Colorado Rockies. We 
did not have phone signal for the past hour, and 
did not see anyone or any car for the past 45 
minutes. I had done some of these treacherous 
car rides in previous hiking trips, but for the 
kids and Soma, it was a new experience. Should 
we go back? The only thing I knew was that I 
must see the Steamboat Rock on a horseshoe 
bend that looked so amazing in that landscape 
picture at the Quarry Visitor Center of the 
Dinosaur National Monument. 
 
We had left Sacramento four days ago and were 
just in the early part of the 12-day-long road 
trip; we still needed to cover about 2,000 miles 
and a few national parks and monuments in 
Utah, Colorado, and Arizona. It was a lazy 
Monday morning on July 26, 2021. When we 
woke up, we were thinking about a rather slow 
day. It was planned to be Vivan’s day, all about 
dinosaurs – visiting the dinosaur national 
monument and quarry, touching the dinosaur 
fossils, posing with dinosaurs, entertaining 
Vivan with more dinosaurs, statues and fossils 
alike. Luckily, when we finished everything, it 
was just past noon. We needed to be 
somewhere with a cellphone connection at 
exactly 5 pm to book our entry pass to the 
Rocky Mountain National Park for the next 
day. So, we still had five more hours to explore! 

That is when the Steamboat panorama caught 
my eye. I asked around about the panorama, 
and one park ranger told me, “It is called the 
Steamboat Rock on a horseshoe bend of Green 
River, and you should get permission from the 
Canyon Visitor Center to go there.” That visitor 
center was about 30 minutes away, and it was 
on our way to Denver. So, I proposed, “Let’s go 
there and decide if and when we get 
permission.” 

Treacherous Trail 
When we reached the Canyon Visitor Center on 
State Route 40 near Utah-Colorado border, 
cellphone signal was available. I thought if we 
came back to the visitor center by 5 pm, we 
would be fine! It was already 1 pm, so we have 
4 hours to visit the Steamboat Rock and come 
back, if we got permission. The park ranger 
said, “It rained real bad last night; the steep-
descent gravel-y road is full of loose rocks and 
maybe flooded with mountain streams in a few 
places. Will let you go only if you have an ALL-
WHEEL-DRIVE!” Bingo! We had one! 
 
I was ecstatic to get permission, but Soma and 
the kids were not sure. One-way trip to the rock 
was about 90 minutes. If we started right at 
that moment, we would only get 30 minutes to 
spend near the Steamboat Rock and the 
horseshoe bend. Was it worth it? I tried 
convincing them, “Even if we did not spend 
much time near the rock, the ride would be an 
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adventurous one with 10%-grade gravel-y road 
with lots of stream crossing. Will you not enjoy 

that?” Finally, they gave in, and we started; it 
read 1.15 pm on the clock!

 
Grand View of Steamboat Rock

First hour of the drive was alright – barren 
mountainous road with occasional sights of 
oncoming cars and a few cows with no sights of 
manmade disasters (i.e., structures, buildings, 
etc.), and obviously no cellphone signal. Only 
thing that was distracting was when the car 
tires hit occasional cattle guards on the road 
and made jarring sounds. Then, we took a 
sharp right turn and started descending on a 
winding gravel road. Road might be a 
misnomer for this; trail might be more 
appropriate. I told everyone, “Let’s buckle up – 
30 minutes of immense roller-coaster ride 
coming our way with sharp turns and sudden 
descents.” We were about to go down 3000 feet 
in the next 10 miles, at a speed of 20 miles an 
hour max. 
 
Every stream we were crossing, Soma was 
yelling, “Car might get stuck as water might be 
very deep.” Every turn we were making, 
Mahika was screaming, “We might roll over.” 
Vivan was so awestruck that he almost became 
silent. I was thinking, this might be too much 
of an adventure on a single day, out of nowhere 
with no knowledge of the terrain, and not being 
sure on how to call for help, if needed.  
 
I lost track of time and distance as I was too 
focused on the road and making cautious 
decisions while navigating the terrains. With 
every obstacle we overcame, Mahika was 
asking, “Are we there yet?” Finally, we 

descended upon a dust bowl, a small non-
picturesque valley with surrounding high 
mountains. There was no sight of Steamboat 
Rock. I was a bit underwhelmed by the dust and 
smell; one sign read “Echo Park Campground, 
0.1 miles.” I vaguely remembered the name, a 
primitive campground with no facilities near 
our destination. So, I screamed, “We are here. 
Let’s get out and find the rock.” 
 
As I came out of the car, my hiking shoes got 
half-drowned in the dust; I almost lost my 
footing. After managing to stand upright, I was 
inquisitively looking around and suddenly saw 
a corny, old guy with thick glasses coming 
toward us with his dog. Not sure how old he 
was, may be ninety or more! The dog was also 
old with only one eye. I was not sure what to 
expect, so I gently asked, “can you please direct 
us toward the river?” He said, “We are also 
heading to the river.” So, we followed. After a 
very short distance through the bushes and 
hedges, VOILA! There stood the Steamboat 
Rock, on the horseshoe bend of the mighty 
Green River. 
 
 It was a majestic view with a massive rock 
looking down, standing tall on the other bank 
of the river, looking like a steamboat with a 
giant sail coming towards us. Millions of years 
of carving and etching by the Green River  
created a grand view, that is worth every bit of 
trouble and uncertainty that we endured 
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during the past two hours. It also reminded me 
of our insignificance, how miniscule we human 
beings are compared to the grandeur of the 
universe! While enjoying sublime nature, I 
continued conversations with the old fella, 
found out he used to live in Paradise - already 
(in)famous for wildfire - 30 years ago, and 
currently lived in Southwest Colorado. He 
suggested that we drive through the valleys of 
Southwest Colorado to find other hidden 
natural gems, A.K.A., non-touristy, non-
crowded, and my kind of places! I knew right 
away that I needed to heed his advice. 
 
While gazing at the surrounding mountains, 
the horseshoe bend, and the majestic rock, I 
contemplated - Nature is always calling us, and 
sometimes we got to listen! Fortunately, we did 
that this time, and nature did not disappoint. 
Amazing nature, beautiful United States of 
America! 
 

Touching the Clouds 
(Mahika Adishree Chowdhury) 

 
“Vivan, do you think that we can touch the 
clouds from here?” I asked my little brother. 
We were on a gondola on the way to the village 
on the top of the mountain.  As you read in the 
first part, we were on a long road trip through 
the Rocky Mountains. My dad can say 
otherwise, but my favorite place during this trip 
was Telluride.  

 
From the top of a mountain 

Telluride is a town in Colorado with a 
population of about 2,500 people. The part of 
the town that we went to had three sections 
which were divided by the forests, and it was a 
long way from one section to another. The way 

to get from one part to another was a gondola 
ride! The best part was that the gondola ride 
was free, so we could take as many rides as 
possible. It was scary at first, and Vivan was 
shocked, but after a while, it got much better.  
 
In my opinion, the first section of the town did 
not have much to do; it was mainly rental 
homes and some regular homes. The second 
section was a village, and it was more fun. It 
had different activities such as the spider jump, 
and there was also a ski lift. We decided to get 
lunch before we did any activities, so we went 
to the third section first. It was a place with 
restaurants, and there was a market too. The 
market was like a Nugget. It had a deli where 
my dad ordered food, while my mom and I 
looked for souvenirs. We had a delicious lunch, 
and we were ready for some activities. My mom 
promised me that I could go on the spider jump 
after lunch. Once we got the tokens for the 
spider jump, we had to wait in the line forever. 
Vivan also wanted to go on the spider jump, so 
we were both getting impatient. I ended up 
going first, it was terrifying even if it was only 
five minutes. Vivan had a different experience; 
he had so much fun he did not want to get off, 
but in the end, he did. After that, we took a few 
more gondola rides, and my dad and I bought a 
snow cone. When we got to the car, we poured 
some mango juice inside the snow cone to 
make a mango-flavored snow cone, which 
made it even better. That, in a nutshell, is our 
great Telluride experience. You should 
definitely visit Telluride! 
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Gondola Ride and Cozy Town 
Reaching the Arches  

(Sanchita Dey) 

 
Going to the Arches National Park was on my 
bucket list for a while. Last July (2021), we 
decided to take a road trip to take a break, and 
refresh the kids’ minds before a new school 
year. I expressed my wish to Pulak, and as he 
does normally, he planned for a fabulous road 
trip to many of the places we wanted to go for a 
while. My wish was to visit Arches, our (Pulak 
and mine) wish was for Colorado, Vivan’s wish 
was to see Dinosaurs, and all Mahika wanted 
was to stay in different hotels and have good 
foods other than mom’s cooking. 

 
Mom holding kid’s hands? 

So, we took off one day and started our long 
road trip. After Salt Lake City, Dinosaur 
National Monument, and magnificent 
Colorado, it was time to go the Arches National 
Park. We reached Moab on July 30 around 6 
pm. I was so excited that I was ready to go 
immediately, but my kids were tired and 
wanted to take a break from car ride. We talked 
to the front desk people of the hotel, and they 
said to go early to see the Delicate Arch. I was 
prepared that night, packing the suitcase, 
filling up the water bottle, etc. as we would 
leave the hotel in the morning. In the early 
morning, we had a quick breakfast and packed 
a breakfast for Vivan and put him in the car 
while he was still asleep in his pajamas. We 
reached the entrance gate of the park, but there 
was no security because it was too early in the 
morning. We drove past the gate and started to 
see other. From the moment we entered the 
park, I wanted to stop at every spot, it was so 
beautiful. The landscape was mesmerizing, and 
the light of early sun made the color of the 
structures stunning. We stopped at some 

vista/viewpoints, took photos, and enjoyed the 
nice calm weather of early morning. In the 
meantime, Vivan woke up, had his breakfast, 
and I wrapped him in my scarf because he kept 
saying, “I’m cold, Mommy.”  

 
Then, we followed the signs and drove toward 
the Delicate Arch. Till then, we had no clear 
idea how to reach there. We saw, at one point, 
a sign showing “Parking is FULL”. We were like 
“What was this fuss for?” We drove past that 
area, went to the vista point to see the Delicate 
Arch. From that vista point, all we saw was a 
small arch because it was far away. I was so 
disappointed. I could see signs of people close 
to the Arch and asked Pulak, “How do they go 
there?” Pulak said “Oh I think that the parking 
lot showing FULL sign is where you can park 
and hike close to the Arch. It is a tough hike. Do 
you want to do that? If you want, I can drop you 
guys there, drive back, park the car here and 
walk 1.5 miles back to join you.” Mahika and I 
thought it would be way too much for him. I 
said, “Let’s go all together. If we find a spot, 
then you do not have to come back.” Luckily, we 
found a parking spot and we took a water bottle 
and started walking towards the trail. Vivan 
started to complain, and Mahika expressed her 
disagreement of why we had to do this because 
she admitted that she was very lazy. Pulak took 
Vivan on his shoulders; his plan was to hike all 
the way up there with Vivan on his shoulders. I 
thought for a minute; then asked Pulak to put 
Vivan down. I asked Vivan to hold my hand and 
started talking about his book. He loves reading 
books. We talked about some of his books, 
Minnie’s Alphabet Brunch, Micky’s Talent 
Show, Zoo Animals, Finding Nemo, and about 
our recent trip to a farm where he could pat and 
feed horses. So, Vivan hiked the whole path 
holding my hands. It was a 3-mile-round-trip 
hike to Delicate Arch with a 480 feet elevation 
change. It was not the elevation or the distance, 
but weather conditions (summer heat and 
winter ice) that someone needs to consider 
before making the hike. That is the reason 
visitors do the hike early in the morning on 
summer days to avoid the scorching heat.  
 
First part of the hike was difficult because of 
high elevation change, but chatting with Vivan 
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made it enjoyable, and the view was amazing. 
During the second part of the hike, the view was 
phenomenal, and at some portions, the trail 
was very narrow, we had to cross ledges. At the 
end of the trail, after crossing the narrow path 
on the mountain ridge, we found the BEAUTY, 
the most beautiful and largest free-standing 
Arch of the Arches National Park. We did it! 
Vivan got very quiet when we reached there. 
We stood in a line to take photos, he sat with 
me quietly, curiously looking around. I thought 

he was also mesmerized like his mom with the 
beauty of the Delicate Arch. It was so fabulous, 
and again I felt the charisma of the creator – 
Mother Nature. It was way bigger than I 
imagined, but the color is the exact color I 
dreamed about. The red color of the amazing 
architecture always reminds me of the Bangla 
song “Rangamatir pothe lo, … eka boshe thaki.” 
It is hard to say what is more fascinating— the 
grand view of the red structure, or the thought 
that nature is the ultimate architect.  

  
Delicate Arch from far away, on the trail to Delicate Arch and under the Delicate Arch 

The light opening beneath the arch is 46 feet 
high and 32 feet wide. According to the 
National Parks Service website, it has had more 
than a few names in its history, from the 
colorful (“Cowboy's Chaps,” “Old Maid's 
Bloomers”) to the prosaic (“Salt Wash Arch”). 
The term “Delicate” first appeared in a January 
1934 article about the Arches National 
Monument Scientific Expedition, which 
described it as “the most delicately chiseled 
arch in the entire area.” 
 
After the photo sessions, we sat quietly and 
enjoyed the view and had little snacks. Then, it 
was time to go back. My mind is fulfilled with 
joy and tranquility. On the way back, it was 
getting warmer, and we had to ration water as 
we carried only one water bottle. We talked 
about how many icecream scoops the kids 
(Vivan and Mahika) would like to have after we 

get to the visitor center. The number we heard 
was getting bigger and bigger as we were 
finishing the hike. We promised both that they 
could buy books of their choices from the 
visitor center.  
 
Eventually, we reached the parking lot, and just 
half an hour before that, Vivan drank the last 
drop of water from the water bottle. It was his 
first long hike. I thought he enjoyed it, like his 
parents. Mahika did not complain much; 
although she did not like the idea of hiking 
initially, she was very happy after getting all the 
books and souvenirs from the visitor center. 
 
 
Pulak Chowdhury and Sanchita Dey, 
longtime Utsav members, live in Elk Grove with 
their kids, Mahika (Grade 6) and Vivan 
(Grade 1).   
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Fiction                                                                                                                                     Tanima Bhadra 

The Alley 
Mira stood in front of the little blue house with 
its faded walls and flat roof. A narrow alley lay 
next to the house, unpaved, dusty. It was just 
another house, in a row of houses with small 
front yards separated by low concrete walls. 
The steps leading from the verandah to the 
front yard had chipped, patches of cement 
evidence that attempts had been made to blend 
the new with the old. Someone had carefully 
teased a creeper to clamber up a wooden trellis; 
the creeper lay on the roof, abundant green 
leaves unfurled, photosynthesizing. Many 
moons ago, Mira’s grandmother used to stand 
in this verandah and nudge chaal-kumro vines 
up to the roof.  
 
A different family lived here now, yet the 
verandah, garden, alley all beckoned to Mira, 
claiming her as their own. After all these years, 
the pull was still elemental, a dull ache that 
started under her left breast and ended with a 
sharp tug at her navel.  
 
They had spent many afternoons here, her 
brother and she - swapping stories, chasing 
iridescent dragonflies, playing make-belief. 
Afternoons filled with games, now long 
forgotten. She could still hear her brother’s 
laugh floating out to her, his childish voice 
insistent, "Didi, Didi."  
 
Two little girls were playing hopscotch in the 
alley, jumping from square to square etched 
into the dry earth. The pattern was familiar to 
Mira; she had played many games of Kith-kith 
right here. One of the girls looked up at Mira 
curiously; Mira waved at her. The girl smiled 
shyly and looked away quickly.  
 
Mira’s thoughts drifted back through time – 
what was it, a couple of decades now? 
 
 
At ten in the morning, the air was already 
shimmering on the asphalt – a foretaste of 
temperatures to follow. Nine-year-old Mira 
stood on the verandah, watching the teenagers 

who had gathered to play cricket in the alley. 
Sweat glistening on their eager faces and shirts 
plastered to their backs, they concentrated on 
setting the wickets. The heat was no deterrent 
on this first day of vacation; later in the season, 
better sense would prevail. 
 
The alley bridged the main street and a wide 
unpaved back alley. An open gutter, lined with 
cement, ran along the side of the alley. The 
drain roiled with rainwater during the 
monsoons - that day, just dust and a few dry 
leaves adorned its base. The main street was 
used by the babus in their cars and scooters; 
the maids used the back alley, often gathering 
for a chat between chores. A cow and half a 
dozen chickens, owned by the Bakshis, also 
roamed the back alley.  
 
Theirs was an industrial township where farm 
animals and fowl were forbidden. That did not 
deter the Bakshis; they let out their cow and 
chickens at sunrise, herding them back at dusk. 
They shared fresh eggs and milk with 
neighbors.  
 
Some afternoons, if you followed the sound of 
excited voices, you might see the cow with one 
end of a dress in her mouth, the other end still 
on the clothesline, and a maid swearing as she 
attempted to free the garment. Yet so 
compelling was the lure and goodwill of free 
milk and eggs, no one reported the Bakshis.  
 
In early spring, for an entire week, the children 
took over the alley for Saraswati puja. Most in 
their mid-teens, they congregated after school 
to construct the pandal, using bamboo and 
rough twine made from coconut husks. Later, 
they would drape a luxurious cream cloth with 
a gold border over the structure, string lights 
along the entry, and the abode would be 
“almost ready” for the Goddess.  
 
Mira would watch them build the pandal, 
peering out of her bedroom window well past 
midnight, longing to be part of the elite group. 
She watched them hide behind the pandal and 
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smoke - a single cigarette passed from 
scissored fingers to lips, a deep puff, and on to 
the next set of outstretched fingers and another 
set of lips. Watching this secret ritual made her 
feel like she was a member of the group; she 
belonged.  
 
Abhishek was Mira's favorite. A para legend, 
he consistently sent the cricket ball outside the 
perimeter of the park. He never failed to yell 
out a greeting to Mira or ruffle her hair when 
he walked past, arrogant in his teenage 
swagger. Unknown to him, she had decided she 
was going to marry him. Then last Saraswati 
puja, she saw Abhishek with Keka, chatting 
behind the pandal. A subdued Mira refused 
dinner that night, much to her mother’s 
vexation; she went to bed early and did not 
watch the final decorations go up.  
 
Today, the cricket game in progress held Mira's 
undivided attention. 
 
The alley was the perfect size for a cricket pitch, 
the front yards of surrounding homes making 
up the cricket field. Typically, they would have 
played in the community park, but the older 
teenagers had commandeered it that day. Mira 
sat astride the wall in their yard, her legs 
dangling, a perfect view of the pitch. She was 
too young to play, but she lent her vocal 
support, copying the cries and gestures of the 
older children.  
 
The game started well, the batting team 
amassing fours and sixes quickly. The air 
ruptured with "Howzzat" at frequent intervals. 
Now, in the sixth over, the game had slowed 
after the second batsman struck out. Mira's 
mother had already brought out aam pora 
sharbat for the group. The concoction was 
supposed to protect against the heat. 
 
Mira's attention was waning - she climbed off 
her perch and stood at the front of the alley. 
Her gaze searched out Abhishek leaning on a 
neighbor’s gate. Automatically her eyes went to 
the bowler – Keka. Keka and the runner stood 
with their backs to the back alley. Mira saw the 
Bakshis' cow turn the corner from the back 
alley. The cow's horns were enormous, curving 

into wickedly-pointed tips - heat rising off the 
horns.  
 
Unnoticed, the beast was lumbering 
threateningly towards the pitch.  
 
Mira watched in fascination as it approached, 
refusing to yell out a warning, her imagination 
running amuck in anticipation. She was silent 
as the beast walked up behind Keka, stayed 
quiet when Keka stepped back in preparation 
to build momentum for the ball, and froze 
when Keka backed into it.  
 
The beast, surprised at the unexpected 
intrusion, swung its head, hooking Keka’s dress 
in its horns, inadvertently trapping Keka 
between their pointed tips. It jerked its head to 
remove the unwanted weight and flung Keka 
high. Keka flew seven feet through the air and 
landed with an ominous thud, a limp ragdoll. 
The sound reverberated in the alley, echoing off 
the walls of houses. Someone cried out in 
anguish, but Mira’s eyes gleamed as she 
watched the ground under Keka’s head turn 
damp with blood.  
 
The beast, free of the immediate threat, 
continued to advance. Mira stepped back, 
carefully maintaining a safe distance, her eyes 
peeled unwaveringly on the beast. Suddenly 
she found herself sprawled on the ground, her 
left leg wedged in the gutter, a full eighteen 
inches below her right.  
 
A chorus of "Mira" pierced her ears minutes 
before she was surrounded by children. 
Through the donut hole of concerned faces 
above her, she saw a lone, wispy cloud float 
across the sky. With one palm braced against 
the dry dirt, she quickly pushed herself off the 
ground. Her knees and thighs were bruised, 
angry streaks of blood bright against the 
scratches. She straightened her dress; it had 
ripped where it caught between her body and 
the ground. Ma will be angry, she thought in 
dismay, her eyes shut tightly, as she brushed 
the dirt off her knees.  
 
When she opened her eyes, she saw the cow 
standing a few feet from the bowler's wicket; it 
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had stopped in surprise at the flurry of 
agitation. Mira guiltily searched the ground 
where she had last seen Keka; it was dry, a 
uniform dusty brown, with no sign of Keka.  
 
The children continued to fuss over her. 
Through the haze in her eyes, she saw Keka 
bent over near her leg. “Hush, don’t cry Mira, 
hush” she said while wiping the blood streaks 
on her knees. Abhishek stood in the circle 
around her.  
 
Mira shrugged off their concern, straightened 
her spine, and held up her head. The game 
resumed; she stayed by the wall, dazed, 
humiliated, blinking away tears, one eye on the 
cow, another firmly on Keka.  
 
The cow sat tamely, its mouth moving in 
contemplation, its ear twitching occasionally to 
flick an invisible fly, its horns harmless. Had 
she really imagined everything - in such 
vividness? She must have, for Keka was 
standing by the pitch, hunched, positioned to 
snap up the ball as it ricocheted off the bat.  
 
The sun crept along the sky; the game was 
almost over. Mira watched Grandmother 

Bakshi turn into the alley, her gait uneven from 
years of arthritis, hands clutched around a 
bundle of hay. "Karma, Karma," Mira heard her 
call to the cow. 
 
 
Mira came back to the present with a jolt. She 
had kept the incident secret all these years – 
shameful, dark,  safe.  
 
Because exactly a year after the game, Keka had 
been gored by a cow while visiting a temple 
with her mother. She had barely survived, 
needing stitches along the back of her head, 
where it had hit the dirt road. Onlookers 
reported that the ground under Keka’s head 
had turned red.  
 
Over the years, similar events had dogged Mira, 
but this here was ground zero. 
 

Tanima Bhadra is a graduate of the Indian 
Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, and has spent 
most of her career in computer chip design. She is 
currently pursuing her interests in business and 
investments. She divides her time between 
Newcastle and Southern Oregon.

 

 

 

 

 
  

Answers to India 75th Independence  day Quiz 
 

1. Hemis National Park    11. Dhola-Sadiya Bridge/Bhupen Hazarika Bridge 
2. 1911      12. Salim Ali 
3. Pir Panjal     13. Mundak Upanishad 
4. Smiling Buddha    14. Vikram Sarabhai 
5. Aryabhatta     15. Vikrant 
6. Dadabhai Naoroji    16. Chandigarh 
7. Kunchikal Falls    17. Buddhadeb Guha 
8. 1984      18. Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy 
9. E. Sreedharan     19. Pather Panchali 
10. Jim Corbett     20. UNESCO World Heritage Sites 
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Health                                                                                                                                Dr. Anupam Mitra 

Mammogram: Is It Really Needed in an Asymptomatic Woman? 
As a sequel to last year’s write-up on screening 
colonoscopy, this year I am explaining the 
usefulness of another screening test to detect 
breast cancer in women – a mammogram. I 
hope this brief write-up will help the audience 
to understand the purpose of this screening 
test, and they will consider taking advantage of 
this screening test. Let us begin. 
 
What is a screening test? 
As the name suggests, a “screening test” detects 
a health abnormality at an early stage of the 
disease when there are no symptoms present. 
The main objective of a screening test is early 
detection of a disease, so that clinicians can 
intervene in the disease at its infancy and STOP 
the disease progression. The implementation 
of this screening test in the western world 
helped to detect different cancers at a much 
earlier stage compared to resource-poor 
countries, which in turn decreased death rates 
from different cancers. Breast cancer is a good 
example in this regard. The recommendation 
for all screening tests is provided by U.S. 
Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF).  
 
A mammogram is a screening test to detect 
breast cancer at its early stage so that 
appropriate treatment can be offered to the 
patient to stop its progression, and in some 
cases the disease can be removed completely. A 
large study has shown that women who 
received periodic screening mammogram have 
dramatic reduction (~40%) in breast cancer-
related death within 10 years and a substantial 
reduction (~25%) in the rate of advanced 

breast cancer compared to those who did not 
receive screening mammogram. 
 
What is a mammogram? 
The word ‘mammary’ means breast or milk 
secreting organ. Mammography (procedure) or 
mammogram (report) is the process of taking 
images of breast (mammary) using X-rays. It is 
a specialized X-ray designed for breast only and 
uses less radiation compared to conventional 
X-rays. This procedure is not painful but may 
cause a little uneasiness for some, but the 
benefits of detecting something serious in its 
early stage outweigh the minimal discomfort.  

 
What does a mammogram detect? 
Abnormality in the breast can be detected by 
mammography. “Abnormality” does not 
necessarily mean cancer. The abnormalities 
exist in a range from benign (non-cancer) to 
malignant (cancer). If the abnormality is 
concerning for cancer, clinicians recommend 
doing a biopsy of the abnormal area to make a 
confirmed diagnosis. Pathologists see the 
biopsied tissue under a microscope and make 
the final diagnosis (benign or cancer). 

Normal Abnormal  Biopsy 
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What does the cancer look like under 
microscope? 
Breast cancers have multiple subtypes based on 
the morphology/architecture seen under 
microscope. In the simplest term, cancer cells 
look more complex (bigger, darker, 
haphazardly arranged, crowded etc.) when 
compared to normal/benign cells. 

 
Cancer 

When to start mammography? 
Per the guideline from USPSTF, women aged 
50 to 74 years old and at average risk for breast 
cancer should get a mammogram every 2 years. 
Women aged between 40 to 49 years old should 
talk to their doctor about when to start and how 
often to get a mammogram. If risk factors of 
breast cancer (family history, genetic 
susceptibility, obesity, hormonal therapy, etc.) 
exist, a mammogram can be considered at an 
earlier age based on discussions with your 
physician. 
 
I am doing self-breast examination 
(SBE), do I still need to go for a 
mammogram? 
Monthly SBE is a good way to notice any 
change which can be seen or felt during the 
examination. It is important, but it does not 
replace the need for screening mammography.  
 
Key facts about breast cancer: 
1. second-most common cancer in women. 
2. ~1 in 8 U.S. women (~13%) has a chance of 

developing invasive breast cancer over the 
course of her lifetime. 

3. Most diagnosed cancer in American 
women, the prediction is ~30% of all newly 
diagnosed cancers in women will be breast 
cancer. 

4. One of the few cancers which has a very 
good outcome (survival rate) if detected in 
its early stage, emphasizing the utility of 
screening mammogram. 

 
 
References: 
1. https://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/usp

stf/recommendation/breast-cancer-screening 
2. https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/breast/statistics/index

.htm 
3. https://www.breastcancer.org/facts-statistics 
4. Duffy SW et al. Mammography screening reduces 

rates of advanced and fatal breast cancers: Results 
in 549,091 women. Cancer. 2020. PMID: 32390151 

 
 
Dr. Anupam Mitra is Physician-Scientist at the 
UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, CA.
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Health                                                   Sanjoli Ray 

Addicted to Your Screen? 
A lot of parents must be wondering why kids 
are so hooked on tech. Searches for device 
addiction have gotten worse in the past five 
years, as have searches for social media 
addiction. Surprisingly, phone addiction and 
social media addiction are similar, especially 
for young teens who probably aren’t playing 
word games on their phones, they’re on social 
media. And according to a growing number of 
studies, it’s looking like more and more kids 
and teens are getting too addicted. What is even 
more concerning is the fact that this addiction 
could lead to some mental health problems. 
 
If one day we were all to give up our phones, 
most teens/people wouldn't know what to do 
with their free time. We have been so addicted 
to our phones that it has become our life. 
Scrolling through Instagram, Facebook, 
Twitter, and more has been our life. Forty-eight 
percent of people use their phones 3-5 hours a 
day scrolling through social media and 
believing in anything they see. That is wasting 
544 hours a year or 42,432 hours of an average 
life span.  
 
However, not all social media is mind-
controlling and bad. You can find some useful 
and resourceful stuff on the web and learn 
many great things. But spending more than 4+ 
hours a day on social media is addictive and is 
something to get rid of. Remember you only 
have one life, and one life is enough if you live 
it well. 
 
Sanjoli Ray is a 6th grader in Folsom, CA. 

 

Culinary                              Sreeparna Bhaumik 

Recipe Of Vegetable Chicken 
Ingredients: 1 lb boneless chicken, 1 medium 
bell pepper, half carrot, half medium onion, 2 
florets of cauliflower, green beans, chopped 
ginger, chopped garlic, 1 tablespoon garlic 
paste, 1 tablespoon ginger paste, 2 tablespoons 
tomato puree, soya sauce, black pepper, salt, 
sugar, 3 tablespoons white oil, 2 tablespoons 
corn flour, ¼ cup milk, 1 large egg and 1 egg 
white. 
 
Preparation Time: 30 minutes 
 
Cooking Time: 20 minutes 
 
Process: First dice the chicken and all the 
vegetables. Then, marinate the chicken with 
soy sauce, garlic paste, ginger paste, salt, pinch 
of sugar, black pepper, red pepper, tomato 
puree, one egg and one tablespoon cornflower 
for an hour. The next steps are: 
 
 Heat a pan with 2 tablespoons of oil and 

add all the marinated chicken to it.  
 Cook the chicken, with the lid on, for 10 

mins. If needed add some water. After 
that, take the chicken out of the pan.  

 Add one tablespoon of oil to the pan. 
Throw in chopped ginger and garlic and 
toss for 2/3 seconds.  

 Add all the diced vegetables and sauté 
for 3/4 minutes. Add onion and sauté 
all of them for one more minute.  

 Add adequate salt (as per your taste) 
and the half-cooked chicken. Toss for 
two more minutes.  

 Add water and let it boil for ten 
minutes.  

 In the meantime, pour milk into a bowl; 
add corn flour, egg-whites and beat 
them.  

 After ten minutes, add the mixture to 
the pan and boil for a few more seconds.  

 Turn off the stove and cover the 
vegetable chicken for five minutes.  

 Finally, serve the chicken with fried rice 
/ chow mein or have it as a stew. Always 
serve hot.  
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Spiritual                                                                                                               Swami Ishadhyanananda 

What Is in a Logo?
The summer in Kolkata is hot and humid. The 
streets remain almost empty in the afternoons. 
People avoid outdoor activities. On such a hot 
and humid afternoon in May 1897, around 40 
people gathered at the house of Balaram Bose 
in the Bagbazar area of North Kolkata. Swami 
Vivekananda, who had returned from the West 
just a few months ago, convened a meeting of 
the monastic and lay devotees of Sri 
Ramakrishna. It was Friday, May 1, 1897. 
Swamiji was staying at Balaram Bose's house at 
that time. 
 
Swamiji gave a short talk inspiring the 
assembled devotees to form an organization. 
He said that after having traveled different 
parts of the world, it was his firm conviction 
that "no good thing can be done without 
organization." That is what he saw in the West, 
the power of organization. He urged the group 
to form an Association, which would be "named 
after him, in whose name, indeed, we have 
embraced the monastic life, with whom as your 
Ideal in life you all toil on the field of work from 
your station in family life."  Swamiji, of course, 
was referring to Sri Ramakrishna. The meeting 
ended at that: the name of the proposed 
organization was not decided yet, nor was its 
objective. Swamiji was throwing some ideas.  
 
After that meeting, Swamiji had to confront 
some of the devotees, including his monastic 
brothers, who had doubts about the need for an 
organization and whether it would be in line 
with Sri Ramakrishna's ideals. Swamiji 
convinced them all, and they got onboard.  
 
They met again at the same place after five days 
on Wednesday, May 5. They decided that the 
name of the organization be "Ramakrishna 
Mission." They discussed, among other things, 
its object, mission, method of work, work in 
India, and work outside India. Swami 
Vivekananda was elected its General President.  
 
It is important, for our purpose, to look closely 
at the object of the organization: It had a two-
fold objective: "(i) To propagate the principles 

propounded by Sri Ramakrishna and 
illustrated in his own life for the benefit of 
humanity, and (ii) to help humankind in the 
practical application of those principles to their 
spiritual, intellectual, and physical needs."  
 
Four Yogas 
 
Now, the question is: What are the "principles 
propounded by Sri Ramakrishna and 
illustrated in his own life"? Sri Ramakrishna 
illustrated many spiritual principles in his life: 
He demonstrated that it is possible to realize 
God, that God-realization is the ultimate 
purpose of human life, and that all religions are 
different paths to reach the same goal, and so 
on. Among these principles, which ones were 
Swamiji referring to? Alternatively, which ones 
were uppermost in his mind? Most 
importantly, what were the spiritual principles 
that the members of the organization should 
aspire to?  
 
Swamiji rarely spoke publicly about Sri 
Ramakrishna in the West. He, however, gave 
two talks on Sri Ramakrishna in 1896, one in 
New York and the other in London. These two 
talks were clubbed and published as "My 
Master" in the Complete Works of Swami 
Vivekananda. In that lecture, he says that "A 
man may be intellectual, or devotional, or 
mystic, or active; the various religions 
represent one or the other of these types. Yet it 
is possible to combine all the four in one man, 
and this is what future humanity is going to do. 
That was his (Sri Ramakrishna's) idea." 
(Emphasis added). Let us note that Swamiji 
thought that a combination of four yogas would 
be "what future humanity is going to do", and 
"that was Sri Ramakrishna's idea."  
 
We notice the same emphasis on combining 
four yogas in the guiding principles for the 
monks that Swamiji framed in 1898. The 
monastery was then situated in Nilambar 
Babu's Garden House in Belur (Belur Math was 
yet to come up). Swamiji, while forming the 
rules to guide the life of the monks, emphasized 
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that "the object of this Math is to form 
characters combining Jnana, Bhakti, Yoga, and 
Karma."  
 
Then, in January 1900, during his second visit 
to the United States, Swamiji gave two talks on 
Universal Religion in Universalist Church, 
Pasadena, Southern California. In these two 
talks, Swamiji spoke about a future religion 
that would be universal in its scope, acceptable 
to all, and resonate with all. Swamiji tells his 
audience that the closest ideal of a universal 
religion is a combination of four yogas which 
"will be the ideal of the nearest approach to a 
universal religion. Would to God that all men 
were so constituted that in their minds all these 
elements of philosophy, mysticism, emotion, 
and of work were equally present in full! That 
is the ideal, my ideal of a perfect man… To 
become harmoniously balanced in all these 
four directions is my ideal of religion." 
(Emphasis added)  
 
Thus, we see that, according to Swami 
Vivekananda, who understood Sri 
Ramakrishna the best, Sri Ramakrishna's idea 
of religion was the integration of the four yogas. 
According to Swamiji, this should also be the 
guiding principle of the life of the monks who 
are at the core of the Ramakrishna Mission. 
Furthermore, according to him, that was his 
ideal of religion, and that is what the future 
humanity is going to do. Indeed, the 
integration of four yogas lies at the heart of the 
Ramakrishna Movement. 
 
The Logo 
 
That is what the logo of the Ramakrishna 
Mission symbolizes. Swami Gambhirananda, 
in his book History of the Ramakrishna Math 
and Mission, observes that "After the Math and 
the Mission had their men, money, 
programme, rules and actual work, another 
thing that caught Swamiji's attention was to 
devise an emblem that would tell the public at 
a glance of the ideas behind the twin 
institutions and also remind the Math and 
Mission members of the goal they were called 
upon to attain. The emblem, in short, was to 

depict Shri Ramakrishna's message in a visual 
form". (Emphasis added)  

 
That visual representation, the logo, came into 
existence casually one July morning in 1900 in 
New York during Swamiji's second visit to the 
United States. "At that time, the Vedanta 
Society of New York was definitely established 
and occupied a modest house in Fifty-eighth 
Street," writes Laura Glenn (later Sister 
Devamata), "… the Swami was sitting at the 
breakfast table one morning when the printer 
arrived. He said he was making a circular for 
the Society and wished to have an emblem to go 
on it. Could the Swami suggest something? 
Swamiji took the envelope from a letter he had 
just received, tore it open, and on the clean 
inner surface drew the waves, the Swan, the 
lotus, and the sun circled by a serpent… He 
threw the bit of paper with the design on it 
across the table and said, 'Draw it to scale.' 
Henry van Haggen, the printer, was an able 
draftsman as well as a printer. He converted 
the rough sketch into a finished drawing."  
 
Swamiji's instantaneous logo drawing suggests 
that the integration of four yogas as the ideal of 
Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission 
was sitting at the back of his mind for a long 
time. It only needed an urgency to express.  
 
Soon after designing the logo, he wrote to 
Josephine MacLeod on July 24, 1900, 
explaining, for the first time, the ideas behind 
the logo: "The sun = Knowledge. The stormy 
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water = Work. The lotus = Love. The serpent = 
Yoga. The swan = the Self. The Motto = May the 
Swan (the Supreme Self) send us that. How do 
you like it?"  
 
Swami Vivekananda explains the symbolism of 
the logo in more detail to artist Ranadaprasad 
Das Gupta, at Belur Math in 1901, after his 
return to India: "The wavy waters in the picture 
are symbolic of Karma; the lotus, of Bhakti; and 
the rising-sun, of Jnana; the encircling serpent 
is indicative of Yoga and the awakened 
Kundalini Shakti, while the Swan in the picture 
stands for the Paramatman (Supreme Self). 
Therefore, the idea of the picture is that, by the 
union of Karma, Jnana, Bhakti, and Yoga, the 
vision of the Paramatman is obtained."  
 
The logo also has an inscription at its bottom: 
tanno haṃsaḥ pracodayāt, “May the 
Paramatman, Supreme Self, [symbolized by] 
the Swan (hamsa), awaken our [higher] 
understanding.” Let us not forget that this 
inscription is part of a longer mantra called 
paramahaṃsa gāyatrī: oṃ haṃsāya vidmahe, 
paramahaṃsāya dhīmahi, tanno haṃsaḥ 
pracodayāt. “We know the Hamsa to be 
identical with Paramatman. Knowing thus, we 
meditate on the Paramahamsa, the supreme 
Swan, which is none other than the 
Paramatman. May that Swan direct us to the 
supreme goal.” 
 
Interestingly, the people of then Calcutta knew 
Sri Ramakrishna by the name "Paramahamsa" 
because he was initiated into the Paramahamsa 
class of Sannyasins, monks. In fact, he was 
more popular by the name "Paramahamsadev" 
than by Sri Ramakrishna. Does the Great Swan 
of the logo, then, represent Sri Ramakrishna? 
Was it in Swamiji's mind when he drew the 
logo?  
 
Who can tell!  
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Travel                                                                                                                                           Shyamal Roy 

A Journey to the Canyons 
Due to significant geological phenomena over 
millions of years, America has some of the most 
awesome canyons in the west – they are a 
photographer’s paradise. 
 
So, when my IIT Kharagpur friend Subhajit 
“Bhoba” Roy Chowdhry (not related) called me 
from Bangkok wanting to go for a road trip 
through the canyon lands, I was all for it and 
ready to go. Bhoba came into Sacramento, and 
after a round of parties with many IIT 
Kharagpur friends, it was time to go. 

 
Subhajit and me 

 
We took the flight from Sacramento to Salt 
Lake City, where our rental 4-wheel drive SUV 
was waiting. Without delay, we started to go 
across Utah for our first stop at Moab. Utah has 
some of the best roads, so the drive was long 
but pleasant. After checking into our hotel, we 
went straight to Arches National Park to do 
some photography in the dusk light; the great 

arches silhouetted against brilliant stars made 
it a beautiful subject to capture. Although 
technically difficult, we applied our camera’s 
long exposure capabilities to create some 
memorable photographs. 
 
The next morning after breakfast, we set out for 
our next destination - Monument Valley NP. 
There is just one hotel inside this National Park 
run by the Native Americans. All rooms in the 
hotel face the sunrise to allow great 
photography of the towering buttes silhouetted 
against the rising Sun. 
 

 
Sunrise Monument Valley 

 
After our great photography session in the 
morning, we set out for Page, Arizona, to visit 
the Antelope slot canyon. Over centuries a river 
has cut through the mountains to create the 
slot canyons. This is a must-visit destination 
for photographers to capture the fantastic light 
and shade play inside the canyon. 
 
After a great dinner and restful stay at Kanab, 
it was time to leave early in the morning for 
Zion National Park and then onto Bryce 
National Park. 
 
We photographed Bryce at sunset as well as 
sunrise. The rock formations offer great 
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opportunities for creating compositions in the 
camera.  

 

Shimmering rocks – Antelope Canyon 
From Bryce, it was an easy drive back to Salt 
Lake City airport and a flight back to 
Sacramento. The beauty of the canyons will 
always stay in our memories and in the 
photographs we captured. 
 
 
Shyamal Roy was born in Old Delhi in India and 
is a graduate of the Indian Institute of Technology, 
Kharagpur. He studied photography under 
various masters in Paris, France, and attended the 
Nikon School of Photography. 

 

Bryce Canyon 
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Travel                                                                                                                           Biswanath Mukherjee 

33G Notebook: Chongqing, China 
33G is a travel notebook… penned by the 
author for Chowrongee since 2005.  This 
edition of 33G Notebook covers Chongqing, 
which the author was fortunate to visit with 
his wife in 2016. 
 
Chongqing (pronounced Chong-shing) is a 
mid-size city in southwestern China. While 
most (first-time) travelers to China visit Beijing 
or Shanghai, Chongqing is the first city which 
my wife Supriya visited in China. It was hosting 
the Chinacom conference in September 2016, 
where I was invited to be a Plenary Speaker by 
Professor Nigh-Hai Bai of Chongqing 
University of Posts and Telecom. Ning-Hai was 
a visiting researcher in my lab at UC Davis for 
a year in the past. 
 
Chongqing has many similarities with San 
Francisco, according to the locals.  It has hilly 
terrain, with significant water bodies; and it is 
home to many leading Information Technology 
(IT) companies such as IBM, Honeywell, 
Deloitte, among others. 
 
Chongqing is located at the confluence where 
the Jialing River dumps its waters into the 
Yangtze, a river which has fascinated me from 
high-school geography. The Yangtze flows very 
fast here. You might have heard of the Three 
Gorges, which are downstream on the Yangtze, 
and enjoyed by tourists on riverboat cruises.  
Their beauty, history, and geography are 
captured in the Three Gorges Museum in 
Chongqing, which we got a chance to visit. 
 
Chongqing is in Sichuan Province, whose 
bigger and more famous city is Chengdu, home 
of the pandas.  The Sichuan cuisine is very hot 
and spicy, with hot pot being a major dish; but 
my host Ning-Hai wouldn’t let me try it because 
of its spiciness. During our weeklong visit, 
Ning-Hai took us sightseeing to several 
interesting places. 
 
 
 
 

Dazu Caves 
 
Dazu Caves are located about 100 km west of 
Chongqing. Our Chinese tour guide, “Daisy,” 
showed us various Chinese religious sculptures 
and carvings at this UNESCO World Heritage 
Site. The carvings date back to the 7th century 
AD, showing the influence of Buddhist, 
Confucian, and Taoist beliefs.  I was 
particularly fascinated by the Bodhisattva and 
Amitabha rock carvings of Buddha’s 
incarnations… to see these Indian names I am 
familiar with in the middle of rural China! 
 
A museum at Dazu Caves showed how the art 
of rock carvings traveled over the centuries, 
from Elephenta, Ajanta, and Ellora Caves (in 
India) to Bamiyan Caves (in Afghanistan) to 
various other locations in China.  A huge 
Buddha sculpture used to exist at the Bamiyan 
Caves… but, sadly, “before” and “after” photos 
showed how the Taliban destroyed the famous 
Buddha. 
 
Wulong 
 
The Wulong Karst National Geology Park was 
the site for another day trip. Located about 170 
km east of Chongqing, it is also a UNESCO 
World Natural Heritage Site.  Our tour guide 
this time had a more-interesting name, “Zero”. 
Walking through the large park, one can enjoy 
several karst landscapes – gorges, natural 
bridges, caves, and underground streams. The 
park’s three karst environments, each formed 
separately, are awe-inspiring.  (Karst is a type 
of landscape where the dissolution of the 
bedrock creates sinkholes, sinking streams, 
caves, etc.).  
 
Wulong is particularly famous for shooting of 
the film Transformers. After an early dinner, 
we enjoyed an outdoor, holographic light-and-
sound show on Wulong’s history. 
 
Tailpiece 
The end of any wonderful trip makes one a bit 
sad.  But our sadness was shortlived, as our 
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next stop on this trip was Kolkata… to enjoy 
Durga Puja in the City of Joy after many, many 
years! 
 

 
Fast-Flowing Yangtze River, and a Cruise 

Ship. 

 
Is that a sword? (With Ning-Hai Bao at 

Wulong.) 

 
An Ancient Village at Wulong Park. 

 
Stone Carving in Dazu Caves. 

 
Biswanath Mukherjee is a Distinguished 
Professor Emeritus (and Past Chairman) of 
Computer Science at University of California, 
Davis, where he has been for the past 35 years. 
Readers can visit the author at: 
http://networks.cs.ucdavis.edu/bmukherjee.html 
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রম রচনা                                                                                                                                             িমথুন চ বতী 

ব াকরণ-িব াট 
[বাংলা ব াকরণ ও বা ারা িনেয় িকছু ভাবনা, িকছু ]

১. অকারািদ িবপরীতাথক শ  
 
িবেশষ , িবেশেষ র িবেশষণ িকংবা ি য়ািবেশষেণর আেগ 'অ-' (অথবা 
শ িট িনেজ রবণ িদেয়  হ' ল 'অ ') ভাগিট জেুড় িদেয় তার 
িবপরীতাথক শ  গড়ার রীিত সং ৃেত ও সইসেূ  বাংলােতও আেছ – 
এই শ িল হয় ন তৎপু ষ নয়ত নঞথক ব ীিহ সমাস-িন ); 
অিধকাংশ ে ই মূল শ  ও তার এই অকারািদ িবপরীতাথক শ  
উভেয়র ব বহারই চােখ পেড়। যমন, কাজ-অকাজ (িবেশষ ), গভীর-
অগভীর (িবেশষণ), দূের-অদূের (ি য়ািবেশষণ) ইত ািদ। তেব সব 
শে র এইধরেনর িবপরীেতর েয়াগ দখা যায় না আর সিট খুবই 

াভািবক -- কান াণী িবড়াল না হেল বা কান িবড়াল িবড়ােলর মত 
আচরণ না করেল তােক 'অিবড়াল' বলা ব াকরণস ত (ও যুি স ত) 
হেত পাের, তবওু কাউেক বলেত িনিন ( ধ ু'অমানুষ'ই েনিছ); 'বৃ ' 
বলেত আপি  থাকেল 'বয় ', 'বেয়ােজ ', 'বষীয়ান', ' বীণ' ইত ািদ 
বলা হয়, কউ 'অত ণ' বেল না; কান ঘটনার পূবাভাস পাওয়া গেল 
বলা হয় না য সটা 'অহঠাৎ' ঘেটেছ। 
 
িক  খয়াল কেরেছন িক -- বাংলায় এমনটা আকছার হেয় থােক য, 
মূল শ টা তমন পা া পায় না অথচ তার অকারািদ িবপরীতাথক শে র 
বাজার সরগরম? খয়াল ক' র না থাকেল এখন ক ন, কেয়কটা 
উদাহরণ িদি । 
 
সাদািসেধ মানুষেক আমরা ‘অমািয়ক’ বিল তা? তাই বেল কােরা 
কৗিটল -কাপেট র মাণ পেল িক তােক 'মািয়ক' বলেবন? 

নািক সমু  অগাধ, তাই হাঁটুজেলর ' ছাট নদী'-টােক 'গাধ' -- িকংবা 
'নদী' ীিল  বেল 'গাধা' -- বলেবন? [সং ৃেত 'গাধ' শ িট 'অগভীর 
জলম  ান' এই িবেশষ  েপ ও 'অগভীর' এই িবেশষণ েপও ব ব ত 
হয়।] 
 
আবার ধ ন ঘাষবাবরু ছেল ডা াির বা ইি িনয়ািরং বা ম ােনজেম  
পাশ করেল িতিন িক  কখনই বলেবন না, "আমার ছেলটা একটা আ  
পদাথ!" 
 
'আিবল' শে র অথ কলুিষত, অপিব  ইত ািদ -- আমরা িক  িনমল 
অেথ 'অনািবল' কথািট ব বহার ক' র থািক ( যমন -- একিট 
কুকরুছানােক আদর ক' র য আন  হয়, তােক আমরা অনািবল আন  
বলেত পাির) িক  তার িবপরীত অেথ 'আিবল' কথািট ব বহার কির না 
( যমন -- সই ককুুরছানািটর উপর অত াচার ক' র কউ যিদ আন  
পায়, সই আন িটেক পশািচক বা িবকৃত বলেলও সচরাচর আিবল 
বিল না)। 
 
একইভােব 'অবদ ' বলেত িন নীয়, দাষযু  বাঝায়, তেব আমরা 
কবল কানিকছুর ভূয়সী শংসাই ক' র থািক 'অনবদ  হেয়েছ' ইত ািদ 

ব' ল। 

আর সবেশেষ ভাবুন য, আিম নটি ে  কান িশ েতাষ কাটুন িফ  
দখিছ, এমন সময় আমার কান (কা িনক) ব ু ফান কের বাইের 
কাথাও একসে  আন  করেত যাওয়ার াব িদল, আর আিম তােক 

"না র! এখন হেব না -- আিম ল াপটেপ অত  ীল একিট ছায়াছিব 
দখিছ!" বেল ত াখ ান করলাম -- সই ব  ুিক আমার কথা আ িরক 

অেথ হণ করেব নািক সিটেক আমার অপকেমর ষা ক ীকােরাি  
ধের িনেয় মুখ িটেপ হাসেব? (ব ত 'অ ীল', 'অ ীলতা', ' ীলতাহািন' 

ভৃিত নিতবাচক শে  ছাড়া ' ীল'- ক বাংলায় পাওয়া যায় িক?) 
 
এই ব াপারিট আপনারও অ তু লেগ থাকেল, আর অন  কান উদাহরণ 
জানা থাকেল বা মাথায় এেল অবশ ই জানােবন -- আিম অবািধত হব 
না! 
 
২. িযিন দন কেরন িতিন ‘-দ’ 
 
মঘ জল দয় বেল আমরা যখন মঘেক 'জলদ' বেল থািক, তখন িযিন 

বল দন তাঁেক 'বলদ' কন বলা যােব না? েয়ােগর উদাহরণ: ধ ন 
আপিন কমে ে  এতটাই উ িত কেরেছন য আপনার জন  একিট 
সংবধনা-সভার আেয়াজন করা হেয়েছ, আপনােক ব তৃাও িদেত হেব 
সখােন। পিরবােরর উে েশ  ধন বাদ জানােনার সমেয় আপিন 

আেবগমিথত কে  বলেতই পােরন, "আজ এই জায়গায় পৗঁছােনার জন  
য মানিসক বেলর েয়াজন হয়, তা আিম আমার ামীর কাছ থেকই 
পেয়িছ – ( থম সািরেত উপিব  ামীর িদেক অ সজল দৃি পাত 

ক’ র) আমার ামীই আমার সবেচেয় বড় বলদ!" 
 
৩. চার চর 
 
নদীেত পিল প' ড় প' ড় ছাট ীেপর মত য ঈষৎ উ ত ভূিমখ  তির 
হয়, তােক বাংলায় 'চড়া' বা 'চর' বেল; আবার ানবাচক বা কালবাচক 
শে র পের 'চর' বসেল ' মণকারী/িবচরণকারী' বাঝায়, যমন জলচর, 
বনচর, িনশাচর ইত ািদ। তাহেল য বা যা চড়ায় ঘুের বড়ায়, তােক 
'চরচর' কন বলা যােব না? 
 
সখােনই থেম থাকা কন? একজন চর যিদ জলাভূিম, নদীতীর 
ভৃিত ােন ঘটমান ঘটনাবলীর উপর নজর রাখার উে েশ  কান 

উি দ-সমাকীণ চড়ােক গা-ঢাকা দওয়ার কােজ ব বহার কেরন, তাঁেক 
'চরচরচর' বলা উিচত িক-না? 
 
আর পাঁচজন হয়ত এখােন এেসই া  দেব, িক  আিমও যিদ তাই 
কির, তাহেল আমার এতিদেনর সং ৃতচচা য বৃথা হেব! সং ৃেত 
'ভূতপূব' অেথ িবেশষ  বা িবেশষেণর পের 'চর' অংশিট বেস (এিট 
ইংেরিজ ex- শ াংেশর সমাথক); যমন ধ ন, 'অধ াপকচর' মােন 

া ন অধ াপক, 'আঢ চর' মােন য আেগ বড়েলাক িছল। এই িনয়ম 
বাংলায় লাগােত যিদ িবেশষ আপি  না থােক, তাহেল উপিরউ  

চরবাবু অবসর নওয়ার পর হেয় যােবন একজন 'চরচরচরচর'! 
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আজেকর চরচরচরচরচচা এখােনই সমা  হাক! 
 
৪. ি   
 
বাংলায় আভাস বাঝােত ায়ই শে র ি  ব ব ত হয়। যমন ধ ন 
‘ককুুরটােক বাঘ-বাঘ দখেত’: এেত িক  বাঝাে  না য ককুরুিটেক 
িট বােঘর সমান দখেত (িকংবা একিট বােঘরও সমান দখেত), বরং 

এটাই বাঝাে  য াণীিটর কু ুর  অিবসংবািদত হেলও তার মেধ  
িকছ-ুিকছ ু ব া সুলভ বিশ ও দৃশ মান। আবার ধ ন ‘গা বিম-বিম 
করা’ বা ‘ র- র ভাব’ বলেত যথা েম বিম ও েরর পূবাভাসই 
বাঝায়, আিধক  নয়।  

 
এই রীিতর যৗি কতা িনেয় যতই  তালা যাক না কন, এতিদন 
ধের চেল আসেছ (এবং িবেশষ কউ এই িনেয় মাথা ঘামাে  বেল মেন 
হয় না) যখন, তখন সামািজক িববতেনর সে  তাল িমিলেয় নতুন নতুন 

ে  এর েয়াগ করেত িত িক? উদাহরণ: আপনােক আপনার 
ণয়ীর সে  কান চিনক ভাজনালেয় বেস িনিববােদ সিচ ট ভৃ ভ  

ভ ণ করেত দখার পর কান অিতেকৗতহূলী মাঝবয়সী 
কািকমা/মািসমা/কাকাবাব ু গ েল যিদ িজে স কেরন,  ‘ও িক 
তামার বর?’,  তেব আপিন লাজকু হািস হেস উ র িদেতই পােরন, 

‘নাঃ! বর-বর।’ 
 
৫. স সূচক উ রপদ  
 
বাংলা-সহ বশ িকছু ভারতীয় ভাষায় মানুেষর নােমর শেষ এমন িকছ ু
শ  বা শ াংশ জেুড় দওয়ার চল আেছ, যা ব ার সে  িনিদ  ব ি র 
পািরবািরক বা সামািজক স েকর সূচক। যথা, অ জ ানীয় ব ি র 
নােমর পের 'দা'/'িদ', খু তাত ানীয় পু েষর নােমর পের 'কাকু', 
কন ানীয়ার নােমর পের 'মা' ইত ািদ (অবশ  দবেদবীর উে খ বা 
সে াধেনর ে  'বাবা' ও 'মা' নােমর আেগই ান পায়, িক  স-সব 

হ আধ াি ক ত  আজ থাক)। কখেনা খয়াল কেরেছন িক য, 
বাংলায় এমন বশ কেয়কিট নাম আেছ, যা এই রীিতর সংসেগ াতার 
মনেক সংশেয়র ঘূণাবেত িনে প করেত পাের? কউ কউ য কেরেছন 
তা আিম জািন, িক  আরও অেনেকর এই তর সমস া স েক 
অবিহত হওয়া আ  েয়াজন বেল মেন কির। 
 
আিম িন াবান শা বািড়র ছেল, তাই থেমই মা তুিল। "শ ামা-মা িক 
আমার কােলা র?" – এই িবখ াত শ ামাস ীতিট থমবার েন আমার 
মেন হেয়িছল য, গািয়কা পূবব ীয় টােন (অথাৎ অনিভ  
পি মব ীয়রা সম  পূববে  য একিটমা  উ ারেণর ধারা আেছ বেল 
ক না ক' র িনেয় িনেজেদর  িবষেয় সুিনি ত হন, সই ধারার 
অনুবতন ক' র) ' স'-র উ ারণ 'স া' করেছন, আর তারঁ ' স মামা'র 
গা বণ িবষেয় জনমত তলব করেছন। ভেবিছলাম িক আ য! আপনার 
কান মামা কােলা কান মামা ধেলা তা আপিন জােনন না? দৃি শি  

যিদ নাও থােক, িনেজর আ ীয়েদর িজে স কের িনেলই তা হয়! 
দূরদশেন এেস, এত দরদ িদেয় গেয়- গেয়, িনেজর উ ারণ- সৗ ব 
ও বাধশি  েয়রই অভাব এভােব রা  করার কান মােন হয়? বলাই 
বা ল  য, শষেমশ বাকাটা আিমই বনলুম। িক  এই ভুল- বাঝার দায় 
িক আমার একার? 

তারপর ধ ন 'অিণমা' নামিট – এিট বাংলার একিট সু চিলত নাম। 
এবার ধ ন অিণমােদবীর বষীয়ান জ াঠামশাই, যাঁর সবা ষা 
অিণমােদবীই কের থােকন, কান এক িবেশষ েয়াজেন তাঁর ভাইিঝেক 
'অিণমা-মা! অিণমা-মা!' বেল ডাকেছন। আপনার তা মেন হেতই পাের 
য, আস  মতুৃ র আেবেশ ছ মিত বৃ  তারঁ এমন এক লাকা িরত 

মামােকই উ রেব আ ান করেছন, যাঁর ডাকনাম িছল 'অিন'! আর 
আপনার মন যিদ কুসং ারা  হয়, তেব বুেড়ামানুষেক মরা মানুেষর 
নাম ধের ডাকেত েন আপনার কতরকম িতি য়াই না হেত পাের, 
বলুন দিখ! 
 
মােয়র পের এবােরর বােনর পালা। ধ ন আপিন আপনার মেয়র একট ু
সেকেল একটা নাম রাখেলন – শারদী। সই মেয় বড় হেল তােক 

বয়ঃকিন রা যখন 'শারদীিদ! শারদীিদ!' বেল ডাকেব, তখন কান 
তৃতীয় ব ি  তার নাম না জানেল ভাবেত পােরন য, তােক কান-একিট 
কাজ সের ফলার সিনব  অনুেরাধ ('সার িদিদ!') বারবার জানােনা 
হে  – কারা ের তার দীঘসূ তার িব ে ই িনত হে  মৃ  

িতবাদ! এেকেল নাম রেখ পার পােবন ভাবেছন? 'আিনয়া-িদ! 
আিনয়া-িদ!' নেল কউ আপনার মেয়র স েক খারাপ িকছু ভাবেব 
না হয়ত, তেব সে াধেকর িত িব প হেয় উঠেত তা পাের – মেন 
করেত পাের য, কাউেক কান েয়াজনীয় ব  এেন দয় বেল সই 
ব ি র অহংকার হেয়েছ, আর তার 'আিনয়া িদই!' িচৎকার সই 
অহংকােররই ঢ ািননাদ! 
 
আমােদর দেশ, যখােন েত ক নারীেক দবীর আসেন অিধি ত করা 
হয়, সখােন াণভের িবেষা ার করেত হেল কবলমা  নারীেদর 
(উি  ব ি  পু ষ হেল তাঁর আ ীয়ােদর, আর নারী হেল আ ীয়ােদর 
সে  তাঁেকও) লাি ত ক' রই া  হওয়ার সু াচীন থা চেল আসেছ 
বেট; িক  আিম যেহত ু িনেজর গিতশীলতা ও মানিসক ঔদাযেক 
স মাণ করেত চাই, সেহতু এবার বাংলা পু ষ-নােমর িদেকও 
অিভেযােগর তীর তাক করব। এই সে  সবার আেগ অবশ ই রামনাম 
মাথায় আেস - তেব 'রামদা'-কাটািরর ত  অেনেকর কােছ আেগই ধরা 
িদেয়েছ বেলই জািন, তাই এিটেক আমার কীয় উপলি  বেল দািব 
করেত পাির না। এই ণীরই আেরকিট নাম হল 'অনািদ'। আমার এক 

গীয় মেসামশাইেয়র এই নাম িছল, মা কান এক পারবািরক আ ায় 
'অনািদদা এই, অনািদদা তাই' বেল ৃিতচারণা করিছেলন; অেনক ণ 
শানার পর আমার এক ভাে  িজে স কেরিছল, ' কান িদদা?' িক  

আমার মেত স স ূণ িনেদাষ। 
 
এখন পয  এই ক'িট উদাহরণই আমার চতনার মমমূেল নাড়া িদেয়েছ। 
এমন আেরা কত চারকাঁটা য আমােদর সােধর বাংলাভাষার 
পু মালে  গা ঢাকা িদেয় রেয়েছ, তা ক বলেত পাের? হয়ত একিদন 
লঘু ান িবসজন িদেয় ইংেরিজভাষীেদর মত আমরাও সবে ে  
সকেলর ভােলানামটকুুই ব বহার করব (িনেজর বাবার কথা বলেত 
হেলও তাঁরা অেনকসময় 'মাই ফাদার' ইত ািদ না বেল সরাসির বাবার 
নােমাে খ কেরন, আর িপতামহীসমা অধ ািপকাও থম পিরচেয়ই 
তাঁেক 'জুিড'-সে াধেনর আ া িদেয় নবাগত 'সং ারী' ছা েক 
ধমসংকেট ফেল দন)। িক  যতিদন তা না হে , পাঠকদা ও 
পািঠকািদেদর ীচরেণ ততিদন এই নাম-সমস া স েক সজাগ থাকার 
িমনিত জািনেয় আমার এই অত  পূণ জনিশ ামলূক ব  শষ 
করিছ। 
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৬.  ‘-ইক’ 
 
িব ান যাঁেদর অধ য়ন-অধ াপনা-গেবষণা ভৃিতর িবষয়, তাঁেদর 
আমরা ব ািনক বিল। 
সািহত -রচনায় পারদশী িযিন, িতিন সািহিত ক – িবেশষত উপন াস 
িলেখ ছাপােল িতিন ঔপন ািসক। 
সংবাদ আহরণ ও উপ াপন যারঁ পশা, িতিন সাংবািদক। 
 
িক  িযিন মালা গাঁেথন, তাঁেক আমরা 'মািলক' বিল না।  
িযিন িবেয়র ত  সাজান, তাঁেকও 'তাি ক' বিল না।  
িযিন আমস  বানান, তাঁেকও 'সাি ক' বিল না।  
িযিন পাঠশালা, পা শালা, য শালা, অ শালা, হি শালা ভৃিত 
পিরক না বা িনমাণ কেরন, তাঁেকও 'শািলক' বিল না।  
কন এই বষম ? 

 
৭. '-এল' ত য় ফল 
 
িবেশষ  থেক িবেশষণ (বা অন  িবেশষ  পদ) উৎপি র ব াখ া দওয়ার 
জন  বাংলা ব াকরেণ য-কিট ত য় ীকৃত হেয়েছ, '-এল' তােদর 
অন তম ('-ওয়ালা' শ াংশিটেক অথবা সং তৃ '-ল' শ াংশিটেক এর 
উৎস বেল মেন কেরন পি তরা)। এই ত য়-িন  একািধক শে র 
সে  আপিন হয়ত িনেজর অজাে ই সুপিরিচত। 
 
য চার 'িসঁদ'(/'িসঁধ') কেট ঘের ঢােক, তােক আমরা 

'িসঁেদল'(/'িসঁেধল') চার বিল না? আর য গ  ধ দয়, তােক ' েধল 
গাই' বলা হয় েন থাকেবন। তমিন 'িহম' থেক 'িহেমল' অথাৎ শীতল 
('িহেমল হাওয়া'); 'ফুল' থেক 'ফেুলল', যার অথ পু সুলভ-গ িবিশ  
('ফেুলল তল') অথবা পু ময় ('ফুেলল ফা ন' – কাজী নজ ল 
ইসলাম)। 
 
এবার িকছু েণর জন  '-এল' ফেল 'আঁেত ঘা লাগার/ দওয়ার' কথা 
ভাবুন, যার অথ আ স ােন অথবা মম ােন (বাক ারা) আহত 
হওয়া/আঘাত হানা। এই বা ারার 'আঁত' কথািট কউ বেলন এেসেছ 
সং ৃত 'অ ' শ  থেক (আ িরক অথ 'নািড়ভঁুিড়', যার স সারণ 
করেল 'অভ র  শকাতর ান' এইরকম একিট আলংকািরক অথ 
দাঁড় করােনা যেত পাের), আবার কউ বেলন 'আ া' থেক এেসেছ। 
স যা হাক, এটা তা মানেত হেব য যার যা নই তােক তােত ঘা 
দওয়া অস ব; একজন মানুষেক তা ফুলেকায়, কানেকায় বা লজায় 

আঘাত করা যায় না, কারণ তার সই অবয়ব িল অিবদ মান। 
 
অতএব কােরা কথায়-কথায় আঁেত ঘা লাগেল বঝুেত হেব য তার আঁত 
িজিনসিট ভালরকম রেয়েছ। তাহেল কথায়-কথায় যার আঁেত ঘা লােগ, 
তােক 'আঁেতল' কন বলা যােব না? 
 
৮. Dysphemism  
 
কান অ ীিতকর িবষয়ব  কামলতর পদ বা পদসমি র ারা কাশ 

করােক ইংেরিজেত যমন euphemism বেল, তার িবপরীত 
ি য়ােক বেল dysphemism। বাংলা ভাষায় থমিটর উদাহরণ 

'কৃ াি ' (=মতুৃ ), 'মােয়র দয়া/কৃপা' (=বস েরাগ) ইত ািদ; 

ি তীয়িটর উদাহরেণর তািলকাও খুব-একটা ছাট নয়: অ া পাওয়া 
(=মৃতু ), গতর (= দহ), ভাতার (= ামী), ধুমেসা (= মাটা) – ঈষৎ 

িতকট ু থেক  ক' র একা  অকথ  এমন কতই না চমৎকার শ  
ও শ সমি  এই তািলকার অ ভু ! 
 
বলাই বা ল  য, িশ ভাষায় dysphemism-এর চেয় 
euphemism- কই বিশ দখা অথবা শানা যায়, এমন-িক এমন 
সব ে ও euphemism ব বহােরর চল আেছ যখােন ভাব বা 
ভাষার কান িনকৃ তা আেদৗ নই। আর বাংলাভাষীরা তা 
euphemism গড়ার একটা সহজ-সরল প া ব িদন আেগই 
আিব ার ক' র ফেলেছ: ইংেরিজ অনুবাদ। গঁেট বাতেক arthritis, 
rheumatism ইত ািদ বলেল সটা হঠাৎ বড়েলািক ব ারাম হেয় 
যায়; উিকেলর চেয় advocate-এর আইনব বসােয় পারদিশতা 
বিশ; আর িনেজর ববািহক স ক িনেয় কথা বলায় য মহাপাপ আেছ, 

তার লঘূকরণ হয় ামীেক husband আর ীেক wife বলার 
মাধ েম।  
 
িক  ঃেখর িবষয়, dysphemism গড়ার তমন কান সহজ বা 
জনি য় প িত নই, থাকেলও আমার জানা নই। অথচ গােয়র ঝাল 
ঝেড় মন হালকা করার মত অত  পূণ উে শ  সাধেনর ে  
dysphemism বা স-জাতীয় কটকুথার য একিট বড় অবদান 
রেয়েছ, সটা তা না মেন উপায় নই! তাই বাংলার সু চিলত 
শ িলর সমপযােয়র dysphemism রচনার দািয়  আিম 
িনেজর কাঁেধ তুেল িনেয়িছ। 
 

 করা যাক প ফুল িদেয়। বাংলায় তথা ােচ র অন ান  ব  অ েল 
পে র সাং ৃিতক ে র কথা সুিবিদত। প  পাঁেক ফােট – এই 
বিশে র িভি েত সং ৃেত ফলুিটর ব  কািব ক নাম রচনা করা হেয়েছ, 

যার মেধ  অ ত একিট বাংলায় ব ল চিলত – নাম িল হল প জ, 
প হ, প জ , পে হ ভৃিত। পাঁক ফুঁেড় ওেঠ বেল প েক 
'পাঁকেফাঁড়' বলা চেল ('ভঁুইেফাঁড়' ব ) – আর শ িট িতকটুও বেট, 
অতএব এিটেক পে র dysphemism িহসােব ীকৃিত িদেত কারও 
আপি  থাকা উিচত নয়। 
 
আপিন হয়ত বলেবন, 'প ' শ িটর dysphemism-উ াবন 
প মমা , এর কান উপেযািগতাই নই। তাই যিদ বেলন তা আিমও 
আপনার িব ে  পা া অিভেযাগ করব ক নাশি হীনতার। ধ ন, 
আপনার কান অি য়পাে র চহারািট িনখুঁত সু র, পে র সে  তার 
মুেখর তুলনা দওয়া আেদৗ অতু ি  নয়; িক  স-কথা ীকার করেত 
আপনার হাড়িপি  েল যায়। এবার যিদ কউ আপনার কােছ জানেত 
চায় সই ব ি েক কমন দখেত আর আপিন িমথ াও বলেত চান না, 
আবার গােয়র ঝালও ঝাড়েত চান, তাহেল একই িঢেল ই পািখ মারেত 
পােরন এই ব' ল: "তার চাপাটা পাকঁেফাঁড়পানা!" 
 
৯. িনপিরবতন  
 
তৎসম শ  থেক খাঁিট বাংলা শ  গঠেনর ে  বশ িকছ ুসুিবিদত 

িনতে র িনয়ম কাযকর হয়। 
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যমন, নািসক ীভবেনর মাধ েম পাই 'ব ন' থেক 'বাঁধন', 'র ন' থেক 
'রাঁধন' ইত ািদ। 
 
আবার িনেলােপর (ব ত, শে র আিদি ত যু া েরর আিদব ন 
লােপর) মাধ েম আেস ' শ' থেক 'পরশ' (এখােন অবশ  রভি ও 

আেছ), ' ' থেক 'প ' ইত ািদ। 
 
িক  এই ই িনয়ম একে  খািটেয় ' ন' থেক 'পাঁদন' পাওয়া যায় 
না। 
 
কন এই বষম ? 

 
েয়ােগর উদাহরণ: আপনােক দখেলই আমার আঁতেরর পাঁদন বেড় 

যায়! 
 
[‘আঁতর’ মােন অ র সটা আশা কির না বলেলও চলত।] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

১০. আইবুেড়া নয়  
 
যার িবেয় হেয় গেছ, তােক আমরা িববািহত/িববািহতা বিল তা? িক  
িববািহেতর এক িতশ  আেছ যা আমরা সচরাচর ব বহার কির না: 
বূ ঢ়। 
 
এই বূ ঢ়-রই িবপরীতাথক শ  অবূ ঢ়, যা থেক সু চিলত আইবুেড়া 
কথািট এেসেছ। আইবুেড়া-ভােতর পাশািক নাম ‘অবূ ঢ়া ’, েন 
থাকেবন। 
 
িক  আিম িববািহত অেথ ‘বূ ঢ়’ শ িটর ব াপকতর ব বহােরর ডাক 
িদেত চাই। যমন ধ ন,  “ অিধকাংশ িহ ু ািন পু ষ পঁিচশ বছেরর 
মেধ ই বূ ঢ় হেয় যায়” , িকংবা িবেয়বািড়েত কবিজ ডুিবেয় খেয়- দেয় 
িফের আসার সময় কেনর বাবােক বলা যেত পাের,  “ আপনার মেয় 
বূ ঢ় হেয়েছ দেখ আিম ভাির খুিশ হেয়িছ! “  
 
লখক যাদবপুর িব িবদ ালেয়র ব িতন ও দূরসংেযাগ-সং া  
েকৗশল িবভােগর াতক। তারপর মািকন যু রাে র স  লুইস-ি ত 

ওয়ািশংটন িব িবদ ালয় থেক পিরগণক-িব ােন িপ.এইচ.িড. উপািধ 
অজন ক'ের, িস াপুর িব িবদ ালেয় আড়াই বছর অিতবািহত করার পর 
বতমােন িমিশগান িব িবদ ালেয় সহকারী গেবষক েপ কমরত। 
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Volunteer Activities                                                                               Esha Banerjee and Sonia Sarkar 

Glimpses of Utsav Youth Group Activities
In 2009, Utsav’s youth volunteer group was 
formed by Dr. Mitra Choudri to do charitable 
deeds. Since then, the youth group has held 
fundraisers, raised awareness, organized 
clothing drives, and other youth initiatives. 
These activities help develop positive 
experiences, social skills, and volunteering 
opportunities among the youth. In recent 
years, Dr. Sangita Biswas and Mrs. Rupa 
Chowdhury have been leading the youth 
group’s activities. In 2021-2022, the Utsav 
youth group donated to “Project Breathe'', ran 
a donation drive for Afghan refugees, hosted 
lunch for women and child residents of St. 
John’s Program for Real Change, and donated 
essentials to Ukrainian Refugees through the 
House of Bread and World Relief Organization. 
Recently, the Utsav Youth Volunteer group 
held A Musical Evening, a concert fundraiser 
for the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society. The 
event was a great success with more than 250 
spectators at the Folsom City Hall. It raised 
several thousands of US dollars for the 
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society. From the 
money raised, Utsav Youth Volunteers pledged 
to donate $364 for Prasad during Durga Puja. 
 
Project Breathe 
 
In March 2021, India was hit hard by COVID-
19’s second wave and the health system 
infrastructure crumbled. There was a lack of 
resources in India during this time. The Utsav 
Youth Group helped address the issue by 
raising money for a charity called Project 
Breathe, which bought oxygen concentrators 
and, breathing stations, and funded COVID-19 
response initiatives for hospitals in rural parts 
of India. One oxygen concentrator which could 
serve around 10 patients at a time costs around 
$500. The need for these medical supplies was 
high, and Utsav stepped up to help. 
 
Utsav’s Youth Volunteers contributed to the 
effort by initiating a graduation-lei fundraiser 
to raise funds and awareness in the Sacramento 
community. For this fundraiser, individuals 
would hand-weave and decorate personalized 

leis. They came in the color of the graduate’s 
school to add to the school spirit! Through our 
(Youth Volunteers) fundraiser, we raised 
$1,450. We sold 72 leis to 50 different families 
in three weeks. The money went through 
Project Breathe and was used to install oxygen 
concentrators in the suburbs of West Bengal in 
India. Many families were able to get this 
access to critical support, thanks to Utsav’s 
contributions which totaled $15,000.  
For details, please visit: 
https://www.utsavsac.org/utsav-charity-
project-breathe 

Youth Volunteers: 
 Esha Banerjee (Lead) 
 Dayita Biswas  
 Shriya Banerjee  
 Siddhartha Dey  
 Rishan Dey 

 
Adult Volunteers:  

 Sangita Biswas (Coordinator)  
 Rupa Chowdhury (Coordinator) 
 Snigdha Banerjee  
 Poulami Chatterjee 
 Manjula Dey  

Afghan Donation Drive 
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In August 2021, the United States anticipated 
welcoming 75,000 Afghan Refugees evacuated 
under humanitarian parole. Over 5,000 
refugees were expected to come to the 
Sacramento area. The San Juan Unified School 
District welcomed Afghan students and their 
families. They set up new programs to collect 
donations for these Afghan families. 
 
Utsav’s Youth Group set up a donation drive to 
help San Juan Unified support the incoming 
refugees. This drive aimed to collect essentials 
and clothing to help with resettlement. Utsav’s 
Youth Group and adult members generously 
donated to this cause. During Utsav’s 20th 
anniversary celebration of Durga Puja, we 
promoted the drive and had a drop-off 
donation box. In addition, during Julliette 
Gordon Low's Birthday (the founder of Girl 
Scouts), girl scouts from Troop #1290 made 
donations, which were given to the San Juan 
Unified School District to distribute to 
members of the Afghan community affected by 
the crisis. We hope this effort will allow 
hundreds of refugees to feel more at home in 
Sacramento. The drive was concluded on 
October 31, 2021, because we had amassed a 
surplus of donations. On that day, the youth 
volunteers gathered to celebrate the success! 

 
 
Youth Volunteers: 

 Esha Banerjee (Lead) 
 Sonia Sarkar 
 Aayan Banerjee 
 Shriya Banerjee 
 Siddhartha Dey 

 Rishan Dey 
 
Adult Volunteers:  

 Sangita Biswas (Coordinator) 
 Rupa Chowdhury (Coordinator) 
 Poulami Chatterjee 
 Mitra Choudri 
 Adi Choudri 
 Santana Das 
 Rashmi Nandi 
 Somen Nandi 
 Hem Sarkar 
 Manjula Dey 
 Snigdha Banerjee 

 
Holiday Donation to St. John’s Program 
for Real Change 
 
St John's Program for Real Change supports 
formerly homeless women to break the cycle 
and build a new life for themselves and their 
children. The Program provides the essential 
tools to change the trajectory of their lives 
through a comprehensive residential program! 
 
On January 8, 2022, Utsav Youth Group 
Volunteers, under guidance of adult members, 
visited St. John’s Shelter to support families by 
donating $500 and bringing cookies, 
chocolates, and fruits! A portion of the money 
was raised through the sale of Utsav T-shirts 
during Durga Puja 2021. Volunteers also 
received an orientation and tour of the facility. 
 
Youth Volunteers: 

 Esha Banerjee 
 Sonia Sarkar 
 Shriya Banerjee 

 
Adult Volunteers:  

 Sangita Biswas (Coordinator) 
 Mitra Choudri 
 Somen Nandi 
 Sanjib Sarkar 
 Sharod Nandi 
 Sunoy Nandi 
 Brandon Mathew 
 Tanima Bhadra 
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Donation to Sacramento Food Bank and 
Family Services 

Utsav donated $1,000 to Sacramento Food 
Bank and Family Services on November 24, 
2021, to help families during Thanksgiving. 

 

Arts and Craft Fair 

To raise funds for incoming initiatives, such as 
hosting a lunch for St. John’s Program for Real 
Change and support for Ukrainian refugees, we 
repeated the graduation-lei fundraiser which 
was used for Project Breath in 2021. This year, 
Utsav’s Youth Volunteers held several meetings 
in which they produced leis and made 
promotion plans. Thanks to the hard work of all 

the volunteers, $1,902 was raised and 102 leis 
were sold to families all around Sacramento. 
 
Utsav Youth Volunteers had a booth during the 
Arts and Crafts Fair to fundraise for St. John’s 
Program for Real Change and provide aid for 
the ongoing crisis in Ukraine. It was held on 
May 14, 2022, at North Natomas Regional 
Park, Sacramento. Our booth advertised and 
sold graduation leis created by youth and adult 
volunteers. Volunteers also sold artwork from 
India created by Pala Khastagir and hand-
painted pots by Santana Das. 
 
The fair was attended by many Utsav members 
and the Natomas community. Money raised at 
the fair ($467), in addition to that raised during 
the graduation-lei fundraiser, will be used to 
help incoming Ukrainian families and host a 
lunch at St. John's Program for Real Change. 
 
Youth Volunteers:  

 Esha Banerjee (Lead) 
 Sonia Sarkar 
 Shriya Banerjee 
 Aayan Banerjee 
 Siddhartha Dey 
 Rishan Dey 
 Aayush Ghosh 
 Srija Bhowmik 
 Evani Paul 
 Siddharth Ray 
 Sanjoli Ray 
 Sarthak Dutta 
 Semely Ghosh 

 
Adult Volunteers:  

 Rupa Chowdhury (Coordinator) 
 Sangita Biswas (Coordinator) 
 Snigdha Banerjee 
 Hem Sarkar 
 Santana Das 
 Trina Ghosh 
 Manomita Patra 
 Poulami Chatterjee 
 Manjula Dey 
 Pala Khastagir 
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St John's Program for Real Change 
Lunch Service 
 
The St. John’s Program for Real Change lunch 
service is another successful event that Utsav 
Youth Group participated in. St. John’s is a 
program supporting women and children who 
are combating abuse, homelessness, and 
poverty. The program uses a rehabilitative 
system, offering a variety of services such as 
therapy and counseling to help families get 
back on their feet.  
 
On June 25, 2022, volunteers at this event 
donated groceries and collectively made lunch 
for approximately 75 people. Food such as 
salad, chicken, fruit, and cupcakes were served. 
Snigdha Banerjee donated the salad kit, while 
Hem Sarkar and Manomita Patra, donated the 
fruits. The provision of these types of lunches 
and dinners everyday can be difficult; however, 
the event has provided financial relief and 
helped St. John’s provide food for many people. 

 

Youth Volunteers: 
 Sonia Sarkar (Lead) 
 Esha Banerjee (Lead) 
 Shriya Banerjee 
 Aayan Banerjee 
 Aayush Ghosh 
 Siddhartha Dey 
 Nirvik Basuroy 
 Samriddhi Majumdar 
 Eshani Majumdar 

 
Adult Volunteers:  

 Sangita Biswas (Coordinator) 
 Snigdha Banerjee 
 Hem Sarkar 
 Trina Ghosh 
 Manomita Patra 
 Saumen Dey 
 Suchanda Majumdar 
 Sudeshna Basuroy 

 
World Relief Donation 
 
The Utsav Youth Group also raised numerous 
donations for World Relief Sacramento. The 
organization is committed to helping refugees. 
Volunteers collected and bought various 
necessities such as toiletries and bedding and 
organized a drop off on July 16, 2022. At World 
Relief Sacramento, volunteers received a brief 
overview of how refugees set up their lives once 
they reach Sacramento. The Youth Group was 
successful in bringing a large amount of 
donations that were used to welcome refugees 
and aid them in starting their new lives. 
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Youth Coordinators: 
 Esha Banerjee 
 Shriya Banerjee 
 Aayan Banerjee 
 Siddharth Ray 
 Srija Bhowmik 
 Evani Paul 
 Nirvik Basuroy 

 
Adult Volunteers:  

 Sangita Biswas (Coordinator) 
 Snigdha Banerjee 
 Joydeep Ray 
 Manomita Patra 

 
House of Bread Donation 
 
The House of Bread Church is another 
organization committed to aiding refugees, 
especially ones escaping the war in Ukraine. 
Many people who attend the church have 
family and friends who are refugees, so the 
organization aims to raise donations for those 
who can settle in the United States. Volunteers 
collected necessities for this event on July 22, 
2022, to donate to incoming refugees. Church 
leaders educated the volunteers on what 
refugees escaping the war face, and how they 
can settle in a new country. A large amount of 
donations was collected during this event 
which is now used for refugees coming with 
limited supplies from Ukraine.  
 
Youth Volunteers:  

 Esha Banerjee (Lead) 
 Aayush Ghosh (Lead) 
 Siddhartha Dey (Lead) 
 Sonia Sarkar 
 Shriya Banerjee 
 Aayan Banerjee 
 Nirvik Basuroy 
 Samriddhi Majumdar 
 Anaisha Mitra 
 Eshani Majumdar 

 
Adult Volunteers: 

 Rupa Chowdhury (Coordinator) 
 Snigdha Banerjee 
 Hem Sarkar 

 Trina Ghosh 
 Manomita Patra 
 Manjula Dey 
 Suchanda Majumdar 
 Sudeshna Basuroy 

 
 
Musical Evening:  
 
Utsav Youth Volunteers organized and 
participated in was “A Musical Evening”, which 
was a concert fundraiser for the Leukemia and 
Lymphoma Society. It was hosted on August 
14, 2022, at Folsom City Hall. 
 
This event included a special performance by 
Pandit Binay Pathak from Sohini Music 
Academy, along with many other talented 
performers presenting various acts.  
 
There was a spectacular show of Indian 
classical dance performances, as well as songs 
sung in English, Hindi, and Bengali. Various 
musical instruments such as the piano, guitar, 
and sitar were played by youth artists.  
 
Youth Volunteers: 

 Samriddhi Majumdar (Organizer and 
Lead) 

 Sonia Sarkar 
 Esha Banerjee 
 Srija Bhowmik 
 Aayush Ghosh 
 Nirvik Basuroy 
 Shriya Banerjee 
 Aayan Banerjee 

 
Adult Volunteers:  

 Sangita Biswas (Coordinator) 
 Snigdha Banerjee 
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 Hem Sarkar 
 Trina Ghosh 
 Manomita Patra 
 Suchanda Majumdar 
 Sudeshna Basuroy 

 
Performers included Pt. Binay Pathak, 
Samridhi Mazumdar, Shohini Chakrobarty, 
Srija Bhowmik. Nirvik Basuroy, Suhaan 
Devavarapu, Urshita, Ikshita, Ayigiri Nandini, 
Ria Vallurupalli, Rayna Vallurupalli, Rewa 
Vallurupalli, and various other artists. 
 
This is the first time in Utsav history that Youth 
Volunteers along with Utsav adults raised over 
$16,000 (in 2021) and $5,000 (till August 

2022), that’s totalling over $21,000 (2021-22) 
solely for charitable causes. We are thankful to 
all the donors, volunteers, and you. Please stay 
tuned for upcoming charitable activities. 
 
Esha Banerjee is a resident of Natomas, 
California, and a sophomore attending Mira Loma 
High School. She is an active volunteer in the Utsav 
Youth Group, leading and participating in several 
initiatives.  
 
Sonia Sarkar is currently a senior at Oak Ridge 
High School, located in El Dorado Hills, California. 
She participates in and leads various volunteering 
events in the Utsav Youth Group and outside of it 
as well. 
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Brief History of Utsav 

“Utsav is a nonprofit, charitable organization 
promoting Indian/Bengali culture in Sacramento 
Valley. Utsav was founded in 2002, with one goal: 
creating a positive and enjoyable experience of 
friendship, happiness, charity, and harmony via our 
Indian/Bengali heritage. Although Utsav is 
predominantly a Bengali organization so far, we 
want to reach other communities as well. 
Membership in Utsav is not limited to any particular 
race, religion, color, or ethnic origin. Utsav believes 
in inclusion and in working together for the 
community.” 
 
A Chronicle of the Utsav Bengali Diaspora 

In the late 1970s / early 1980s, long before Utsav 
was formed, there were only a handful of Bengalis 
in the Sacramento / Davis area. Some of them who 
(along with their families) went on to become active 
Utsav members with unwavering support include 
Prodyot and Srilekha Bhattacharya, Satya and Pat 
Chatterjee, Subhrendu Kar, among others. 

The mid-to-late 1980s saw the arrivals of the 
families of Barin and Anima Kumar, Biswanath and 
Supriya Mukherjee, Adi and Mitra Choudri, among 
others, to expand the Utsav Bengali Diaspora. 

Before Utsav, these Bengali families would host 
Saraswati Puja annually by rotation in their homes.  
This Puja would be performed by the Head Swami 
from Vedanta Temple (1337 Mission Ave., 
Carmichael, CA), viz. Swamis Sradhhananda and 
Pramathananda in the past; and later by Swami 
Prapannananda, who continues to perform Utsav’s 
Saraswati Puja to this date.  For Durga Puja, these 
Bengalis would travel to Bay Area for Prabasi’s Puja 
(which was then the only Durga Puja in Bay Area); 
later, Sanskriti started its Durga Puja, and today 
there are a dozen or so Durga Pujas in Bay Area.  The 
Vedanta Temple, which was started in the late 
1950s, also served as a meeting place of the Bengalis 
to celebrate various events in the Vedanta calendar. 

The late 1990s, particularly due to the IT industry 
boom and Y2K issues, saw a huge expansion in our 
region’s Bengali diaspora.  The sheer weight of our 
community – with the old timers joining hands with 
the relatively-new arrivals (such as Deb Saha, 
Udayan Chanda, Somen Nandi, and Joy Mukherjee 
who went on to become Utsav Presidents) – dictated 
that we get organized with objectives stated above.  

In July 2002, Utsav was officially formed. We 
celebrated our first Sharodotsav in October 2002,  

with our dear friend Ramen Chakraborti as priest. 
Even before Utsav (as well as afterwards), Ramen-
da and Archana Boudi would travel to the various 
Bengali homes to conduct Satyanarayan Puja and 
other events as well as officiate Bengali weddings in 
our community. Participation in Sharodotsav 2002 
was outstanding, and the joy was boundless. With 
time, the Utsav tree has expanded, the bonds among 
families have grown deeper, and the baton of 
responsibility has transferred to other able hands. 

Utsav members include nearly 100 families, from 
which several individuals are elected every two 
years to serve as officers. (For the first few years, our 
elections were held annually.) So far, many of our 
members have ably served our organization with the 
leadership of our following Presidents: 

 2003: Arijit Chattopadhyay 

 2004: Udayan Chanda 

 2005: Mitra Choudri 

 2006: Biswanath Mukherjee 

 2007: Dipankar Chattopadhyay 

 2008: Deb Saha 

 2009: Adi Choudri 

 2010: Sharmila Mukherjee 

 2011-12: Joy Mukherjee 

 2013-14: Ajay Joshi  

 2015-16: Sanjib Nayak 

 2017-18: Rajat Saha 

 2019-20: Joydeep Ray 

 2021-22: Somen Nandi 

 
Our Community Activities 

We organize several annual events: Sharodotsav; 
Bosontotsav; Festival of color (Holi), Annual 
General Meeting (AGM) + Picnic; etc. Our events 
enjoy strong participation from our children and 
their friends. Our next generation – for whom 
exposure to Indian/Bengali culture is invaluable – 
is very active in our youth programs, charitable 
activities, cultural events, literary activities, and 
prayer for global peace. It is gratifying to note that 
many of our young members, even after going to 
college, still come back for our community events 
and look forward to attending them.  

Examples of our activities include:  

 High-quality production of our Annual 
Magazine, Chowrongee (please visit our 
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website for archives), thanks to Past and Present 
Editors: Dilip Roychowdhury, Arun Das, Rashmi 
Nandi, Manas Ray, Avishek Nag, Rajat Saha, and 
Mainak Banga. 

 Cultural Program productions, as part of 
different local and international charities, 
Sharodotsav, Bosontotsav, Anandamela, India 
Day, North American Bengali Conference 
(NABC), Bay Area Natya Mela (Drama/Play 
Shows), California State Fair.  

 Promotion of Indian music and culture by 
showcasing the work of external artists. Our Past 
Sharodotsav External Artists include the 
following famous performers:  

o Mala Ganguly (2002) 

o Lopamudra Mitra (2003) 

o Antara Chowdhury (2003) 

o Bhoomi (2004) 

o Rezwana Chowdhury Banya (2004) 

o Somdatta Basu (2005) 

o Utpalendu Chowdhury (2005) 

o Nachiketa (2006) 

o Sougata Ganguli (Sarod) (2006) 

o Jojo (2007 and 2016) 

o Anup Ghoshal (2007) 

o Raghab Chatterjee (2008) 

o Suchismita Das (2008) 

o Shubhomita (2009) 

o Arnab Chakrabarty (2009) 

o Kaya (2010) 

o Tanusree Shankar and Troup (2011) 

o Aneek Dhar and Anwesha (2011) 

o Parnava (2013) 

o Cactus (2016) 

o Abanti (2016) 

o Kinjal (2017) 

o Madhubanti and Dipayan (2018) 

o Sourendro and Soumyojit (2019) 

o Omkara (2019) 

o Dohar (2022) 

 
Youth / Charitable Activities 

Utsav has organized several youth activities over 
the years; some highlights follow: 

• In 2009-10, Dr. Mitra Choudri initiated a 
youth volunteer group, led by Utsav kids. 
They organized clothes drive and served a 

meal at St. John’s Shelter, performed Spring 
Cleaning at Vedanta Center, and raised 
funds for Haiti Disaster. 

• Later, Rupa Chowdhury led youth activities 
over many years; in recent years, Sangita 
Biswas has been leading our youth activities, 
such as Walk4Literacy, serving food at Saint 
John's Program for Real Change, etc. 

• In December 2015, Utsav Youth Group 
volunteers (Aditya Chowdhury, Ayanta 
Chowdhury, Debanshu Das, Sharon Sarkar, 
and Neha Joshi) participated in the KVIE 
Public Television fundraising event during 
their pledge drive, attending the phone bank, 
accepting donations, etc. The group gave 
over 60 hours of their time in support of PBS 
and public television, and helped raise over 
$6,500. 

• Recently, Utsav’s youth volunteers, Sayak 
Datta, Ena Nayak, and Dayita Biswas, led 
fundraising efforts for the flood victims of 
Texas and Kolkata. 

• In 2018, Sayak Datta led a fundraising 
program for the Sankara Eye Foundation. 

• In 2021, Utsav Youth Group raised over 
$1,400 by making and selling leis for High 
School Graduation and donated that money 
to the noble effort of “Project Breathe” to 
help the victims of COVID-19 in rural India.  

• Utsav Youth Volunteers sold over 50 T-shirts 
during Sharodotsav 2020, and along with 
matching fund from Utsav donated $1000 to 
Sacramento Food Bank on November 24, 
2021. 

• Utsav Youth Group, with adult guidance, 
donated $500 along with some food items to 
St. John’s Program for Real Change on 
January 8, 2022, in Sacramento. 

• Utsav Youth Volunteers participated in a 
fundraising event (Arts and Crafts Fair) to 
support St. John’s Program for Real Change 
and the ongoing crisis in Ukraine. It was held 
on May 14, 2022, at North Natomas Regional 
Park, Sacramento. 

• On June 25, 2022, Utsav Youth Volunteers, 
along with adult members, served a five-
course lunch to 70 boarders of St. John’s 
Program, which was highly appreciated by 
the boarders. 

• Utsav Youth Volunteers organized a Musical 
Evening to support Leukemia and 
Lymphoma Foundation on August 14, 2022, 
at Folsom City Hall. The event included a 
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special performance by Pandit Binay Pathak 
from Sohini Music Academy. 

• This is the first time in Utsav history that 
Youth Volunteers along with Utsav adults 
raised over $16,000 (in 2021) and $5,000 
(till August 2022), totalling over $21,000 
(2021-22) solely for charitable causes.   

• Please visit this link for more information on 
Utsav Youth Activities. 

 
Other Selected Charitable Activities 

 Transfusion (November 2005; Producer: 
Mala Paul; Keynote Speaker: Dr. Ernie 
Bodai): Fundraiser for donating $5,000 to 
Cancer Foundation of India. 

 For St. John’s Shelter, Qawwali and 
Ghazal Night by Sukhawat Ali Khan and 
Ensemble (December 2019). 

 The R. D. Burman Era, featuring leading 
Bollywood musicians (October 2020); 
Utsav effort led by Suman Biswas, Subir 
Sarkar, and others, donating over $7,000 to 
struggling artists due to COVID-19.  

 Project Breathe: Utsav joined hands, led 
by Bay Area Prabasi (BAP), with a few other 
organizations during April-June 2021, and 
raised over $12,000 (+ $3,000 directly 
donated by several Utsav members to BAP) 
to provide oxygen concentrators, medical 
kits, food, ambulatory services, etc. to the 
COVID-19 victims in rural India.  

 5K Charity Run (Oct. 3–10, 2021): 
Several Utsav members participated in this 
run and donated to various local charities. 

Drama Productions and Other Cultural 
Activities 

 Public Servant (written by Gautam Roy): 
drama directed by Somen Nandi at Utsav 
Sharodotsav in October 2002 and at Bay 
Area Natyamela in May 2005. 

 Our participation in 23rd Annual North 
American Bengali Conference 
(NABC) (Bongo Sammelan), Long Beach, 
CA, July 2003: Staged Drama Bifole 
Mulyo Ferot (written by Samir Dasgupta, 
directed by Somen Nandi); and Children’s 
Dance Program production by Mala Paul. 
The same drama was staged at a Utsav 
event in October 2003.  

 Jampati (Shruti Natok) (written by Sanjib 
Chattopadhyay): performed during 
Bosontosav, directed by Somen Nandi, 
February 2004. 

 Obak Jolpan (written by Sukumar Roy): 
performed by an all-female cast under the 
direction of Sharmila Mukherjee, October 
2006. 

 Panchatantra: Kids drama performance 
directed by Sharmila Mukherjee, October 
2007 

 Babuder Dalkukure (written by Manoj 
Mitra): performed at Bay Area Natyamela, 
June 2006 and during a Utsav event in 
October 2006, directed by Somen Nandi.  

 Apaharan (Sruti Natak) (written by 
Baidyanath Mukhopadhyay): performed at 
Bay Area Natyamela, directed by Somen 
Nandi, June 2007.  

 Our participation in 29th Annual North 
American Bengali Conference 
(NABC), San Jose, CA, July 2009: Dance 
Program (Production: Shashwati Roy and 
Mala Paul); and Drama Hoitey Sabdhan 
(directed by Joydeep Ray). The same drama 
was staged during a Utsav event in 
February 2009.  

 Ramayan: performed by Utsav children, 
directed by Dr. Ajay Joshi, October 2009.  

 Chalo Kolkata: a musical drama written 
by Manas Ray and directed by Mala Paul, 
October 2010.  

 Bir Purush (written by Rabindra Nath 
Tagore): a children’s drama directed by 
Paramita Ghosh, October 2010. 

 Halud Himu Kalo Rab: A drama based 
on Humayun Ahmed’s novel, directed by 
Manas Ray, October 2012. 

 100 Years of Bollywood: A music and 
dance program directed by Nupur Joshi, 
October 2013. 

 Dance Pe Chance: A comedy-drama 
directed by Joydeep Ray, October 2014. 

 Bengal Renaissance: Revival of Bengal’s 
musical past and its depiction in the 
modern world. Directed by Mala Paul, 
Script by Abhishek Roy, October 2014. 

 Naacher Taale Pujo Pandale: Directed 
by Mala Paul and Manas Ray, October 2015. 
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 Our participation in 37th Annual North 
American Bengali Conference 
(NABC), Santa Clara, CA, July 2017: 
Occupy Wal-Mart, original script by 
Nobel Laureate Dario Fo, modified by 
Manas Ray, and directed by Somen Nandi; 
performed during Utsav Sharodotsav in 
October 2017 as well.  

 Live from Banglaville: a comedy-drama 
written and directed by Joydeep Ray, 
October 2018.  

 Talent: an original short film by Chandril 
Bhattacharya; script modified by Manas 

Ray and directed by Somen Nandi, October 
2019. 

 Megh: original play by Utpal Datta. 
Directed by Rajat Saha, October 2021.  

 Topa Masterer Bagan: written by Mohit 
Ray. Directed by Rajat Saha and Manas 
Ray, October 2022.  

 Other plays such as Mamago (written by 
Sukumar Ray), Makuda Chole Gelen 
(written by Gautam Roy), and Hum Do 
Hamara Do (written by Amal Roy) have 
been staged under the direction of Somen 
Nandi in various cultural community 
programs. 

 
Information for this writeup is gathered from the past several years with the objective to help new and 
future members who are expected to take forward and improve the Utsav legacy of 21 years.

 
 
 
 
 

  

Celebrating 21st year 
(2002-2022) 
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Obituary 

Srilekha Bhattacharya 

 
Srilekha (Roy) Bhattacharya – loving and 
devoted wife, mother, grandmother, sister, and 
aunt – passed away on October 20, 2021, in 
Davis, California. Srilekha was born on May 9, 
1938, in Calcutta (Kolkata), India. She received 
a B.Sc. in Chemistry from Scottish Church 
College and an M.Sc. in Biochemistry from the 
University of Calcutta, Ballygunge Science 
College campus. She and her husband, Prof. 
Prodyot Kumar Bhattacharya, emigrated to the 
U.S. in 1966, settling in Tucson, Arizona. In 
1980, they moved to Davis, California. 
 

Srilekha enjoyed cooking, gardening, 
birdwatching, and in her earlier life, knitting 
and crocheting. She had a melodious singing 
voice and taught her daughters Rabindra 
Sangeet and other Bengali songs. She and her 
husband were married for 54 years and 
traveled the world together. 
 
Srilekha is survived by her two daughters, 
Suparna Jain and Aparna Anderson; her four 
grandchildren, Arjun Jain, Anjali Jain, Anil 
Anderson, and Mira Anderson; her sisters, 
Suchandra Sen and Sudeshna Ganguly; and 
many cousins, nieces, and nephews. 
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Obituary 

Archana Chakrabarti 

With deep sorrow and heavy hearts, we mourn 
the sudden loss of Mrs. Archana Chakrabarti, 
who was an integral part of the Utsav family 
since “Day 1”. Archana-di, as she was well 
known to most of us, is survived by her 
husband, Mr. Ramen Chakrabarti, many 
relatives, and innumerable friends all around 
the world. She left for her heavenly abode on 
June 3, 2022. 
 
Her amiable and cheerful personality is 
engraved in our hearts, and she will always 
remain alive among us. Although Ramen-da 

conducted Utsav worships (pujo) many times, 
Archana-di was the backbone and the pillar 
behind the scene. She was a silent worker with 
a wealth of knowledge, and taught many of us 
the nitty-gritties of pujo and in such a humble 
way! Besides this, she had a career over three 
decades as a San Francisco Library Technical 
Assistant. 
 
Her funeral was arranged on June 14, 2022. 
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, limited friends 
and families were able to attend the event in 
person.
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2022 Durga Pujo Sponsors and Volunteers 
 

Durga Puja main priest: 
Biswanath Mukherjee 

Puja Mandap backdrop creation and decoration 
New backdrop and flowers donors: Santana and Koushik Das 

Decorations: Rupa Chowdhury, Anima Kumar, Santana Das, Mala Paul, 
Dipanjana Sen, Sharmila Mallick, and Mitra Choudri 

Garlands for idols
Alodipa Dutta, Dipanjali Banerjee, Namrata Dey, Paramita Das, Sanchita 

Auddy, Sharmila Mukherjee, Soma Nayak, and others 

Pujo flowers  
Shashwati Roy and Seema Chanda  

Naru preparation

Anindita Pal, Jaya Mukherjee, Manjula Dey, Momtanu Chakraborty, 
Paramita Das, Sangita Biswas, Satabdi Mukherjee, Sreeparna Bhaumik, 
Subhra Chakraborty, Suchanda Majumdar, Sudeshna Basuroy, Sunanda 

Banerjee, and Tanima Bhadra 

Bhog preparation 
Dipanjali Banerjee, Mitra Choudri, Paramita Bhattacharya, Riya Bose, 

and Shashwati Roy 

Prasad items
Alodipa Dutta, Dipanjana Sen, Kana Sharma, Lily Sarkar, Rupa 

Chowdhury, Sanchita Auddy, Sanhita Bandyopadhyay, Seema Chanda, 
Shampa Chaudhury, Subhra Chakraborty, Subhra Gima, and Shashwati 

Roy

Sweets (Saturday and Sunday) 
Shomeek Paul and Madhupa (Chatterjee) 

Playing Dhak and Ghanta: 
Sanjib Sarkar, Koushik Das, and Udayan Chanda 

Fish (Sunday) 
Pradeep Devevarapu and Sanhita (Bandyopadhyay) 

Food Volunteer (In addition to Food Committee) 
Subhankar Mukherjee, Sanchita Auddy, Anindita Paul, Brandon Matthew, 

Sanjib Sarkar, Dipanjana Sen, Roop Ghosh, Tanujay Saha, and others. 

Saturday Lunch Sponsor (Partial) 
Virender Yadav, Realtor, REeBroker Group   
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Utsav Sponsor Members (2022-23) 
Platinum Plus Sponsors (contribution: $2000 and above) 

Banga, Mainak, and Pubasha (Das) 
Chanda, Udayan, and Seema 

Gima, Subhra 
Kumar, Barin, and Anima 

Mathew, Brandon, and Tanima (Bhadra) 
Nandi, Somen, and Rashmi 

Sen, Shankha, and Dipanjana 
 

Platinum Sponsors (contribution: $1200 and above) 
Chakraborty, Prodosh, and Mita 

Choudri, Adi, and Mitra 
Devavarapu, Pradeep, and Sanhita (Bandyopadhyay) 

Kriplani, Indru, and Pramila 
Mukherjee, Biswanath, and Supriya 

Paul, Shomeek, and Madhupa (Chatterjee) 
Sarkar, Sanjib, and Hem 

Sharma, Kingshuk and Ashrukana 
 

Gold Sponsors (contribution: $600 and above) 
Bhattacharya, Anirban, and Sanchita (Auddy) 

Das, Koushik, and Santana 
Ghosh, Saurajit, and Shruthi 

Joshi, Ajay, and Nupur 
Mukherjee, Arun, and Sharmila 

Nayak, Sanjib, and Soma 
Ray, Joydeep, and Dipanjali (Banerjee) 

Ray, Manas, and Shashwati (Roy) 
Saha, Rajat, and Ananya (Nandi) 

Ghosh, Debrup, and Debapriya (Chakraborty) 
 

Silver Sponsors (contribution: $400 and above) 
Adoni, Anand, and Subhra (Chakraborty) 

Banerjee, Amit, and Snigdha (Ghosh) 
Basuroy, Nirupom, and Sudeshna 

Bhattacharya, Anirban, and Paramita (Chakraborty) 
Bhattacharyya, Avijit, and Ayantika 

Chatterjee, Satya, and Pat 
Chowdhury, Arun, and Rupa  

Chowdhury, Shyamal, and Bipasha 
Mukherjee, Joy, and Suvra 
Sarkar, Sudeep and Suman 

Utsav Membership Roster 
*Adoni, Anand, Subhra (Chakraborty), Anish, and Aisha 

*Banga, Mainak, Pubasha, Toushini, and Soumini 
Bandyopadhyay, Barun, Sunanda, Sneha, and Hiya 

*Bandyopadhyay Bhaskar, and Momtanu 
*Banerjee, Amit, Snigdha (Ghosh), Esha, Shriya, and Aayan 

*Basu, Shantanu, Rina, and Dhiya 
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Basuroy, Nirupam, Sudeshna, Shimika, and Nirvik 
*Bej, Aritra, and Sukonya 

*Bhattacharya, Anirban, Paramita (Chakraborty), Archita, and Zini 
*Bhattacharya, Anirban, Sanchita (Auddy), and Anaya 

*Bhattacharya, Avijit, Ayantika, and Avighna 
*Bhaumik, Bhaskar, Sreeparna, and Aritra 

*Bhaumik, Niladri, Manomita, and Srija 
Bhowmick, Rana and Family 

*Biswas, Debabrata, Sangita, Dhruba and Dayita 
*Biswas, Priyam and Family 

Biswas, Shina 
*Bose, Riya 

*Botu, Surya Teja 
Burman, Prabir and Family 

*Chakraborty, Amrita 
*Chakraborty, Prodosh, Mita, Joey, and Robby 

*Chakravarty, Rajat and Torsa (Ghosal) 
Chakroborty, Shyama and Susan (Powers) 

*Chakraborty, Sneha 
*Chanda, Udayan, Seema, Neel, and Natasha 

Chatterjee, Madhura and Mahesh 
Chatterjee, Satya and Pat 

Chaudhuri, Debanik and Shampa 
*Choudri, Adi, Mitra, Neil, Minal, and Natasha 

*Chowdhury, Arun, Rupa, Ayananta, and Aditya 
*Chowdhury, Pulak, Sanchita (Dey), and Mahika Adishree, Vivan Mayukh 

Chowdhury, Shyamal, Bipasha, Sudip, and Anindya 
Das, Kaushik 

*Das, Koushik, Santana, and Debanshu 
Das, Modan, Shilpi, Neil, and Raj 

*Das, Soukhin, and Oindree (Basu) 
*Das, Tanmoy, Anindita, and Anmoy 

Datta, Jyotirmoy, Namita, Srijon, and Orjon 
Datta, Sandipan and Behnaz Hekmat 

*Datta, Subrata, Alodipa, Sayak, and Sarthak 
*Devavarapu, Pradeep, Sanhita (Bandyopadhyay), and Suhaan 

Dey, Saumen, Manjula, Siddhartha, and Rishaan 
*Ganguly, Somnath, Tanushree, Shoyoma, and Sudhit 

Ghosh, Anjan, Trina and Aayush 
*Ghosh, Debashis and Subhadra (Mishtu) Sengupta 

*Ghosh, Debrup and Debapriya (Chakraborty) 
*Ghosh, Roop and Riya Bose 

*Ghosh, Saurajit, Shruthi, and Shristi 
Ghosh, Sumanta, Paramita, Sumita, and Shayan 

Ghoshal, Chaitali, Rittwika, and Anusha 
*Ghoshal, Dipok, and Shilpi (Chakraborty) 

Ghoshal, Surajit, Tuhina, Tuli, and Tithi 
*Gima, Subhra 

Guha, Deeptarghya 
Guha, Snehungsu and Tanusree (Dasgupta) 

Joshi, Ajay, Nupur, Neha, and Veer 
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Jadhav, Umesh and Poonam 
*Jhunjhunwala, Aditya 

*Karmakar, Anindya 
*Kriplani, Indru and Pramila 

*Kumar, Barin, Anima, and Soma 
*Kumari, Ankita 

Majumder, Arijit and Srijita 
*Majumdar, Abhigyan 

*Majumdar, Suchanda, Samriddhi, and Eshani 
Majumdar, Tapas and Saptarshi 

Mallick, Soummya, Sharmila, and Family 
*Mathew, Brandon, Bhadra, Shikha, and Tanima 

*Mitra, Anupam, Ananya, and Anaisha 
*Mitra, Subhaditya 

*Mukherjee, Arun, Sharmila, and Family 
*Mukherjee, Biswanath, Supriya, and Family 

*Mukherjee, Joy, Suvra, Rinita, and Ronit 
Mukherjee, Kokonad, Shatabdi, and Family 
*Mukherjee, Subhankar, Jaya, and Abhirup 

*Mullins, Mala P., Shane, and Evani Paul 
*Nandi, Somen, Rashmi, Sunoy, and Sharod 

*Nayak, Sanjib, Soma, Ena, and Ashna 
Padihari, Prasanna and Aishwarya 

*Paul, Debashis 
*Paul, Prakash, Monika, Rai, and Raya 
*Paul, Shomeek, Madhupa, and Evani 
Paul, Subrata, Soma, Dipto, and Sreeja 

*Ray, Joydeep, Dipanjali (Banerjee), Siddharth, and Sanjoli 
*Ray, Manas and Shashwati (Roy) 

*Ray, Tapati 
*Reddy, Fnu Gutta Puravi 

*Roy, Shyamal 
*Roy, Souvik 

Saha, Deb, Nina Shetty, Rohan, and Ishaan 
*Saha, Rajat, Ananya, Ileena, and Ivaan 

*Saha, Subir, Seema (Chowdhury), Shopneil, and Spriha 
*Sahoo, Subhadeep 

*Saletore, Yogesh and Mohana (Roy) 
Samaddar, Sandipan and Poulami (Chatterjee) 

*Sarkar, Shampa 
*Sarkar, Sanjib, Hem, Arunava, and Sonia 

Sarkar, Subir, Lily, Sahana, and Sharon 
*Sarkar, Sudeep, Suman, Aditya, and Aryav 

*Sen, Shankha, and Dipanjana 
*Sharma, Kingshuk, Ashrukana, Khounish, and Eashaan 

Singh, Vishal 
Syam, Paramita, Mia, Krish, and Kiaan 

Verma, Ravi and Barnali (Roy Choudhury) 

* Denotes membership renewed for 2022-23 during press time. Our apologies if the information has any 
inaccuracy; please drop us an email at utsavpr@gmail.com with corrections.  



 

 

 



 

 


